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If you're testing complex boards,
You're facing one of test engineering's toughest
challenges. VLSI boards like this one. But with a
Teradyne L200 board tester on your side, complex
test problems can be conquered quickly.

The L293 VLSI Module Test System.

Stay in front of VLSI/VHSIC advances.
Start with the most advanced hardware for analog
and digital testing. An L200 fires functional test patterns at 40 MHz rates. At up to 1152 test channels.
Top speed is 80 MHz. That's 4to 8times faster than
any competitor can deliver.
And the L200 hits test signal timing precisely.
With up to 32 timing sets for drive phases and test
windows. Its 250 ps programming resolution with
zero dead time puts signal edges right where you
want them.
Divide and conquer.
VLSI/VHSIC boards demand large, complex test
programs. But the L200's distributed computer
architecture simplifies matters.
Testing is controlled by aVAX computer. It sends
tasks to specialized processors for rapid deployment
of analog, digital, and memory tests.
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here's asimple plan ofattack.
Programmers will appreciate clustered VAX
workstations. Graphics, like waveforms and shmoo
plots, make heavy debug and analysis light work.
Simulation and other tactics.
High-powered software tools tailor L200 test
development to modern design techniques and test
strategies.
Test
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need to get
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tests up and
L200 VLSI bo.Ird test systems are the Derformance leaders
running fast.
Take our LASAR simulator. It works closely with
the L200 for both cluster and board-level testing.
LASAR accurately predicts VLSI circuit responses
and reports test program fault coverage.
Significantly, LASAR simulates L200 characteris-

tics. So test programs automatically include when to
test board responses. And what response is expected.
The result is uncompromising go/no go tests as well
as precise guided probe or fault dictionary diagnosis.
A powerful ally.
L200's have proven themselves under fire at hundreds of advanced manufacturing sites worldwide.
So if you're about to take on anew VLSI/VHSIC
project, find out how to launch awinning test strategy. Call your local Teradyne sales office or write:
Teradyne, Inc.,
MS L37,
321 Harrison
Avenue, Boston,
IQ measure quality.
MA 02118.
Antwerp 3-233-9271, Boston 617-482-2700, Copenhagen 2-717070, Hong Kong
5-895-2155, Milan 2-2134601, Milton Keynes 908-606655, Munich 89-839930,
Paris 1-4745-1760, Seoul 2 545-4066, Singapore 223-8561, Stockholm 8-7505950. Taipei 708-3528, Tokyo 3-719-0151
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In 1989, the Netherlands will be
one of thefirst European countries
to substantially open up its telecommunications equipment and
services market—aresponse to deregulation and market conditions,
globalization, and telematics progress. The Dutch telecommunications
equipment market is projected to
reach nearly $800 million by 1990,
while the European-wide marketfor
equipment and services could exceed $50 billion.
Holland has ensured that its
infrastructure—including PTT
Nederland whet will become aprivate company January 1without
regulatory responsibilities—will be
able to handle not only today basic
speech, text and data exchanges,
but tomorrows needs for fast total
digitalization, mobile and other new
value-added services.
Here are some examples ofDutch
developments in advanced telecommunications services that will be
available to consumers, industry
and governments.

4 ISDN Picture Phone—Since 1983,
the Dutch have been helping to define the
operational standards, compatible with both
CCITT and CEPT, for aworldwide small
band ISDN videophone terminal. This international effort is being coordinated by
the Pr Dr. Neher Laboratories and foresees low-priced picture phones for office
and home use in 1992. High-quality mov-

network. Access by X.25 protocol will be
available soon. Amsterdam is also developing ateleport.
'fransportation Databases—Astandard IBM SNA system with videotext is
providing more than 1,500 subscribers
throughout Europe with cost savings and
real-time information about space availability, type of cargo handled, destinations, departure and arrival times for trucks, trains,
ships and airplanes throughout Holland.
Called 'franspotel, this Dutch database service has expanded through franchising to
the United Kingdom, Switzerland, Belgium,
Austria, France, Germany and Scandinavia, and soon will extend to Italy and
Denmark.
ing pictures accompanied by high-quality
voice are transmitted over a64kbit/second
network. The bit rate is achieved by data
compression techniques that eliminate redundant information using ahybrid method
combining DPCM- and transform-coding.
Encryption will ensure privacy 'lb enhance
apossible videophone service, high quality videotext images can be transmitted
with the same equipment.
Teleports—Designed jointly by
Rotterdam's municipal authorities and its
business community the teleport uses the
International Transport Information System
(INTIS) for the electronic exchange of standardized messages between shippers and
suppliers of all modes of transportation.
Shippers and freight forwarders already access the network to send shipping instructions to 'deep-sea carriers and liner agents_
They, in turn, communicate electronically
with container terminals. Both PCs and
mainframes, equipped with a3780 emulator and aV22bis modem, can access the

In addition, Holland is amajor manufacturing location not only for N.V. Philips's data communications products, but
also for Alcatel, N.V., which builds and markets its System 12 for small and mediumsized firms; for Swedish multinational LM.
Ericsson, which manufactures telephones
for the Dutch PTT and other telecommunications equipment; for West German multinational Siemens, which produces data
communications products; and for the
AT&T/ Philips joint venture, which is building anew generation PBX.
Further, three technology universities— at Delft, Wente and Eindhoven
—and more than 100 technical institutes
along with the Netherlands Organization
for Applied Scientific Research (TNO) and
major software houses assist companies,
regardless of location, with research and
development from defining systems needs
to designing networks to building prototypes or writing code.

Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency
NEW YORK ( 212) 246-1434 •

SAN FRANCISCO ( 415) 981-1468 •

LOS ANGELES ( 213) 477-8288 •

OTTAWA ( 613) 237-5030

This material is published by Gavin Anderson & Company, which is registered os an agent of the Government of the Netherlands. It is filed with the Department of Justice,
where the required registration statement is available for public inspection. Registration does not indicate approval of the contents by the United States Government.
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BENNY AND THE NETS

By the time America turns on
HDTV, will we find anything more
than a new format for old jokes?

EDITOR- IN-CHIEF
Robin Nelson
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
Jeremy Young
MANAGING EDITOR
Howard Wolff

S

orne weeks ago, when we were talking about putting acover on
this issue based on our high-definition TV package (p. 70), Ihad
an idea for avisual that—and this is almost certainly agood thing—
Idiscarded immediately prior to initial verbalization. It has stayed
with me, however, and now Ijust have to tell somebody. If you really want to get across what HDTV is going to mean, you see, here's
what you do: you merely take aTV screen shot of the consummate
British middlebrow comic, Benny Hill, holding his hands out in front
of him about 24 inches apart. His eyes bug out. His tongue tries to
escape out of one side of his mouth, then the other. He clenches his
teeth to get control of it, then begins to repeat, ad infinitum: "It's
big! It's big! It's ... BIG!"
How big—apologies to Ed McMahon—is it? William Schreiber,
who heads the MIT Media Lab's Advanced Television Research Program, believes public acceptance could make HDTV the "largest consumer of [both] memory chips and microprocessors." That means
bigger than the computer industry. That means bigger than industrial electronics. What's more, the ultimate effect of the worldwide
market for HDTV as atechnology driver for everything from advanced semiconductors to high-resolution displays can only be projected at this point in terms of incalculable significance. Some visionaries see an inevitable merger of the home-entertainment center
with the home computer, creating the 21st century equivalent of the
home altar.
What will be amassive ripple effect is already in motion. Read how
North American Philips is using an enhanced multiplexed analog-component technology scheme to "stitch together" an NTSC-sized picture
with image-widening side panels (p. 78). Read why Zenith believes its
process for directly printing color phosphors onto afaceplate will carry
cathode-ray-tube technology well into the HDTV revolution no matter
what flat-panel developments ensue (p. 79).
Despite all these encouraging signs, we are handing you plenty of
downside in the picture. The U. S. has advanced to nowhere near
adopting an HDTV standard, and isn't likely to advance in the near
future. There are not even rumors of any kind of coherent policy
among the industry factions who stand to lose the most—or everything—from lack of one. It's particularly discouraging because no
matter who builds the new TV sets we will all eventually buy, or
where they are assembled, until the U. S. gets its act together nothing is going to move very far or very fast.
And notice how, at atime when TV technology is approaching a
major threshold, the combined product of the U. S. broadcast networks is playing to an increasingly indifferent audience—indifferent to the point of serious commercial impact. One hopes HDTV is
not born into aworld that couldn't care less. Personally, Ican't wait
to see Benny Hill reruns on that big screen.
ROBIN NELSON
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•Data General fires the first
volley in its RISC campaign ...
•... but Sanyo/Icon's 88000-based
system beats it to market
•The IEEE joins the call for
government-backed consortia
•Shrinking the head isn't the only
way to make adisk drive smaller

COVER: The U.S. gropes for unity on high-definition TV, 70
Electronics companies are scrambling for position in what could be
amake-or-break effort
•Advanced Compatible TV: two steps to high definition, 76
The Sarnoff Research Center proposes away to ease into higher
definition that doesn't sacrifice compatibility with existing TV sets
•Philips has aplan to pack pixels into aTV picture, 78
By weaving together avariety of techniques, the Philips approach
achieves one-step conversion from today's yrsc signal to
tomorrow's HDTV image
•Can CRTs hold their own in the HDTV era? 79
Unlike many TV manufacturers, which are exploring large flatpanel displays, Zenith Electronics is betting on the conventional
cathode-ray tube

Products to Watch, 19
•Texas Instruments' 1-mbit
EPROM boasts 20-ns access times
•Encore's superminis push
processing costs down to $3,500
per mips
• STAC gives storage-system
makers aone-chip version of its
data-compression algorithm
Washington Insider, 59
•The Strategic Defense
Organization looks for diamonds
in the rough
•Silicon carbide debuts as an
approach to radhard circuitry
•The Pentagon is getting closer
to generic chip specifications
Pacific Rim Trends, 65
•Fujitsu and Hitachi plug away
at Josephson-junction work
•Japanese researchers build a
smaller synchrotron for x-ray
lithography
•Sony's high-band 8-mm
camcorder challenges SVHS
European Observer, 67
•West Germany starts hooking
up ISDN on alarge scale
•Europe's RACE project comes up
with abreakthrough flat TV
screen
•Texas Instruments gets ready
for Europe 92 by building awafer
plant in Italy
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How the U. S. is leading the way in nonvolatile technology, 80
American chip makers are on the leading edge of the technology,
which could have atremendous impact on the next generation
of semiconductors
•WaferScale turns adisadvantage into a4-Mbit EPROM, 84
With no foundry of its own, the company can't tinker with its
process to make chips denser and faster—it must improve circuitry
and architecture
•Seeq pushes flash memory to 1Megabit, 85
Its two new devices represent an eightfold increase in density over
its first flash device
•ICT retools the programmable gate array, 86
A logic-array matrix makes its arrays faster and denser
•ICC takes antifuse-based technology one step further, 87
A new architecture can be used for all kinds of chips
PC software: puzzling over today's menu, 90
Users, vendors, and OEMs alike face aperplexing variety of
incompatible operating systems, graphical user interfaces,
and networking schemes
Winchester makers rush ahead with little big drives, 96
In aclogged market, the 3.5-in, drive is changing the landscape
Broadband networking breaks out with anew standard, 98
Technical problems have been solved and products are available
Fuzzy logic is comprehensible, practical—and commercial, 102
Despite its name, the technology is clearly awinner for alot of
different applications
EXECUTIVE BRIEFING: VXIbus is gathering steam, 104
The standard for modular instruments is picking up momentum
among both designers and users
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New BiCMOS ECL
I/O SRAMs deliver
higher speeds and
lower power dissipation for greater operational performance.
Bipolar and CMOS
are fine, as far as they go. Put
them together and they go even
further. Which explains why we've used our
expertise in bipolar ECL and CMOS technologies to create anew product family of
high-speed/low power 64K and 256K BiCMOS
ECL I/O SRAMs.
Our new BiCMOS ECL I/O SRAMs
provide you with all the advantages of a
united front. Because they bring you the best
of both worlds.
With amaximum access time of
15 ns and amaximum power dissipation of
less than IW, you get the blazing speed
of bipolar. And the low power dissipation
of CMOS.
All at aprice per bit that makes
BiCMOS the technology of choice for highperformance digital ICs. And with greater
efficiency and operational reliability than

you ever thought possible with
either bipolar ECL or CMOS.
Which makes
our new BiCMOS ECL I/O
SRAMs the perfect choice for
your most advanced computing
applications. Including supercomputers, supenninis and high-performance
workstations.
Our 64K device comes in two pin
configurations: MBM 10/100C490 is a22-pin
package. MBM 10/100C494 is a28-pin
package. Our 256K device, MBM 10/100500,
is a24-pin package.
All are available in ceramic DIP,
flatpack or LCC. And they're fully compatible
with industry-standard 10K ECL families.
Best of all, they're from Fujitsu
Microelectronics. The partner you can count
on. Now and in the future. Providing you
with the edge you need to always stay ahead.
If you'd like to know more about
our new BiCMOS products, including our
family of 64K and 256K BiCMOS ECL I/O
SRAMs, call 800/642-7616. We'll show
you why united we stand.

FUJITSU
FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS. INC.

Integrated Circuits Division
3545 North First St, San Jose, CA 95134-1804. (800) 642-7616

The edge you need in achanging world.
Pss

MIcrocluctrnn
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LETTER FROM RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK

POWER
OP MIPS

RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK,
AT 30, REACHES MATURITY
RALEIGH, N. G.
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Raleigh-Durham
International Airport, one
gets the idea that this central
North Carolina community remains arural haven. The landscape's dominant feature is a
seemingly endless grove of
lodge-pole pines, and development seems
modest at best. But hidden in the piney
woods, in the hollow between these two
small Southern cities, may well be the
most successful planned industrial center
in the U. S.
This is Research Triangle Park.
Planned 30 years ago by the state as an
advanced-research community that could
draw and expand on the strengths of the
area's three major universities, it has led
aremarkable renaissance in the region.
Together, the 6,700-acre park and three
universities—North Carolina State in Raleigh, the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, and Duke University in Durham—have attracted major corporations
with ahighly educated work force, worldclass research support, and one of the nadon's lowest unemployment rates.
What's more, unlike such high-tech
centers as Silicon Valley or Boston's
Route 128 corridor, which harbor computer and electronics companies to the virtual exclusion of anything else, Research
Triangle Park prides itself on its diversity. Computer companies sit across the
road from mammoth chemical concerns,
while U. S. government laboratories,
such as those belonging to the Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of Health and Human Services,
lYing into

• 4A/±40V

are neighbors to producers of
fiber-optic cable.
The result is unparalleled
economic stability, effectively
insulating the community from
the kinds of cyclical, domino-effect layoffs that are common in
Silicon Valley. A slump in, say,
the personal-computer industry would
hardly ruffle afeather here. " It's extremely important that the park is multidisciplinary," says Robert G. Hirsch, director of the DuPont Co. Electronics
Technologies Laboratory, arelative latecomer that arrived in 1985. " When the
electronics industry was down in the
dumps two years ago, the unemployment
rate 'rocketed' to somewhere below 3%."
And it hasn't risen since. In fact, says
Hirsch, the industrial mix was aprime
reason DuPont decided to locate its
newest facility—amultidisciplinary electronics lab—in the triangle.
But diversification has also served to
give RTP something of astaid image: a
place through which corporate giants like
IBM, Northern Telecom, and DuPont rotate their managers every few years.
Strict limitations on land development—
companies can build on no more than 15%
of any plot of land in the park's northern
sector, and on up to 30% in the southern
tier—were designed to attract the deeppocketed corporate elite. The result: the
many small and midsize companies that
have sprung up in other high-tech hubs
never materialized, and, says one Durham investor, " the triangle area got a
bad rap in the investment community."
But times are changing, says Dennis

• Thermal
Shutoff

WHO'S WHO IN THE PARK

20 other models... 62 choices

Company

CALL ( 800) 421-1865
FOR
APPLICATIONS
ASSISTANCE
CONSULT EEM/IC MASTER

PEX

I Iptech

DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE
APEX MICROTECHNOLOGY CORP.
5980 N. Shannon Rd., Tucson, AZ 85741
USA (602) 742-8601 • FAX: (602) 888-3329
France ( 1) 69.07.08.24 • BRD(06152)61081
Nippon (03) 244 - 3781 • UK ( 0844) 278781
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First year in park

Work force

IBM Corp.
Northern Telecom Inc.
Integrated Network Systems Group
Research Triangle Institute
BNR Ltd. (Bell- Northern Research)

1966

10,000

1980
1959
1987

7,500
1,400
700

Mitsubishi Semiconductor*
General Electric Co.
Microelectronics Center
Dota General Corp.
RTP Laboratory
Sumitomo Electric Industries
Dupont Co.
Electronics Division
Microelectronics Center
of North Carolina
GTE Corp.
Government Systems

1983

380

1985

350

1977
1983

300
300

1985

230

1980

150

1983

75

•LOCATED

NEAR PARK

SOURCES: RESEARCH TRIANGLE FOUNDATION, ELECTRONICS
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Perfect for freezing fast and slow
events. the Model 3060D performs as a
40MS sdigital storage oscilloscope
and 60- MHz real-time scope.
With high-speed digitizing and CRT
readout with cursors, you can capture
and easily analyze single- shot events,
fast transients and slowly occurring
phenomena.
Expand captured waveforms up to
100 times and interpolate them; store
four waveforms in the 2k word 2-channel memory for immediate or later evaluation, and send fully documented
waveforms to aplotter.
Plus, calibrated delay sweep, pretrigger functions, p- pauto triggering,
sine and pulse interpolation, autoranging time base.. etc. And for computer
control, GPIB is standard.
The 3060D is backed by a
TWO-YEAR WARRANTY, and factory
service depots on both coasts.
Look at Leader and see the difference. Phone now for our catalog, an
evaluation unit, and the name of your
nearest " Select" Leader Distributor
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Leader Instruments Corporation
380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices:
Chicago, Datas, Los Angeles, Boston, Atlanta
In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd. 416 828-6221
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AGENTLE

REMINDER ON
THE IMPORTANCE
OF LOOKING
AROUND.

C

ombinational Testers. Technically speaking, it's no longer
aquestion of if or when you'll
need one. But which system to
choose.
Loyalty may take you first to the
manufacturer of your present board
testers. Logic should take you further.
Because the Zehntel 8000 holds a
number of pleasant surprises for you
—in power, flexibility, and price.

BYALL MEANS, COMPARE.

To appreciate its performance
fully, it's only fair to judge the 8000
by comparable systems: those costing
much more.
The 8000's open
architecture, for example,
can greatly reduce overall testing costs. Using
the Functional Interface
Board pictured above,

you can place your own hot-bed test
directly into the 8000 system.
The 8000 is the only combinational tester with 2,048 fully-hybrid,
non-multiplexed test
points. Each node has
adriver/receiver behind
it; each can be used for
either functional or
in-circuit testing. All of
which helps reduce the

cost of programming and implementing engineering changes.
The 8000's digital test subsystem
truly warrants the term "high performance:' with 10 MHz pattern rate,
8Kx4 RAM per node, programmable
slew rates and lOns programmable
edge placement.
The menu-based, mouse-driven
interface simplifies programming,
with multiple windowing capability,

7

integrated logic analyzer and
graphic quality analysis tools.

FREE REMINDER PAD

A GENTLE REMINDER
W HERE TO LOOK.
For complete information
REMEMBER
on the Zehntel 8000, call or
write today. To help, we'll
send you aspecially-created reminder
Offer eepires
pad for your desk, inspired by the
July 31 1989.
8000's elegant industrial design.
Circle 21

For your free notepad,
call ( 800) 457-8326 or
attach your business
card here and send to:
91
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2625 Shadelands Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
ELEC/3-89

PICO

transformers
small size
...big specs

Nt.., •

•size variations of . 25" dia. x
.25" to .
75" dia. x82" ht.
• MIL- T- 27E (PICO is QPL source)
• 20Hz —250KHz
•pulse applications . 05p.s to 1001.4s
•prim. and sec. impedances
2ohms to 250K ohms
•power to 3 watts
•inductors to 80 henries
•plug-in construction, surface
mount, or flying leads
• extreme resistance to thermal
shock MIL- STD- 202F, method
107(25 cycles). Special designs
for 300 cycles.
Delivery—
stock to
one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc.
453 N. MacOuesten Pkvry. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free

800-431-1064

IN NEW YORK CALL

914899-5514

PICO also manufactures over 500
standard DC- DC Converters and over
2500 Miniature Transformers
and Inductors.
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Daugherty, ageneral partner in Intersouth
the park's tenants in its technological diPartners, an RTP-based venture-capital
versity, with projects in chemistry, pharcompany. He says all the ingredients for
macology, and the biological sciences in
"soup," his euphemism for astrong entre- addition to advanced software, semiconpreneurial environment, have come togeth- ductor, and systems work.
er in the last few years. Today, there are at SELLING POINT. Although it was estableast 30 venture-capital companies from all
lished as an additional lure to attract outover the country investing in RTP-area
side companies to the area, the institute is
companies, he says, and there is acore of not limited to working for area firms
more than 40 high-technology venture- alone. It derives much of its revenue from
backed companies getting started some- government contracts. But like the uniwhere in the triangle. Last year the Ra- versities and the nearby Microelectronics
leigh Chamber of Commerce and N. C.
Center of North Carolina, astate-supState combined to set up anew incubator ported research consortium, it is one of
facility called Bitech, for Business Innovathe park's selling points.
tion and Technology Center, which will
Area executives extoll the virtues of havhelp entrepreneurs draw up business
ing such world-class research facilities so
plans, find financing, and get state and fed- close at hand. DuPont's Hirsch, for example, says his people regularly use equiperal grants.
That's amarked difference from just a ment at MCNC that they would not have
few years ago. Daugherty says he had to
access to elsewhere. And Richard B. Fair,
struggle to raise Intersouth's first venthe center's vice president for design reture fund in 1984. He spent more than a search and technology, says the facility
year trying to gather
was a major reason
$10 million and finally
Northern Telecom Ltd.
gave up at the $6.5 milchose to locate its $50
Industrial diversity
lion mark. " Raising
million, 700-person BNR
insulates RTP from
money then for venlaboratory here in 1987.
domino-effect layoffs
tures in North Carolina
MCNC, too, in many
was nearly impossible,"
ways reflects the park's
he says. Last year, howdiversity, with member
ever, he raised $20 million in less than 12
companies such as DuPont, IBM Corp.,
months—and he did it in the wake of the
and Airco (amaker of gases used in semistock-market crash. Why the change?
conductor processing) representing only
"We've eliminated a lot of the unaportion of its broad membership. It is a
knowns," he says.
research facility with a $30 million annual
In the meantime, though, entreprebudget that has so far managed to escape
neurs seeking money for their dreams
the wide notice of the press—and, Fair
found themselves moving out to Silicon
notes, of Silicon Valley chip makers. With
Valley and north to Boston, where costs
aworld-class clean room capable of hanwere greater, but money was available.
dling submicron devices, the center proDaugherty says several potential local
duced the working parts of its Massively
businesses were swept away by outside
Parallel Processor, a1.1-million-transisinvestors, who insisted that the new comtor chip featuring 128 eight-bit procespanies be set up closer to the bank.
sors with 1Kbit of memory each.
"We got alot of interest from West
Now MCNC is expanding its charter
Coast firms—more than from the East
and entering the world of supercomputCoast," says C. Eric Hunter, the 29-yearing and high-speed networking. With $16
old president of specialty-chip-maker million in state funding, the center is
Cree Research Inc. " One firm, in fact,
building asupercomputer center featurwas very interested—but they wanted us
ing aCray Research Inc. YMP supercomto move out to Santa Clara." Just one
puter that will be "the most powerful mayear old, Cree is concentrating on conchine in the Southeast," Fair says. It's
verting silicon carbide, an advanced semi- also setting up astate-wide computer netconductor material, from ahigh-tempera- work joining all of the state's colleges
ture curiosity at an N. C. State lab into a and universities with high-speed microcommercially viable technology for appli- wave links. Initial connections will permit
cations in space, aircraft engines, and
8-Mbit/s communications, but Fair says
other hostile environments. The school
the system will eventually be able to suphas granted Cree exclusive licenses to its
port speeds up to 45 Mbits/s. As with
patents on the technology and has afiMCNC's other activities, member companancial stake in the company.
nies are also expected to use the facility.
But this is still not Silicon Valley.
Fair, who doubles as aprofessor at
"There's amaturity level there that we're
Duke, says he's seen traffic increase and
only now starting to reach here," says F.
other things change in his few years in
Thomas Wooten, vice president for elecNorth Carolina. He remains profoundly imtronics and systems research at the Repressed with the state's progressive attisearch Triangle Institute. The institute, a tude toward technology and investment.
contract-research facility established
"Just look," he says, "what they've built in
with the rest of the park in 1959, reflects
the piney woods."
-Tobias Naegele
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Great things happen when you come
to GenRad for board testers...
you get choices!
You shouldn't have to compromise your budget or
test criteria to fit an ATE manufacturer's product
offerings.
At GenRad you get afamily of testers to choose
from in price/performance ranges that give you freedom of choice. A choice of the industry's marketleading board test systems with the superior software
that has kept GenRad the leader for 20 years. Software that features industry-standard Automatic Test
Generation for fast in-circuit program preparation.
And speed and accuracy in program preparation
translate into dramatic savings in this most costly
aspect of ATE.

GenRad testers will handle your newer, more
complex boards with ease, whether your choice is an
in-circuit or combinational strategy. For even greater
freedom of choice, GenRad's Environment for Strategy
Independent Software, GENESIr, lets you go beyond
ordinary combinational testing. This means you can
select the strategies best suited to your application.
You are no longer restricted by apre-determined
tester strategy.
For more about the board test choices we offer,
call 1-800-4-GENRAD.

GenRad
The difference in software
is the difference in testrm
Circle 113

How P-CAD Put A
Smile On Over10,000
PCB Designers
i

COSTS

REVENUES

All elements that help reduce
redesign, project delays, rework, and
manufacturing costs. But even all that
wouldn't mean much if our system
didn't deliver. And it does!
P-CAD software is modular, with
aconsistent system command structure.
Learn one and you know how to use
M1111111111111111111
all our modules. That means greater
productivity and lower training costs.
Work with P-CAD and you'll be
P-CAD also works with all
current technologies — SMT, analog,
smiling every time you finish adesign
or afiscal year.
high speed, and fine line. So designers
who use P-CAD will always be the
Because we know successful
PCB design requires more than softmost competitive.
You get acomplete, upward
ware alone.
That's why we offer the industry's migration path, too. As your requiremost complete PCB design solution.
ments grow, you can take your P-CAD
Including training. Superior tech
investment with you. No throw-away
support. User groups. Bug reports.
software. No obsolescence.
Architecture? It's "open" for easy
Plus, the best maintenance, upgrades,
user guides, and reference documenta- integration with CADAM; AutoCAD,'
Ventura': Interleaf,'" and other CAD
tion you'll find.
Lower costs and higher productivity
add profits to your bottom line.

environments. So your options are
open now, and in the future.
Finally, with over 10,000 users
in 37 countries, we have the largest
installed base in PCB design. So when
you're looking for experienced P-CAD
designers, there's no need to look far.
They're everywhere.
Let us show you how increasing
PCB productivity can
enhance your profits.
Call now for details
and afree copy of
our PCB CAD
Buyer's Guide:
800-253-5207, in
California, 800-628-8748.
What we have to say will make
you smile. P-CAD, 1290 Parkmoor
Avenue, San Jose, CA 95126.

P-cad
PERSONAL CAD MEMOS INC.
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P- CAD is aregistered trademark of Personal CAD Systems. Inc. CADAM is aregistered trademark of CADAM. Inc. AutoCAD is aregistered trademark of Autodesk. Inc. Ventura is aregistered trademark of
Xerox Corporation. Interleaf is atrademark of Interleaf, Inc.
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
DATA GENERAL FIRES THE FIRST VOLLEY IN ITS RISC CAMPAIGN ...

The

first Data General Corp. systems based on reduced- instruction-set computing are hitting the market—four work stations and a server, all built
around Motorola Inc.'s 88000 CMOS microprocessor. The RISC-based platforms run the Unix operating system, marking the Westboro, Mass., computer
maker's first departure from its proprietary MV/Eclipse family. The initial RISC
units run DG/UX, Data General's variation of Unix, which incorporates a new
kernel designed to support symmetric multiprocessing. The firm says the
entry-level uni:, a diskless model with a 20- in, monochrome display and 4
Mbytes of memory, is priced " well below $ 10,000," which positions it against
low -end, mostly PC- based work stations. But look for more sophisticated versions to start showing up as Data General moves against its arch-rival, Digital
Equipment Corp., into the work-station market. Data General's advantage is
that it can price aggressively because it has no installed base to protect. D

... BUT SANYO/ICON BEATS IT TO MARKET WITH AN 88000— BASED SYSTEM
barely lost the race to send the first commercial computer usOffing the Motorola Inc. 88000 RISC chip to market—Sanyo/Icon InternationD
al Inc. got there first. The Orem, Utah, company unveiled its Model 8000 late
last month, a week before Data General's announcement. The three- processor Sanyo/Icon system boasts a single-central- processor speed of about 15
million instructions/s and a double-precision whetstone rating of 6.75 million.
Prices start at $ 155,000. The most likely competitors include DEC's midrange
VAX units, plus Pyramid and Sequent computers.
0

IEEE JOINS THE CALL FOR GOVERNMENT— BACKED CONSORTIA

A

dding its voice to the American Electronics Association and other industry
groups, a study group assembled by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers is calling for not just one, but several government-aided
research and manufacturing consortia. These public/private joint ventures
would address both research and development and full-scale manufacturing in
two " crucial' . areas: dynamic random-access memories and high-resolution
systems. " You simply can't do R&D and then stop," says Alan McAdams,
associate professor of managerial economics at Cornell University's Johnson
Graduate School of Management and the chairman of the study group.
"You've got to integrate manufacturing." He says that Sematech, a consortium working to produce advanced manufacturing know-how for the semiconductor industry, is " in no way a solution to the U. S. semiconductor manufacturing problem," but merely a " highly desirable first step." He thinks the
government should quickly put in place economic incentives that will attract
domestic firms back into the commodity-chip business, or risk losing its stake
in supercomouting and other leading-edge technologies.
D

HEAD SHRINKING ISN'T THE ONLY WAY TO MAKE A DISK DRIVE SMALLER

O

fine way to make smaller disk drives is to shrink the head. Imprimis
Technology Inc., a Minneapolis disk-drive maker, has come up with another: reduce tie size of the sliders for the head mechanism, rather than the
magnetic element itself. The sliders in the company's 70 Series thin-film head
assemblies are about two-thirds smaller than those in today's thin-film- head
drives. That means they'll help deliver faster access times and higher drive
densities, thanks to lower restrictions on head flying height and less stacking
space for multiple heads and disks. Imprimis has been providing samples of
the new head assemblies to drive makers since late last year. Some 100,000
units should be produced in 1989 starting around midyear.
12
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
STANDARDS ARE COMING THAT WILL MAKE PICKING MACHINE-VISION SYSTEMS EASIER
hoosing the right machine-vision system for jobs like printed-circuit- board
inspection is about to get easier. The Automated Vision Association plans
C
to offer by midyear a relatively inexpensive software package and a set of

"multipoint targets" needed for the first in aseries of vision- performance-test
standards developed by the Ann Arbor, Mich., trade group. The American
National Standards Institute approved the initial test document late last year. It
provides astandard way for users and vendors to evaluate avision system's
accuracy and speed in locating and measuring circles, squares, or other
markings on atwo-dimensional target. Test-control software to run on an IBM
Corp. personal computer, as well as standard eight- point targets, should both
be available by June. A document covering one-dimensional vision performance tests could be ready by the end of the year, says Leonard H. Bieman,
chairman of the association's standards subcommittee. Proposed standards
defining a comprehensive methodology for acceptance testing of machinevision systems could go to ANSI early next year, he adds.
D

BREAKER, BREAKER—TRUCKERS CAN TEN- FOUR BY SATELLITE, GOOD BUDDY
Truckers will soon have anew communications tool at their fingertips, one
ithat's far more sophisticated than aCitizen's Band radio. Tiny satellite antennas 6in. in diameter, mounted atop trucks, let trucking companies track,
locate, and communicate with their drivers, without ever making them stop
their rigs to get to apay phone. The system comes from Geostar, aWashington satellite-communications company that has offered one-way communications between truckers and their dispatchers for over ayear. The new system,
called Satellite System 2C, lets truckers both send data to and get it from their
dispatcher's office. So far, truckers can send messages in data form only—
they type in emergency messages or send preset responses using akeypad.
But Geostar is working on asystem with voice recognition, which would allow
drivers to send messages by speech. Trucking companies can use the
system to keep better track of their trucks and trailers, Geostar executives
say, at acost of only anickel for each transmission. The system is also attracting the interest of the Defense Department—it could keep track of hazardous waste and other sensitive materials as they're transported across the
D
country.
MAKERS OF COLLISION- AVOIDANCE SYSTEMS HUSTLE TO SIGN UP AIRLINES

Cment after amid-January ruling by the Federal Aviation Administration. The

ompetition is heating up in the market for aircraft-collision-avoidance equip-

ruling requires that all commercial aircraft flying in U. S. airspace and capable
of carrying more than 30 passengers be equipped with TCAS II (Traffic Alert
and Collision Avoidance) systems by the end of 1991. Depending on whose
numbers are used, that amounts to 3,500 to 6,000 jetliners which must be
outfitted within the next three years. TCAS II suppliers are scrambling to nail
down contracts with the big airlines, leading to frantic discounting and dealmaking for the systems, which usually carry asingle- unit price ranging from
$90,000 to $ 130,000. In the lead so far is Bendix King Air Transport Avionics,
a Fort Lauderdale, Fla., division of Allied Signal Aerospace Co. As of midFebruary, Bendix had announced TCAS II contracts from American, Piedmont,
and Southwest airlines, for atotal of about 1,200 planes. Honeywell Inc.'s Air
Transport Systems Division in Phoenix has also signed up three carriers—
Alaska, Northwest, and Qantas airlines—for atotal of about 580 planes. By
contrast, the third major player in the TCAS II market—Rockwell International's
Collins Air Transport Division in Cedar Rapids, Iowa—had yet to announce a
production order by mid- February.
l:
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SEARCHING FOR ELUSIVE
CREATURES, PGA SOCKETS WITH
ABNORMAL FOOTPRINTS?

T

he quest for custom PGA sockets needn't lead you to the
ends of the earth. Just to Mill-Mae
As afully integrated, domestic manufacturer of Preci-Up®
and Euro-Dip IC sockets and connectors, Mill-Max can supply
you with aflurry of products, especially PGA sockets
elf»
with odd footprints.
Our warm, friendly customer service people
\
am
itionu
ltlke,
will quickly break the ice. They'll take you
through our comprehensive selection of over
200 variations of PGA, and help you select
from America's largest variety of " loose"
pins which we assemble to order.
Just take your pick from
solder tails, wraposts, surface
mount or press fit.

For extremely low profile, we can supply PGA sockets on a
disposable carrier. And all our sockets feature Mill-Max's
famous low force " multi-finger" contact that's highly tolerant
of pin misalignment, so your chips will slide in and out easily.
Are your special PGA socket needs
getting the cold shoulder? Then join the
snowballing group of people making
tracks for Mill- Max. Call (
516) 922-6000,
or write for our free catalog, and
we'll work like dogs to please you.

Please send me the husky
Preci-Dip catalog of connectors.
EL893

'
CONNECTORS

NAME

Don't be left out in
the cold for PGA
sockets. Get the
Preci-Dip catalog.

PD
FROM

COMPANY

ADDRESS

STATE

ZIP

PHONE

Mail to: NIIII-Max, 190 Pine Hollow Re
LOyMer Bay. NY 11771
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CITY
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CY7C123

1

SRAM ins
Page 226

22V10

PLD 15ns
Page 453

CY7C601

CY7C601

CY7C245A

PROM 18ns
Page 338

RISC
20 MIPS
Page 65
-wee

Afew high performance
CY7C330

iState Machine
150 MHz
Page 470

highlights from our
ata books:

ant to see more?
all for our CMOS Data Book.
as 229 different high performce parts for logic, EPLD, SRAM,
OM, and more.
Thinking RISC? You'll want
our new RISC Factors Brochure
that details our SPARC" family,
with 20 MIP Integer Unit, Floating Point, Cache Tag, Cache RAM
and Cache Control/Memory
Management.
These are essential resources
for high performance system designers, because nobody delivers

high perfomance IC solutions like
Cypress Semiconductor.
Either, or both, are yours fo
fast, toll free phone call.

Data
Hoth
1-800-952-63
Ask for De

1-800-387-7599 In Canada, (32)2-672-2220 In Europe.
Cypress Semiconductor, 3901 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134, Phone:14081943-2666, Telex 8210
CYPRESS SNJUD, TWX 910-997-0753. ©1988 Cypress Semiconductor. SPARC is atrademark of Sun
Microsystems Incorporated.
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PRODUCTS TO WATCH
'

-MBIT EPROM DELIVERS 20- NS STATISTICAL ACCESS TIMES
iprget high-speed cache memories and wait states as the only solutions to
F
the problem of microprocessors outrunning the memories that store their

code. The 20-ns average access time of Texas Instruments Inc.'s 1-Mbit erasable programmable read-only memory is fast enough to handle the job, and
TI's BurstMode EPROM does it with clever circuitry—not new technology. Key
elements include astandard 1-Mbit, 1.4-gm CMOS array and a256- bit line
buffer that acts as an on-chip cache, loading sequential data from the 1-Mbit
array before the microprocessor needs it. Hit rates—the probability that the
right data is stored in the line buffer—are about 90%. Other circuitry handles
recoveries after misses, which means a70-ns access time. Unveiled at last
month's lrternational Solid State Circuits Conference in New York, the BurstMode EPROM will be available by the end of 1989.
E
ENCORE'S SUPERMINIS PUSH THE COST OF PROCESSING DOWN TO $3,500 PER MIPS
he Multimax 500 family of Unix- based parallel-proce i
p ii Tputers
from Encore Computer Corp. of Marlborough, Mass., represents
ss ng su

erm n com

one of the first applications of National Semiconductor Corp.'s 30- MHz NS
32532 central-processing unit. Encore's symmetric multiprocessors incorporate aCPU board that features two 532s, each of which executes 8.5 million
instructions/s or 17 mips per board. As many as 10 boards can be linked—at
less than $3,500 per mips—to apply 170 mips to both technical and commercial applications, ranging from software development and simulation to database management and on-line transaction processing. Available in July, a
minimal 17-mips Multimax 510 system will sell for $ 159,000. Asimilarly priced
Digital Equipment Corp. VAX 6300 delivers about 5 mips. Besides the VAX
line, Enccre says the Multimax 500 family will also compete favorably with
Prime Computer's 6550 and Data General Corp.'s MV/40000 lines.
D
STAC IMPLEMENTS ITS 2: 1 DATA- COMPRESSION ALGORITHM IN HARDWARE

Mdouble the capacity of their memory products can now offer high perfor-

akers of disk and tape drives who use data compression to effe cti ve ly

mance as well with STAC's single-chip processor. The 9703 implements the
company's 2 1data-compression algorithm and gives at least a thirtyfold
boost in the data-transfer rate, compared to software implementations. It
gobbles up incoming data at 500 Kbytes/s and puts its compressed output on
tape or disk at 250 Kbytes/s. Simulations by the Pasadena, Calif., company
show the hardware implementation running more than 30 times faster than an
Intel Corp. 80386 processor running the software package. Available next
quarter, tne chip, intended for QIC-type tape drives, will sell for about $50. D
NEC'S V80 DELIVERS 17-MIPS PEAK PERFORMANCE
unning at 33 MHz, NEC Corp.'s top-of-the- line V80 32- bit CISC
Rcessor
delivers a peak performance of 16.5 million instructions/s-2.5

micropro-

times the performance of NEC's V70 and five times the 16- bit V60. In benchmark tests usmg the Gibson mix, the V80 delivers 13.1 mips. The chip, which
also comes in a25- MHz version, gets its speed from aseven-stage pipeline
architecture and by integrating 1Kbyte of cache memory for instructions and
1Kbyte for data. Other architectural features include branch prediction and
virtual memory management. Address- and data- bus error detection are provided for nonstop multiprocessor designs. Fabricated in 0.8- gm two-aluminum -layer technology, the 930,000-transistor circuit fits on a 14.49- by- 15.47mm chip. Sample prices are about $960 for the 25- MHz version and about
$1,200 for the 33- MHz chip; look for a45- MHz, 22.5-mips version in 1990. D
Electronics/March 1989
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PRODUCTS TO WATCH
TOSHIBA'S 4-MBIT EPROM BOASTS 150-ns ACCESS TIMES

Toshiba

Ltd. ' s 4-Mbit erasable programmable read-only memory sports a
fast access time of 150 ns. This comes thanks to polycide-processing technology and an architecture that splits the memory core into four sections to reduce the length of the bit lines each sense amplifier drives. The polycide processing used in the 0.8-µ,m fine-pattern technology reduces resistance to
about one-tenth that of polysilicon lines, which drops the resistance-capacitance time constant. The short gate length and thin gate oxide deliver a 0.05ms write- pulse width, enabling the entire 4 Mbits to be written in 60 s. Configured as 512 K by 8 bits, the devices are fabricated with n-MOS memory cells
and CMOS peripheral circuits on a 5.62- by- 15.30-mm chip. Operating current
is 50 mA and standby current is 100 A. The TC574000D-150, with an access time of 150 ns, and the TC574000D-200, with an access time of 200 ns,
are available on a sample basis. Volume production will begin in May.
C

FORCE'S VMEBUS COMPUTER MAKES MULTIPROCESSING-SYSTEM DESIGN EASIER

C

comprehensive message- passing capabilities offered by Force Computers

Inc.'s CPU-23 single-board computer lets original-equipment manufacturers
sidestep box- level or custom-design solutions when they build midrange 32bit VMEbus multiprocessing systems. Aimed at process control, robotics, and
other industrial applications, the CPU-23 integrates a Motorola Inc. 68020 microprocessor, a 68882 floating-point coprocessor, a 32- bit direct- memory-access controller, and up to 4 Mbytes of memory. It gets its multiprocessing
capability from an application-specific integrated circuit that implements a
message- passing architecture for up to 20 central processing units. The
Campbell, Calif., company expects the unit to help OEMs considerably reduce
time-to- market for their system designs. Available now in 12.5-, 16.7-, and
25- MHz versions, the computer's base price is $4,990.
0

THIS 17-MIPS WORK STATION MARRIES MOTOROLA'S 88000 AND INTEL'S 80386

A

17-million-instructions/s Unix work station from Opus Systems Inc. and
Everex Systems Inc. promises to raise circuit-design, robotics, and multiuser applications to a new power level. It also lets MS-DOS and Unix applications run simultaneously. The Personal Mainframe Series 8000 achieves its
performance by harnessing Motorola Inc.'s 88000 reduced- instruction-set microprocessor to an input/output subsystem based on Intel Corp.'s 80386. The
strategic alliance marries the Unix coprocessor-system technologies developed by Opus of Cupertino, Calif., to the personal-computer expertise of
Everex of Fremont, Calif. Motorola's binary compatibility standard makes the
work station software-compatible with other 88000-based products. Unveiled
at the Uniforum trade show in San Francisco last month, the work station will
be available in the second quarter with prices starting at $9,995.
D

COMPAQ ADD-OHS TURN ITS PCs INTO CAD/CAM WORK STATIONS

A

dd a new color monitor, an advanced graphics board, and presto! Compaq Computer Corp. is a leader in the personal-computer- based computer-aided design and engineering business. The Houston company provides
better-than-VGA resolution with its Advanced Graphics 1024 board, which delivers 1,024-by- 768- pixel resolution in 16 colors. Integrating a Texas Instruments Inc. 32010 graphics processor gives the board five times the speed of
a VGA board. The 16-in, color monitor uses signal pass-through to handle
software written for VGA with all the Compaq enhancements. The 1024 board
costs $ 1,499; an optional memory board that boosts capability to 256 colors,
$599; and the Advanced Graphics Monitor, $ 1,999.
D
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Essentials for
effective EMI/EMC evaluation and
quality product development.
Impulses, ESO, spike, burst, and voltage dips and surges are unwanted signals that can cause momentary malfunction and,
in some cases, permanent damage to the electronic products you manufacture.
Our simulators, sensors, power line detectors and components allow you to find, reproduce and contain various types of
electrical noise to aid you in designing and building more reliable and trouble-free products that are noise-resistant.
Contact us now for specific deails.

Corresponding to IEC PUB 801-2
HIGHLY REPRODUCIBLE ESD TESTING

ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE SIMULATOR
MODEL ESS-630A

Features
The TC-815 discharge gun (optional) enables the system to conduct ESO simulation
corresponding to IEC standard publication 801-2(f irst edition).
Equipment summary
ITEM

0.2 — 30kV (0.2 — 10kV, 0.5 — 30kV, Range selectable)

Polarity

Positive and negative
15F ±1O%

Energy storage capacitor
Discharge resister
Charging resister
Rise time of the discharge current
Operating mode

FCC

CISPR

Mods' ESS4530A WIth TC41115

Output voltage

VDE

1504 ± 5%
100144±10%
5ns ± 30% at 4kV
SINGLE, COUNT, REPEAT and 20/S (20 discharges
per second, activated for approx. 5sec with each
depression of the trigger switch)

VCCI

NEW DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR EMI DETECTION

EMI NOISE SENSOR

MODEL RIC-1000/FI/C-30
Features
1. The FVC-1000 can detect and locate sources of radiated emission:; in electronic
equipment.
2. The FVC-30 can detect and locate sources of conducted emissions in electronic
equipment.
3. For each classified frequency band based on the FCC, VDE, VCCI and CISPR
standards, the FVC series measures electric field strength and magnetic field

strength individually, which are potential sources of EMI.
4. An electric near field probe and a magnetic near field probe of high sensitivity
are furnished as standard accessories.
Equipment summary

Frequency ranee

0- splay

FVC-30

FVC4000
30MHz— 88MHz
813MHz -- 216MHz
216MHz— 470MHz
470MHz-1COOMHz
*Simultaneous 4spectra
measurement

100KHz--5COKHz
500KHz— 3MHz
3MHz -- 10MHz
10MHz— 30MHz
*Simultaneous 4 spectra
measurement

20-point LED bEll' graph display
each frequency band,

20-point LED bar graph display
for each frequency bard.

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD.
10-18, 1-CIOME, HIGASHI-IKUTA, TAMA-KU, KAWASAKI CITY, KANAGAWA PREF 214 JAPAN
TEL (044) 933-6411 FAX ( 044) 932-4673

(F IVOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD.
n
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High sec

AMP MICRO-EDGE
SIMM sockets provide the
highest security your memory or logic
module could ask for: Each contact
produces 200 grams normal force
on each module pad. Minimum.
And the contacts float. They're
free to move laterally, so uneven
thermal expansion can't separate
contacts from pads. Goodbye, fretting
corrosion, opens and intermittents.

Hello, reliable performance on 100
mil and 50 mil center modules.
We've also thought about the
effects of use on long-run reliability.
So our MICRO-EDGE SIMM sockets
provide positive wiping action during
insertion. And contacts are designed
to deflect up to . 017", with full
anti-overstress protection—forgiving
enough to handle any standard
(.047" to . 054" thick) module board.
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Over the life of your product, the
socket housing can take areal beating. We've thought that through, too.
Our liquid crystal polymer housings,
rated for continual use at 200°C,
give ramps and latches the strength
and dimensional stability that promise
along, useful life.
We've also seen to it that contact
retention in the housings allows
robotic application, as well as inde-
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hi

pendent repair or replacement. Closed
bottom design prevents solder wicking
and bridging. And, naturally, latching
ears are protected against overstress,
and module polarization is designed in.
Now the best part: MICRO-EDGE
SIMM sockets are available in the
style you need. We have . 100" or
.050" centerlines in awide selection
of singles and duals, vertical and
slanted. Plus options, including a

±E74111

choice of gold or tin on contact mating
surfaces.
Our very-low-insertion-force design
and high-reliability contacts make

IVU Fe

the 50 mil versions especially attractive
Every version comes with the quality
and support you expect from AMP.
For literature and product information, contact the AMP Information
Center, toll-free, at 1-800-522-6752.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA
17105-3608.

Interconnecting ideas
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ANIN-CIRCUIT TESTER SO SIMPLE,
SO AFFORDABLE, YOU CAN ORDER IT BY MAIL.
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rby phone, if you
prefer.
The Zehntel 1800 is so
radically easy to own, we'll
send you afull price list
and specifications— just to
prove it.
The 1800 is the first full
in-circuit tester at an MDA
price. With true analog and
digital in-circuit testing.
Diagnostics that trace faults
right to the device. And simple

PC-based operations, which
means programming is as
easy as using aspreadsheet.
Best of all, its
price: under $53,000
for 384 analog and
digital test points,
expandable to 640
points with plug-in
driver/receiver cards.
Need more test
points? The Zehntel
1820 expands up
to 2048.
It's as simple
as that.

YOU 411.11110010.
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FREE PRICE LIST &
SPECIFICATIONS
Call (800) 457-8326
now or attach
your business card
here and send to:
Teradyne
2625
Shadelands
Drive,
Walnut
Creek, CA
94598
Offer expires
July 31, 1989
BIC 3/891
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INTEL'S ISSCC BOMBSHELL:
A SUPERCOMPUTER ON A CHIP
The 80860 may revolutionize the way work stations are built
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

ntel Corp. has dropped abomb on the
'work-station market: areduced-instruction-set-computer chip that is no less than
the silicon equivalent of aCray 1supercomputer. It could mean that designers
laboring on the next generation of RISC
work stations based on Sparc, MIPS, Clipper, or 88000 central-processing units are
going to have to start over.
The reason: Intel's chip, the 80860, does
right now what the others had hoped to
do by year's end. It integrates integer
processor, 64-bit floating-point unit, data
and instruction caches, and memory-management unit on one chip. It then adds a
powerful three-dimensional graphics processor to boot.
The 80860, up to now known as the
N10, sets anew benchmark in supercomputer applications. Running at a40-MHz
clock speed, the chip delivers 33 million
VAX instructions/s running the Stanford
test suites, 10 million floating-point operations/s on the Linpack benchmark,
90,000 Dhrystones, and 500,000 4-by-4
vector transforms/s performing agraphics operation. In addition, it has been designed for multiprocessor operation, so
the company has multiprocessor Unix development under way to support it. If all
that weren't enough, Intel will start selling the 80860 before the year is up for
$750 in 1,000-unit lots—asupercomputer
on achip at an affordable price.
The chip's commercial debut is bound
to light afire under developers of RISCbased systems, because the 80860 will
permit them to build supercomputer
work stations that will sell for less than
$10,000. To help this effort along, Intel is
providing acompiler in addition to starting the Unix development. Meanwhile,
original-equipment manufacturers—IBM
Corp. is probably among them—are already designing systems with the chip.
Computer makers find the 80860 appealing because its individual processors—integer, floating-point, memory-management and cache, and graphics—can all
compute simultaneously.
On the marketing side, shipments of
RISC microprocessors in work stations
have so far been far from breathtaking
compared with those of complex-instrucElectronics! March 1989

tion-set chips such as Intel's 80386. Alice
Leeper, senior analyst at Dataquest Inc.,
a market-research firm in San Jose,
Calif., predicts that 600,000 RISC processors will sell this year, with the total
growing to 6million units in 1992. By contrast, she says, 8.3 million CISC processors will ship in 1989, growing to 26.3 million in 1992.
What is needed to narrow the gap is a
high-performance, low-cost RISC chip
that will spur work-station unit ship-

those making Sparc CPUs have been
making do with multiple-chip solutions
using 32-bit-wide architectures. Workstation vendors using other chips will
also be at acost and size disadvantage
compared with those using the 80860.
"With this chip, adesigner can build a
Cray 1supercomputer in asmall-footprint desktop system for under $10,000,"
says Rash.
Rash cites the example of work-station
manufacturers already offering diskless

Intel's blockbuster 80860 is likely to goose the work-station market, because it will permit
system houses to build $ 10,000 supercomputer desktop machines.

ments, and that can be used in embeddedcontrol applications. That's the 80860.
"With the floating-point and graphics
capability, the chip is ideal for high-end 3dgraphics work stations," says Bill Rash,
advanced 32-bit microprocessor-marketing manager at Intel in San Jose. " It's
also ideal for high-end engineering work
stations performing simulations for solids and fluids as well as electrical-circuits
modeling, and board and chip layout."
In either case, the chip threatens to
leave work-station marketplace competitors in the dust. Semiconductor vendors
such as Intergraph, MIPS, Motorola, and

machines for less than $10,000 complete
with high-resolution color graphics, a
1.000-by-1,000-pixel color monitor, and 8
Mbytes of random-access memory. " It's
possible to build such asystem with the
80860, which provides the graphics capability as well as the high-performance
vector- and scalar-computing capability,
and offer the system at the same price,"
he says.
The CPU cost with the 80860 will be
considerably less than with the other
RISC alternatives. A comparison made by
Michael Slater, editor and publisher of
the industry newsletter Microprocessor
25

Report, puts the single-unit cost of a pany announced acomplete set of developwork stations, not to chips. And in recent
minimum system using the Motorola Inc.
ment tools including Cand Fortran compilmonths, major work-station vendors have
three-chip 88000 RISC implementation at ers and Fortran vectorizers. Intel also has
already chosen the chip they will use in
$1,732 with a32-Kbyte cache. The Cy- an early prototype of amultiprocessing
their next-generation product.
press Semiconductor Corp. implementa- version of Unix on the 80860, now being
Digital Equipment Corp. is using the
tion with six chips and a64-Kbyte cache
upgraded to System V, Release 4.0.
MIPS chip, Motorola has signed up a
costs $2,500 in multiple quantities. And
"We were concerned about the number number of major OEMs for the 88000, and
the MIPS Computer Systems Inc. iman impressive number of companies
plementation comes in at about
are building equipment around the
$1,515 in multiple quantities, with
Sparc architecture. So far no one
128 Kbytes of cache.
has said it has enlisted the biggest
However, the 80860 does have one
OEM of all, IBM. But given Intel's
disadvantage: asmaller cache than
close relationship with Big Blue on
any of the others, though it does
the 80386, which is used in IBM's
come with the integral graphics-proPersonal System/2, it's asafe bet
cessing capability that the others do
that the giant computer maker has
not offer.
had apeek at the new chip—and
While the cost of the chip makes a
IBM certainly can use it. Its workpersuasive argument for designers
station strategy with the IBM PC RT
to switch from other RISC chips,
has been uninspiring at best, and the
Slater does not believe other RISC
company is certainly looking to besuppliers are going to be too worried
come agreater force.
yet. " The saving grace for all of
Yu tuned the design to
Kohn's team used suToward that end, IBM has licensed
them is that they have their own
the chip process.
percomputer methods.
aset of tools from Next Inc. of Palo
next-generation processors in the
Alto, Calif. Coincidentally, the appliworks," he says, "and they all have
cations tool kit that Next developed
been out there establishing relationships
of designers willing to recompile applicais for amultiprocessor Unix operating
with software developers, starting to
tions to take advantage of the capability
system much like the one being develbuild abinary base of software, and sellof the 80860," says Rash. "But the level
oped by Intel and an independent group
ing the user community on adopting a of performance improvement the chip of- of companies for the 80860 chip.
new binary standard."
fers, in some cases a50-times boost in
But editor Slater thinks IBM has other
Intel has recognized the importance of floating-point capability, motivates soft- plans for the 80860. "Ithink IBM is comproviding software for the 80860. In intro- ware developers to recompile." However,
mitted to the RT architecture and I
ducing the chip in late February, the comsoftware developers port software to
would be surprised to see it change the

THERE'S AN ART TO ESTABLISHING
BUSINESS ROOTS IN TOKYO.
To establish astrong rapport with your Tokyo contacts takes time, patience,
insight and more time. A
country which considers a
300 year old Bonsai tree an
art form, takes alittle
time to understand.
DO IT YOUR WAY
The nightclub can be
more important than
ameeting, so you'll
probably be invited to
one. The hottest thing
is ' Kara-oke!' Music and
images play on avideo

LOL
26

system and you sing along
into amicrophone. Don't
decline an invitation to sing
or pcu'll be rejecting your
host. Most songs are
Japanese, but don't panic—
"My Way ris always available. So before you go, dig
out your old records and
practice up.
WHERE TO GET YOUR
BASIC BURGERS
There's aHard Rock Cafe
in «Tokyo if you have
the wild craving for
fries, and the

quality of the
hamburgers is
superb.
EXCHANGING MEISHI
(business cards) is an important formality in establishing arelationship.
You go first, with abow or
handshake and then your
card, presented Japanese
side up to assist in cases
where English capabilities
are limited. Study the card
you receive, repeating the
surname, the first name on
the card, to be sure you
have the right pronuncia -

NORTHWEST AIRLINES
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CPU in its RISC-based computer away
from its own proprietary architecture,"
he says. "Icould see IBM building ahighperformance graphics subsystem using
the [80860] as agraphics accelerator.
That way IBM retains the main CPU but
gets much higher graphics performance
at the same time."
Slater believes that Intel's original intent was to bundle the upcoming 80486
with the 80860. "If the [80860] is used as
only agraphics accelerator, it is easier to
incorporate into asystem," he points out.
"A graphics kernel can be written for it
and then applications software can take
advantage of its performance without
making the investment in applicationssoftware development that would otherwise be required."
The chip comes with aRISC integer
CPU, single- and double-precision pipelined vector floating-point processors (a
separate adder and multiplier), 3-d graphics, 4-Kbyte instruction and 8-Kbyte data
caches, and paged memory-management
unit. It uses a64-bit data and instruction
bus to execute more operations per second. With such awide data path, the computer can load a32-bit integer and 32-bit
floating-point instruction, which execute
concurrently in asingle clock cycle.
Moreover, because the unit has separate multiplier and adder, amultiply-andaccumulate operation can occur in asin-

320 Mbytes/s of data. Another bus running between the data cache and the
floating-point unit is 128 bits wide and
can move 640 Mbytes/s. The external bus
to the DRAMs is 64 bits wide and can
transfer data at 160 Mbytes/s. "Altogether about agigabyte of data can flow
around the chip at any one time," he says.
While the chip uses asplit instruction
and data bus internally, externally it uses
astandard 64-bit-wide bus for connecting
to standard DRAMs. The bus transfers a
It's a safe bet that IBM is one data item every other clock, but with inof the OEMs that has had a terleaved banks of DRAMs, all three
banks can access data at once.
peek at the 80860
In addition to wide buses, the chip
comes with architectural features to improve performance of its various processors. Leslie Kohn, chief architect, says
In addition, the graphics processor can
operate on bytes of data, apowerful fea- his team applied some of the techniques
that were developed for supercomputers
ture for handling color. In one instruction
to handle large data structures that did
cycle, the unit can individually process
not completely fit inside the cache. Large
the values to drive the red, green, and
data structures require many random acblue guns of acolor monitor and still have
cesses to memory. In asystem with three
abyte operation to spare. But raw processing power is useless unless proces- banks of memory, for example, astructure could span all three.
sors can rapidly acquire data to feed
"We have special instructions for perthese units.
The 80860 has asystem of buses that forming pipeline accesses of large data
could not be implemented easily on a structures, called pipelined floating-point
load, in which the data is brought directly
printed-circuit board with discrete procesinto the floating-point hardware without
sor chips. "A 64-bit bus feeds instructions
to both integer and floating-point proces- going through the on-chip cache," Kohn
explains. The pipeline floating-point load
sors," explains Intel's Rash. It transfers

gle clock cycle as well.
At one company that has seen the
80860, Stellar Computer Inc. of Newton,
Mass., vice president Michael Sporer says
the idea of fetching a32-bit integer instruction and a32-bit floating-point instruction at once " is afundamentally
good idea. We implement that in our machine and Isee more and more people doing it."

hon. Treat cards with the
respect you would bestow
upon their owners.

NORTHWEST NOTES In
addition to nearly 60 flights
aweek to Tokyo from over
200 U.S. cities, aspacious
Executive Class, aFirst
Class with all the luxury
and comfort you deserve—
we give you something no
other U.S. airline can offer
—the knowledge, information and insight that comes
after 40 years of helping
people do business in Asia.

NORTHWEST ASIA SERIES

US RESERVATIONS 1-800-225-2525. INTERNATIONAL RESERVATIONS 1-800-447-4747
e 1989 Northwest Airlines, Inc,
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PICO

ULTRA- MINIATURE

DC-De

Converters
Low Profile . 5"x.5"x.3"ht.
o
Actual
Size

instruction of alarge data structure im- area, and could piggyback onto existing
hardware to give us about a10-times perplies aone-time use of the data coming
into the floating-point unit; so it is not de- formance improvement in 3-d graphics."
sirable to flush the cache and load it with
Just how did Intel come up with this
information that will only have to be
impressive chip? " In adesign as complex
flushed afterward anyway. This fea- as the 80860, there are anumber of intriture—preventing acache flush and load- cate relationships between circuit design,
ing data directly from RAM at full speed
architecture, and the manufacturing proby overlapping memory accesses from
cess," says Albert Yu, vice president and
the three banks of memory—provides a general manager of the component techfactor-of-three speed increase.
nology and development group. "What
Three-dimensional graphics capability
we have that others do not is adesign
was added after the initial chip-architec- that is tuned to the semiconductor proture definition. "We found that once we cess, and we believe we are ahead in 1-p.m
had developed the hardware to feed the
CMOS process technology."
floating-point unit sufficiently to keep it
Also, other companies building RISC
busy," says Kohn, "we could add another processors have either had to contract
out some of the design or the fabrication
unit that required only 3e4 more silicon

PROCESSORS REV UP AT THE ISSCC
DELIVERY—
STOCK TO ONE WEEK
PICO's high reliability DC-DC
Converters are produced in an
ultra-miniature encapsulated
package (. 5"x . 5"x.3" ht.).
Over 80 different models operating over the temperature range
of - 25°C to + 70°C ambient
without derating.
• 16 new high icItage models
100-250 volt output
• Up to 1.25 watt output at
-25 C to + 70 C ambient
• Ultra- miniature size (0.3 Height)
• 5 input voltace ranges 5, 12, 24, 28
and 48V DC
• 28V Input 'Output now standard
• Input/output " solation
100 megohm Ecii) 500V DC
• Single and dual output
• No heat sink required
OPTIONS AVAILABLE
•Expanded operating temp
(-55°C to + 85°C ambient)
•Stabilization Bake (125°C ambient)
•Temperature Cycle (- 55°C to + 125°C)
•HI Temp, lull Dower burn in
(100% power, 125°C case temp)

Over 500 miniature low profile
standard models deliver
up to 20 watts power.
PICO also manufactures over 2500
standard ultra- -niniature transformers
& inductors.
c
e e eetif
DeliveryOp ;11041:
1
0
stock to
one week

e;9eFoo
na)

PICO
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Electronics, Inc.
453 N. MacOuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon. N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free 800-431-1064
IN NEW YORK CALL 914-699-5514
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of microprocessors are like
Designers
builders of drag-racing cars: they

set CPUs, which promise to pack the magical million transistors under their lids, but
squeeze every ounce of power possible
will be slower rolling off the assembly line
out of their finely tuned engines. And at than expected. Michael Slater, who pubthis year's International Solid State Cir- lishes the newsletter Microprocessor Recuits Conference in New York, Intel port, says that Motorola Inc.'s 68040 and
Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., took the
Intel's 80486 will be million-transistor
checkered flag. Intel's vehicle was the chips, and that both will be out this year.
80860, a40-MHz chip that packs more proSlater says that the 68040 from Motorcessing power per square micron than
ola will house afloating-point engine as
anything in its class this year (see p. 25).
well as athe memory-management unit.
But others were in the race with chips
It will sport more pipelining, too, to boost
that, although not as loaded as the 80860,
performance by cutting the average numposted some impressive compute times as
ber of clocks per instruction. Intel engiwell. Among them was Hewlett-Packard
neers, meanwhile, are making the same
Co.'s entry. The Palo
moves on their 80486.
Alto, Calif., firm ofSlater thinks that Infered a32-bit VLSI cen- Though Intel's 80860 is tel will announce the
tral-processing unit rat- the winner, others also
80846 in April; Intel coned at 30 million instruchave pedal to the metal firms this. Motorola,
tions/s that proves
however, will hold off
there's still life left in nuntil later in the year
MOS.
And Digital
when it has afew cirEquipment Corp. of Marlboro, Mass.,
cuits off the assembly line.
showed off two reduced-instruction-set
Nor were gleaming engines from Jacomputing machines, one monster that pan in short supply at the ISSCC, though
can peak at 50 mips and another that can
they were aimed at floating-point rather
run 20 mips sustained.
than integer crunching.
Outside the ISSCC, Cypress SemiconA 64-bit chip from Matsushita Electric
ductor Corp. has rolled out its Sparc-com- Industrial Co. of Osaka gets some of its
patible RISC engine, redesigned by Rog- extra horsepower by doubling the word
er Ross. Ross's redesign cut the chip
size. The number cruncher can run a64count from nine to six. In addition, the bit floating-point add, subtract, and mulSan Jose, Calif., company intends to intro- tiply operation every 50 ns and adivide
duce this year acomplete chip set able to operation every 350 ns. That converts to
run at 40 MHz, says Dane Elliot, director 20 megaflops of peak performance. Meaof applications engineering. It also hopes
suring 14.4 by 13.5 mm, the chip crams
to have a50-MHz part by next January 440,000 transistors under its lid.
that offers 36 mips of integer perforA 32-bit machine, this one from Mitsumance. A floating-point unit running at bishi Electric Corp. of Hyogo, achieves an
50 MHz should give about 9million float- astonishing 40 megaflops of peak perforing-point operations/s of double-precision
mance. The key lies in the use of an elasfloating-point computational power. Fi- tic pipeline structure, which minimizes
nally, Cypress has acache-controller/
the effects of clock skew on pipeline permemory-management chip that is the
formance. Fabricated using a1.3-p.m doufirst to bring multiprocessing to the
ble-metal CMOS process, the chip holds a
Sparc architecture.
relatively modest 85,000 transistors in
Then there are the complex-instruction13.3 by 12.6 mm.
Jonah McLeod
Electronics! March 1989

No Problem!
The Nicolet 4094C Digital Storage Oscilloscope gives you the maximum
versatility and value with software solutions beyond locked-in front
panelfunctions.
• Real Time Functions
Functions such as FFT, MIN/MAX, Summation, Virtual or Exponential Averaging are available with the
4180 and 4570 plug-ins, providing you with live,
real time display of your waveform data.
• PC Software
Nicolet also has four software packages available
which allow you to transfer, display and manipulate 4094 data on your PC. There are also over 100
disk-downloadable programs available for the
4094.

• External Control
With programs like Waveform BASIC, you can even
create your own custom programs for data manipulation and external control of the 4094C. IEEE
(GPIB) and RS232 interfaces are included for easy
communications with aPC.
• Programming Support
Nicolet's application support can make all the difference. Our application engineers are aphone call
away and are always ready to help you.

For more information, call or write:
Nicolet Test Instrument Division
5225-2 Verona Road, Madison, WI 53711 • 608/273-5008 or 800/356-3090
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Nicolet
INSTRUMENTS OF DISCOVERY

of their chips. By contrast, Intel does it
all, and the 80860 was the result of alongrange view. To predict future-generation
microprocessors, says Yu, one has only to
look at developments in large-computer
architectures. Then, as process technology allows greater integration, simply implement mainframe architectural features in silicon.
As Kohn and project manager Sai-Wai
Fu began designing the chip in 1986, the
Cray architecture was well known, but no
one imagined it could be implemented on
achip. "With Intel's next-generation process technology, we recognized that we
could build amillion-transistor chip,"
says Kohn. "Without being constrained
to be compatible with an existing chip architecture, we felt we could achieve significant improvements."
"Intel is good at taking risks when they
think it is the right thing to do," Yu says.
"When Les and Fu came up with the idea
of the chip, it was not all that difficult to
embark on the project." But it is one
thing to propose an idea and another to
produce chips three years later. " It takes
acertain amount of faith and vision to believe that you can build achip with 1million transistors and that you're going to
get good yields on it," Kohn says. "We
had that and we were able to do it."
-Jonah McLeod, with additional
reporting by Lawrence Curran

SEMICONDUCTORS

ISSCC CHIPS HERALD SWEEPING
CHANGES IN SYSTEM DESIGN
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

flast month's International Solid State
Circuits Conference in New York can be
said to have had atheme, it might be "Rethink Your Options, System Designers."
Across the board—in processors, dynamic and static random-access memories, nonvolatile memory, logic, and gate
arrays—new circuit developments and
combinations unveiled at the ISSCC prom-

ise to open possibilities for drastic
changes in how systems are implemented. Not only are processor designers looking to 64-bit-wide architectures to boost
system speed while facilitating the use of
lower-cost main memory, but the density
and speed of the memory devices that are
emerging will show the way to system
configurations never possible before.
Take DRAMs, for instance. Scarcely

HOW TOSHIBA GETS A 45-NS DRAM
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Toshiba's 16-Mbit DRAM is designed around 64 subarrays, each 256 Kbits in size; a single
chip could replace up to 16 commodity parts in a PC.

Every copier company talks
We're doing something about
Choosing anew copier isn't easy. You look at copiers,
you listen to promises. It all gets very confusing.
Now, you don't have to listen to alot of talk about
promises. You can read ours. Because we put it in
writing. If you try to compare it to other copier
guarantees, you'll find there's no comparison.
Suddenly, adifficult decision becomes avery easy
choice to make.
Look at the certificate above. Nobody offers you
as good acopier guarantee as Harris/3M. So, while

30

copier salespeople are all giving you alot of talk,
ours will give you something great to read.
Send in the coupon. Or give us acall •
at 1-800-TLC-COPY. (In Canada,
1-519-668-2230.) We'll send you I
our 8-page Consumer Guide to
Copiers. Then, we can talk
about it.
"
nimefflummp.
Harris/3M copiers have features for all sizes of offices. That includes
the 6070. Seventy copies aminute, guaranteed.
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They create four to five times
have samples of 4-Mbit models
the memory that can be
begun appearing than designcrammed into astandard perers are ramping up for the next
sonal computer available on
generation of 16-Mbit designs.
Three Japanese companies—
eight to 16 DRAMs or SRAMs
Mitsubishi, NEC, and Towith today's commodity parts.
Assuming that future generashiba—are aggressively looktions of the MS-DOS and OS/2
ing to slice off this territory as
their own.
operating systems can be modiThe Mitsubishi Electric Corp.
fied to handle it, the same numDATA
design is especially interesting.
ber of sockets now available for
PATH
a PC would be able to incorpoAs if using traditional methodologies of 60-ns access time and
rate up to 16 Mbytes of DRAM,
120-ns cycle time weren't
the limit in 32-bit central-processing units for directly accesenough, the Itami-based compasible memory.
ny's device also incorporates an
From the system point of
on-chip multipurpose register
view, aharbinger of things to
that slashes access time for a
limited number of bits to 15 ns.
come in memory design is a200For its part, NEC Corp. of SagaMbit wafer-scale single-ported
serial memory from Fujitsu
mihari uses a proprietary
latched sensing scheme to push
Ltd. of Tokyo. The device was
access time on its chip down to
developed in cooperation with
DEFECTIVE CHIPS
engineers from Anamartic Ltd.
just 55 ns.
of Cambridge, England. Made
And pushing row access time
even lower, to 45 ns, the design Fujitsu's 200-Mbit wafer-scale serial memory is built around acore of with astandard 1.3-i.tm CMOS
process, the wafer contains a
from Toshiba Corp. of Kawasa- operative and partially defective DRAMs.
DRAM core of 1-Mbit dice in
ki uses acombination of process
which fully operative and partially defecimprovements and circuit enhancements.
per subarray. Users can also selectively
The starting point is aCMOS process with
activate eight of the 64 subarrays when
tive DRAMs are interconnected using logthree p-wells and atrench-type capacitor operating power needs to be reduced.
ic modules configured as electrically procell. The internal array is broken up into
grammable read-only memories.
The design options with these parts,
64 subarrays, each 256 Kbits in size, re- which store the equivalent of 2Mbytes of
Each of these units is connected to its
four neighbors by signal lines. A separate
ducing word-line delays as much as 2ns
memory on asingle chip, are enormous.

FUJITSU'S SPIRAL DATA PATH

about customer satisfaction.
it.
Yes, I'd like to know more about Harris/3M copiers
and the Harris/3M Copier Promise.
Send to Harris/3M, P.O. Box 785, Dayton, OH 45401

—

1

NAME
COMPANY NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE I(
____ I'd also like information on your fax machines.

_J

HARRIS/3M
Offer is valid for alimited time and other restrictions and limitations apply; see your Harris/3M
sales representative for details. © 1988 Harris/3M Document Products, Inc. Harris is atrademark
of the Harris Corporation. 3M is atrademark of the 3M Company.
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controller chip transmits commands to
each configuration-logic module to set up
serial links between the chips, creating a
single contiguous-spiral data path. The
transfer rate on the device is arespectable
20 Mbits/s, with a52-ms refresh interval.
The conference also brought news for
SRAM users. Developments at the ISSCC
indicate that system designers will have
to rethink the role of those chips in the
traditional memory hierarchy in computer systems. Traditionally, in many high-

performance work stations, minicomputers, and superminicomputers, main memory was basically DRAM-based, while
first-level cache was CMOS SRAM, and
second-level cache was usually very small
bipolar SRAMs.
But with the introduction at the 1SSCC
of very high-density SRAMs that are also
very fast, this hierarchy may have to be
juggled. For example, from Sony Corp. of
Tokyo comes a4-Mbit SRAM capable of
an astounding 25-ns access time, equiva-

End fuse replacement hassles by snapping in
W28 series thermal circuit breakers from 1
38,13
Replace fuseholders and slowblow glass cartridge fuses in your
design with W28 circuit breakers.
Get the convenience of breakers
at a cost that's competitive with
fuses and
fuseholders.

Attractive W28 breakers fit in
about the same space as apanelmount fuseholder. They can be
prewired and snapped-in from the
front. Integral mounting clips hold
the W28 securely in place without
the use of additional retainers.
No time-consuming searching
for fuses. Protection
against improper fuse rating
substitution. And reduced
fuse inventory requirements. All add up to increased value for your
product.
Find out more. In the U.S.,
for the phone number of a
nearby P&B sales representative
or distributor, call 1-800-255-2550.
Or write:
Potter & Brumfield Inc.
200 S. Richland Creek Dr.
Princeton, IN 47671-0001.
FAX: 812-386-2335.

Potter&Brumfield
Circle 200
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A Siemens Company

lent in speed to present 256-Kbit CMOS
SRAMs. Sony engineers used a0.5-p.m
CMOS process and a dynamic-bit-line
loading scheme in combination with address-transition detection.
No less impressive is the 1-Mbit SRAM
with which Hitachi Ltd. of Tokyo has
been able to push access times down to 9
ns, better than that of the 256-Kbit bipolar-CMOS SRAMs now in production. The
Hitachi chip is made with a0.5-p.m triplepolysilicon double-metal stacked CMOS
cell. A three-stage p-channel MOS crosscoupled sense amplifier used in combination with an optimized internal-supply
voltage scheme gets the speed. A highspeed redundancy scheme that doesn't
carry the usual access-time penalty is a
bonus. In it, aspare word is constantly activated when the same word in the regular array is selected.
IBM ENTRY. Also on the SRAM front, engineers at IBM Corp.'s General Technology
Division in Essex Junction, Vt., have
come up with a128-Kbit all-CMOS SRAM
that is compatible with emitter-coupled
logic and boasts a6.5-ns access time and a
5-ns cycle time. This performance matches the best speeds of 4-to-16-Kbit bipolar
and biCMOS ECL SRAMs. The key to the
IBM development is ahighly pipelined internal architecture in which the chip is
partitioned into thirty-two 4-Kbit subarrays, organized into four quadrants with
each configured as 128 word lines by 32
bit lines.
Two 1-Mbit flash EEPROMs from Intel
Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., and Seeq
Technology Inc. of San Jose are impressive for the speed with which they are
moving to higher densities. The parts
come no more than ayear or so after the
two firms introduced their initial 64-Kbit
and 128-Kbit designs. In the minds of
many in the industry, these devices,
which combine the hot-electron write of
the EPROM with the cold-electron erase
structure of the EEPROM, could displace
their EPROM and EEPROM cousins in
many applications (see p. 70).
But all the EPROM-EEPROM and
SRAM-DRAM developments highlighted at
the 1SSCC could fade into the background
if anonvolatile dark horse from Krysalis
Microelectronics Inc. of Santa Clara proves
out. A year ago, the firm said it had built a
512-bit nonvolatile SRAM using aproprietary ferroelectric material and standard
CMOS processing [
Electronics, Feb. 18,
1988, p. 95]. Now it has jumped ahead four
memory generations to 16-Kbits, with a
proprietary bit-parallel architecture.
The design is impressive for melding
full SRAM-DRAM read-write operation
with nonvolatility. In addition, its higher
dielectric constant offers away for designers to get the megabit densities of
present silicon-based DRAMs, which require sophisticated stacking and trenching technologies.
-Bernard C. Cole
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ATE SERIES:

Lambda Electronics has been the market
leader in programmable DC power supplies for the ATE industry since its inception — providing a wide choice of
products suitable for industrial and MILSTD- 810C applications up to 500 A.
Now, Lambda offers the widest selection
of IEEE-488 compatible power systems
for all types of ATE applications...whether
it's low cost industrial burn-in, or sophisticated functional test systems. Even military solutions that meet the rigorous
requirements of MATE, can be configured
to meet the exact requirements of ground
benign applications. And Lambda can

FOR INDUSTRIAL,
MILITARY OR SIMPLE GPIB
PROGRAMMING APPLICATIONS

design your system with optimal load
protection.
Lambda offers three different and distinct approaches to meet the needs of
the IEEE-488 ATE marketplace. All systems are designed using Lambda standard off-the-snelf modules in both narrow
range (slot) and wide range (zero up) outputs, providing acost efficient method of
tailoring asystem to your specific requirements...without engineering charges.
Lambda can provide outputs up to
500 A and 120 VDC using standard offthe-shelf power supplies, and further
extends the range by using modified

custom supplies. All Lambda ATE systems are available for fast delivery and
are backed with Lambda's published
guarantees. This ensures each system
will meet or exceed all published specifications for the full guarantee period.
The three systems which are included in
the ATE series are as follows:
1. Low Cost Computer Programmable
Power System
2. Functional Talk- Listen Intelligent
Power System
3. MATE PLUS Talk-Listen Power Systems
(Mate Compatible)

LAMBDA ATE SERIES
1. LOW COST COMPUTER PROGRAMMABLE POWER SYSTEM.
An economical off-the-shelf answer for
any application requiring multiple output

voltage and current programmability controlled over the IEEE-488 Bus. This system

is described in greater detail in Lambda's
1989 Power Supply Catalog.

2. FUNCTIONAL TALK- LISTEN INTELLIGENT POWER SYSTEM.
Ideal for ATE applications requiring ultimate load protection. This system reduces
the time and cost associated with inhouse software development of essential
features required in the ATE environment.
There are two basic modes of operation
for the Functional Talk-Listen System—
over the IEEE-488 Bus and via the unique
RS-232 dedicated lines available with
every standard system. These dedicated
lines can be used in conjunction with
IEEE- 488 Programmable operation
providing visual indication of power supply ratings, programmed values, actual
measured outputs, and operational status or they can become the primary
method of controlling the system. For
operators with limited programming experience and abudget which does allow

for a fully configured ATE system, a
simplified system centered around an
RS-232 port is ideal.
This is how the system operates: Each
specific output can be independently set
by typing " Set Volt" for voltage or " Set
Curl" for current limit of that particular
output. Next " Safety Windows" which
ensure the outputs (V + I) stay within a
"Safe Operating Band" are set. The
Functional Talk- Listen System does the
rest. If any power supply goes out of
tolerance of the windows, the monitor
notifies you with amessage. If an overvoltage or current limit condition exists
the system will automatically shut down
either the defective power supply or all
the power supplies in the system. As an
option, load isolation relays may be in-

corporated to automatically disconnect
the power supplies from the load upon
overvoltage or current limit conditions,
or by simply typing " Open" on the terminal for that particular power supply
load isolation relay to be selected.
This system is the simplest way to
achieve an ATE environment without
extensive programming and commissioning delays. And, should the application require upgrading to IEEE-488
operation, this system is fully compliant.
The RS-232 port will aid in Stepwise
Software Development and ease of system set-up providing all of the load
protection features during operation in
the manual mode.

TRIPLE OUTPUT
DC
OUTPUTS

DIMENSIONS
(inches)

PRICE

A) MY*23341

(3) 0-7.5 VDC (à 500A

20 3/
4 x 19 x 21 ( 4 Racks)

$13,995

B) MY*23342

(2) 0-7 VDC
3.4A
(1) 0-32 VDC (
a 1.5A

53/
1
6x 19 x 21

MODEL

$5,156

QUAD OUTPUT
MODEL

DC
OUTPUTS

DIMENSIONS
(inches)

PRICE

C) MY*23343

(2) 0-18 VDC
1.8A
(2) 0-32 VDC (a 1.1A

53/,6 x 19 x 21

$6,081

D) MY*23344

(2) 0-7 VDC (
a 6.5A
(1) 0-18 VDC (a 3.2A
(1) 0-32 VDC (a 2.1A

5/6 x 19 x 21

$6,581

FIVE OUTPUT
MODEL

DC
OUTPUTS

E) MY*23345

(2) 0-7 VDC
(2) 0-18 VDC
(1) 0-32 VDC

F) MY*23346

3.4A
z 1.8A
1.1A

DIMENSIONS
(inches)

PRICE

53/
1
6 x 19 x 21

$7,082

(2) 0-7 VDC
4.8A
(1) 0-18 VDC (a 2.3A
(2) 0-32 VDC (
a 1.5A

10 6/
1
6x 19 x 21 (
2Racks)

$7,570

DC
OUTPUTS

DIMENSIONS
(inches)

SIX OUTPUT
MODEL

PRICE

G) MY*23347

(5) 0-7 V (
a 6.6A
(1)0-18v (
a 3.2A

10 6/
1
6 x 19 x 21 (2 Racks)

$9,030

H) MY*23348

(3) 0-7 V (
a 3.4A
(1) 0-18 V la 1.8A
(2) 0-32 V
1.1 A

10 6/
1
6x 19 x 21 (2 Racks)

$8,280

3 - For MmtFkus'" pricing information, consult factory.

FUNCTIONAL TALK- LISTEN INTELLIGENT POWER SYSTEMS

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Lambda's Functional Talk- Listen Power Supply System
provides the communication link between an end user's
controller (computer) and Lambda standard off-the-shelf
power supplies.
The modular design of the system and broad selection of
Lambda power supplies gives an engineer maximum versatility in tailoring asystem to his specific needs. System
elements include:
• Lambda Standard Power Supplies— Wide range and narrow range (slot) supplies.
• Lambda Standard Rack Adapter for mounting and packaging equipment.
• Interface Card— Accepts CIIL commands over the
IEEE-488 bus. (One per system.)
• Programming Cards— One per power supply.
• VT-100 (or compatible) Hardware hookup lines.
• Multiple Designed- in Software Features— User
accessible.
The Lambda Talk-Listen Power System includes all the interconnection wiring and comes completely assembled,
tested, and carries Lambda's 5-year guarantee.
SYSTEM FEATURES
Lambda's Functional Talk- Listen System provides:
• Two-way communication (talker/listener).
• Programming of functions in English mnemonic
language.
• Confidence test (internal self-test).
• Programming of voltage and current limit.
• Performance monitoring.
• Bus independent fault mitigation.
• Programmable and/or tracking overvoltage protection.
• Monitoring of output voltage and/or load current over
the IEEE-488 bus.
• System Syntax verifications.
More importantly, this system provides the test engineer
with more diagnostic and sensory capability than any other
off-the-shelf, programmable power supply system available
in the marketplace today.
The Lambda system is capable of controlling the output
voltage and current limit of up to 31 power supplies per
system. The unique part of the system is its ability to monitor the operating conditions centered on or related to
programmed values of voltage and current limit. This
monitoring capability is twofold. The first being the actual
output parameters (V + I) of each power supply in the system. The second is apassive fault monitoring scheme
which is based on user definable safety windows that
provide the test engineer with fault notification when these
minimum or maximum values are exceeded. These values
are setpoints which are independent of the overvoltage
(VLTL) or programmed current limit (CURL) value of the
power supply. The attainment of an overvoltage fault (VLTL)
or asustained current limit will both result in system disconnect and shutdown (RST) without any action initiated
by the controller. See Table 1for additional features and
specifications of the Lambda Functional Talk-Listen System.

FUNCTIONAL TALK- LISTEN SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Number of Power Supplies Programmed Per System
31
Power Supplies
Lambda wide range supplies and narrow range (slot)
supplies.
Zero- Up Wide Range
Power Supplies

Narrow Range ( Slot)
Power Supplies

LD Series (wide range models)
LR Series
LQ Series, LT Series, new LLS and LMS Series
Output Voltage Range
Up to 120VDC
Output Current Range
Up to 500A
VOLTAGE REGULATION MODE
Line Regulation/Load Regulation
Individual power supply specifications apply.*
Ripple and Noise
RMS—Individual power supply specifications apply. ( Plus
2mV for linear power supplies.)
Peak-to- Peak— Individual power supply specifications apply.
(Plus 6mV for linear power supplies.)
Programming Accuracy
0.1% of full scale.
Programming Resolution
0.025% of full scale.
Temperature Coefficient
TC of individual power supply plus 0.01%/°C.
Overshoot
0.25 Volt maximum at turn-on, turn-off, or recovery from
short circuit (without load isolation relay option).
Programming Voltage
Numerical or scientific notation, four digits in volts.
Programming Time
Voltage programming 50 milliseconds typical.
Voltmeter Accuracy
0.7% of full scale.
CURRENT REGULATION MODE
Line Regulation/Load Regulation
Individual power supply specifications apply. (Wide range
supplies only.)
Ammeter Accuracy
1.7% of full scale + 20mA.
Programming Accuracy
2.0% of full scale.
Resolution
1.0% of full scale.
AC Input
105 to 132VAC, 50/60Hz.
187 to 242VAC, 50/60Hz or 205 to 265VAC available as an
option.
Operating Temperature Range
0°C to 60°C.
Storage Temperature Range
—25°C to + 85°C.
Power-On Status
All outputs set to zero volts, zero current.

FUNCTIONAL TALK- LISTEN INTELLIGENT POWER SYSTEM
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PROGRAMMABLE POWER SYSTEMS

PROGRAMMING FORMAT
COMMAND
MNEMONICS
FNC DCS• CH nn

DESCRIPTION
FNC—Function
DCS—DC Source
:CH nn Power Supply #

SET VOLT nn • nn

SET VOLT— Programmed
Output Voltage Value ( Volts)

SET CURL nn • nn
RST, CLS, OPN

CNF, STA

MArEPLus
RESPONDS TO FOLLOWING
IEEE- 488 COMMANDS:
COMMAND
MNEMONICS

DESCRIPTION

ATN

Attention

DCL

Device Clear

IFC

Interface Clear

MLA

My Listen Address

SET CURL—Programmed
Current Limit Value ( Amps)

MTA

My Talk Address

REN

Remote Enable

RST—Reset to Zero Volts, Zero I
Limit
CLS—Relay Close
OPN—Relay Open

UNL

Unlisten

CNF—Confidence Check
(Internal Self-Test)
STA—Status Report Requested

SRX

Set maximum window value

SRN

Set minimum window value

UNT

Untalk

GTL

Go To Local

DAB

Data Byte

FTH

Fetch Output
Load Values (V + I)

Table 2— COMPARING LAMBDA'S MATEPLUS" SYSTEM WITH STANDARD MATE REQUIREMENTS
LAMBDA MATEPLue SYSTEM FEATURES

MATEPLUS

•Two-way communication (Talker- Listener)
•Voltigc arkl current readback over the bus via FTH command
•Programmable overvoltage protection
•Programming of functions in standard MATE ( English) mnemonic language
+
•Confidence test ( internal self- test)
•Full voltage and current limit programmability
+
•Performance monitoring
+
•Local/remote operation for ease of system set-up and maintenance +
•Initialization of all power supplies in system, providing signature identification under +
software control
•User defined overvoltage tracking (VLTL). System reset ( RST) occurs upon
attainment of that value

+

•SRX VOLT, SRN VOLT: These two programmed voltage limits allow the user asafe +
acceptable window of voltage output
•SRX CURR, SRN CURR: These two programmed current values allow the user asafe +
acceptable window of current output
•Polarity reversal of each power supply under program control (option)
+
•Constant current operation under program control (wide range supplies only) +
•Load isolation relay commands automatically activating upon load faulting or under +
command of host computer (option)
•VT terminal ( or equivalent) display system providing the following visual
+
information:
1) Channel Number ( 1-31 power supplies)
2) Rated output of each power supply ( V + I)
3) Programmed values of:
a) Voltage
b) Current limit
4) Actual measured values of:
a) Output voltage
b) Load current
5) Status for each channel consisting of:
a) Pending initialization
d) Faulted
b) Operational
e) Communication error
c) Window limit exceeded
6) Replaces the function required by multiple voltmeters and ammeters
•Dedicated bus independent hard and soft failure lines
+
•Programmable and/or overvoltage tracking. System reset ( RST) occurs upon
+
attainment of that value
•Monitoring of output voltage or load current over the IEEE-488 bus
+
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TO ORDER CALL YOUR LOCAL LAMBDA SALES ENGINEER.
Open 8:00 AM to 7:30 PM ( East Coast Time).
To contact the direct- factory Lambda Sales Engineer responsible for your account and located in your area, or to contact
Customer Service for price, delivery or placing purchase orders, call as follows:

IN EASTERN
UNITED STATES
(Shaded area)

A

1- 800- LAMBDA-4

A
A A

(or call 516-694-4200)

A

IN WESTERN
UNITED STATES

High Wycombe, Buck!
Lambda Electronics
Tel: 36386/7/8

1-800-361-2578
FAX: 514-337-1235

Lambda Electronics Gmb!-I
Tel: 07841/5031

In Metropolitan Montreal
514-337-0311
France, Orsay

Israel, Tel Aviv

Japan, Tokyo
ADDRESS ALL CUSTOMER
CORRESPONDENCE TO:
LAMBDA ELEC— RONICS
515 BROAD HOLLCM ROAD
MELVILLE, NY 11747
TWX: 510-224-6484

L-109 1 89

England,

Lambda Electronics
4125 Cousens St.,
St Laurent
Quebec HS 1V6

Lambda Electronique
Tel: 6012-1487

1- 800- LAMBDA- 5
(or call 516-694-4200)

Canada

FAX: 516-2U-)519

NEMIC-Lambca K.K.
Te[ 03-44 7 4411

Germany, Achern

II:LAMBDA ELECTRONICS,
Tel: ( 03) 493941-2

Singapore
NEUC-Lambda(S) PTE LTD
Tel: 251-7211

Korea, Seoul
Veeco-Korea K.K.
Tel: 02-556-1171/2
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DISTRIBUTION

WINDS OF CHANGE BUFFET DISTRIBUTORS
LOS ANGELES

death in December of Anthony R.
"Tony" Hamilton, chairman of Avnet
Inc., could in coming months have more
significance than the passing of amajor
industry figure usually does, mostly because of its timing.
More than three decades ago, Hamilton, who was respected even by competitors because of his upbeat outlook and accomplishments, single-handedly invented
electronic-parts distribution as practiced
today. Moreover, his I): and of management—featuring heavy emphasis on
salesmanship—built the flagship of distribution, Hamilton/Avnet Electronics.
With some $1.4 billion in sales, the Culver
City, Calif., company has set the pace for
abusiness that topped $8billion in the
U. S. last year.
Distributors have been beset by many
troubles in recent years, even during the
chip boom of 1986-88. Today, their disappointing financial results reflect how
tough things have gotten. So Hamilton's
death, coming at apoint when many executives and analysts believe that some
fundamental changes have to take place,
could hasten those changes.
DOMINO EFFECT. Even Hamilton's own
company is not immune, industry observers say. They now single out as weaknesses the once-acknowledged strengths
of Hamilton/Avnet, notably its nationwide scope and so-called "broad," or multiple-product, lines. Any basic changes at
the firm will produce adomino effect for
other companies, which must deal with
Hamilton/Avnet because of its size and
influence. It's still the largest U. S. distributor, followed by Arrow Electronics
Inc., Melville, N. Y., and Lex/Schweber
Electronics Inc., Westbury, N. Y.
For the time being, while Hamilton/
Avnet management assesses where it
stands, the official stance is only "growing concern for the bottom line," in the
words of Edward Kaniger, senior executive vice president. Kaniger is running operations and reports to Leon Machiz, the
former Avnet president who has taken
over Tony Hamilton's corporate role.
Both executives have vast experience and
respect in the business, but outsiders
note that "the company has Tony's stamp
on it from top to bottom."
But it seems clear that " there will be
some changes, because the mantle of
leadership has passed to adifferent person," says financial analyst Clarke
Walser of the Chicago Corp., Chicago.
Others in the industry are less diplomatic;
they say flatly that Hamilton/Avnet
must change to keep up with competitors.
Walser points out that Hamilton/Avnet
The
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"for many years took advantage of its
size," using it for buying clout with sup
pliers, which often translates into aprice
edge for customers. But events of the
past business cycle, and disruptions in the
semiconductor business itself, have made
these largely athing of the past. One ef-

fect is that smaller rivals have successfully chipped away at Hamilton/Avnet's
markets, which are served by 53 franchised locations.
The bedrock issue confronting distributors today—and especially Hamilton/Avnet, which some believe has grown too
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Reduce the Risk of VLSI Design
Prototypes as low as $400 1
Lowest Cost
Since 1981 MOSIS has been providing a prototyping service to IC desigrers ;:y merging designs onto
multiproject wafer runs.

In the last two years. more than 3.200 prototype designs from commercial firms.

universities and government agencies have been fabricated through MOSIS on over 100 fabrication runs.
Pay as low as $ 400 and get enough parts to verify your design,
and getting more parts than you need.

instead of paying 840,000 or more for a run

Use the prototyping runs to develop your own libraries.

With MOSIS'

cost- sharing. you can't afford not to try out your ideas on silicon!
Highest Quality
Photomasks are purchased to zero- defect density specifications. Parametric test structures on the wafers are
measured to ensure compliance with vendor process specifications. Standardized yield monitors
measure defect densly.
Wide- Ranging Technologies
MOSIS supports several different technologies and fabricators.

Among them are:

• CMOS double- level metal at 3.0. 1.6 and 1.2 microns from Hewlett-Packard
• CMOS double- level metal at 2.0 microns from VLSI Technology
• CMOS double- level metal with second poly option at 2.0 microns from Orbit for analog designs
Projects can be designed with design rules from either MOSIS. the wafer fabricator or the DoD.

MOSIS also

distributes a library of DoD-developed standard cells ( 3.0. 2.0. and 1.2 microns) to designers interested in
semi- custom design.
Diversified Design Tools
MOSIS Fabrication runs support:
• Fabricator's Tool Sets •

DoD Standard Cell Libraries ( 3.0. 2.0. and 1.2 microns)

• Berkeley Tool Set

GENESIL Designs and Silicon Compiler Systems

•

For more information, contact Christine Tomovich or Sam Delatorre at ( 213) 822-1511.
The MOSIS Service, 4676 Admiralty Way. Marina del Rey. California 90292-6695
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large to continue to dominate the fastmoving business—"is finding some way
to differentiate themselves from their
competition," says Walser. Merely selling
standard commodity parts in small lots,
the original basis for this field, can no
longer support profitable growth.
Hence the pell-mell scramble of recent
years as most companies dash into one or
more new venues, such as computer and
peripheral sales, semicustom chips, "kitting" parts together for assembly, and
just-in-time delivery. Hamilton/Avnet is
involved in all these activities. And its rivals believe that no matter how the distribution giant changes, it will remain aformidable factor.
Further complicating matters, the business remains oversaturated, with too
many distribution outlets (some 1,500 or
more) serving an industry that could get
by very nicely with half that amount.
"There are just too many mouths to be
fed," says Walser.
Finally, to meet their own marketshare needs, chip-firm suppliers typically
award product franchises to too many
distribution outlets in most geographic
areas, further feeding the kind of dogeat-dog competition that now prevails.
If these did not present enough challenges, the alternating boom-bust nature
of components, which has always chal-

Contactless de-soldering
and soldering with
the Leister-Labor "S"
Hot Air Tool

Electronic Temperature Adjustment
from 20 to 600 ' C. Electronical
Air Volume Adjustment from 1to
150 litres per minute.
For contactless de- soldering and
soldering of SMD- and
DIP- components in 2-4 seconds.

Ask for free brochure UW 70
Brian R. White Co. Inc., 313 Henry Station Road
Ukiah, CA 95482

phone: (707) 462-9795

Farmingdale, NJ 07727

phone: (201) 938-2700
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lenged and hampered the business, has
been especially problematic of late. Most
distributors haven't been able to regain
the financial ground lost in the 1985 down
cycle, which is apparent in results compiled by Walser. The most glaring weakness, and the one that most disturbs Wall
Street about the publicly traded companies, shows up in profit margins, which
are stagnant at levels well below those
achieved in the past.
Still, distributors tend to be the most
optimistic breed in the industry, and their
upbeat outlook is still apparent in the

With their outlets
proliferating, companies
have a look- alike problem

face of the setbacks. The trouble is, distribution executives can't agree on the
best ways to fix the problems.
For example, take the subject of nationwide operations, along the Hamilton/
Avnet lines. Because selling parts in low
volume is recognized as essentially alocal-service business, the best setup
should be anational firm that can buy in
quantity, offer the financial stability of
size, and concentrate through its franchise locations on building local ties. In
practice, however, " returns from these
economies of scale are all on paper," says
John Geraghty, an analyst at New York's
First Boston Corp. "They have not been
realized for several years."
The main drawback in practice is that
while expansion into new areas often
gets the targeted sales gains, the operating costs rise even faster. With each sales
office maintaining its own inventory,
computer, and sales-support personnel,
incremental sales gains are often more
than offset by the cost of doing all the extra business.
Some regional distributors have established beachheads when an opportunity
pops up. Among them is Semispecialists
of America Inc., which started expanding
last year and now has seven offices
served by two warehouses. Semispecialists intends " to become anational distributor with aregional focus," says Robert Ball, senior vice president of the Melville, N. Y., company.
Manufacturers and customers are
"looking for [ distribution companies]
with focus rather than ashotgun approach," he says. Semispecialists will try
to keep its regional personality by limiting expansion to 17 carefully selected regional markets.
"We think it is cost-prohibitive to be everywhere," says Ball. "There's amove
back to having two or three major distribution centers—one on the East Coast,
one on the West Coast, and an option for

putting one in Dallas." Computerized inventory control and overnight delivery
services make the consolidation of warehouse space possible, he says.
Another regional distributor that has
now expanded is El Segundo, Calif.-based
Wyle Laboratories Inc., which has moved
into the East with distribution centers in
Boston and Atlanta. But company president Charles M. Clough sees the problem
less in terms of geography than in terms
of each firm concentrating on what it
does best.
The trend in recent years is plain to
Clough: " It is running sharply toward
specialization, because the broad-line outfits are not doing as well as they should."
The reason is simple, he says. "No one,
not even Hamilton/ Avnet, has the resources to do it all." Wyle has been the industry leader in offering semicustom devices through its design centers, and also
is among the front-runners in component
kitting and computer-system sales.
Clough's approach seems validated by
the success of one of the two most profitable distributors, Anthem Electronics
Inc., San Jose, Calif. In the key financial
measurement of return on equity, Anthem is running at about 17%. The other
profitability leader, according to areport
by the Wall Street firm Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette Inc., is Marshall Industries, El Monte, Calif., with asimilar return on investment.
JUSTA FEW. Anthem achieves its financial marks by "focusing on afew activities, sophisticated chips, and computer
subsystems," says its president, Peyton
L. Gannaway. The firm, grossing about
$280 million, has far fewer suppliers than
similar-sized competitors, with only 15
lines accounting for upward of 95% of
sales. Adds Gannaway, "We'd rather be
outstanding in afew lines than mediocre
in many." Semispecialists, which is privately held and does not report profits, is
following asimilar strategy by giving its
regional vice presidents considerable autonomy over which lines will be carried in
their regions. It reported gross sales of
$160 million in 1988, which places it 12th
among electronics distributors.
"We see two tiers of distributors
emerging," says Semispecialists' Ball.
"One will be the commodity type and the
other will deal in more sophisticated technologies, such as ASICs and programmable logic devices." Although the business
may stratify into two tiers, Ball does not
rule out both being served by asingle distributor with different strategies for
each tier. " Idon't think you'll see the
commodity approach of carrying every
line when it comes to ASICs," he says.
Instead, distributors will have partnerships with one or two manufacturers, he
says. Although ASICs and programmable
devices will be an important business, Semispecialists expects the market for comElectronics/March 1989

modity chips to flourish as well, because
of ASICs' price premium in the form of
nonrecurring engineering costs. " If
you're only going to build afew machines," says Ball, "there's just no reason
to jump into ASICs."
Although Wyle, Anthem, and several
others continue to find success by narrowing their focus, there are still some
holdouts doing well with broad lines. Gordon S. Marshall, of Marshall Electronics
in El Monte, sees little reason to go
charging off into new things. In his view,
the troubles stem from the fact that
many distributors simply "do aterrible
job." Poor business practices such as allowing runaway costs explain much of
the disarray, he says. Then, too, "there
are too many of us [distributors]." Marshall credits his firm's success to "working at being the low-cost producer," and
rivals agree than he runs the most efficient operation in the business. The
tough-minded Marshall also is the only
national firm to handle major Japanese
lines, which make up about 25% of its
$500 million-plus sales.
LOOKING EAST. Other distributors have
their eye on how that market—as well as
the distribution strategy for Korean components—will develop. The market presence of Japanese and Korean chip makers
"is most clearly felt in memories and particularly dynamic random-access memories,"
says Ball. Like other distributors, Semispecialists tends to put the onus of selling foreign parts on the U. S. chip makers by saying that if the domestic semiconductor
houses "choose to create avoid, we're considering going somewhere else." Chips
from Far East sources seem likely to become "increasingly afactor as time goes
on," says Ball, "but Idon't think they will
be ubiquitous."
Along with questions about the course
of events at behemoth Hamilton/Avnet,
many industry executives worry that a
recession will force unwanted changes on
everybody, just as the chip downturn did
in 1985. At that time, several firms disappeared, including one of the top 10, Kierulff, which was acquired by Arrow. If
bad times do come in the next year, companies with big debt loads, such as Arrow
and Hall-Mark Electronics Corp., Dallas,
could be most vulnerable, says the Chicago Corp.'s Walser. In fact, Hall-Mark was
the subject of a $220 million leveraged
buyout last year.
Marshall, who has seen chip cycles
come and chip cycles go, is certain arecession is on the way. But he sees any resulting downsizing of distribution paradoxically serving to improve the business
later. That's especially true for firms
such as his that have strong finances, he
says, and can weather the storm. "That's
not gloom and doom," he says, "but realism." -Larry Waller, with additional reporting by Jack Shandle
Electronics/ March 1989

SIGNAL PROCESSING

10-GIGAFLOPS SYSTEM
TAKES AIM AT THE MILITARY
space computing by mid-March. It's likely
to find them on the strength of its performance atone—up to 10 gigaflops.
Based on modular computing nodes,
Oryx Corp.'s Super Signal Processor de-

PARAMUS, N. J.

A

dreadnought number-cruncher, characterized as asignal- and image-processing computer by its creators, will be
cruising for victories in military and aero-
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...in a32-pin DIP!
We've just packed alot of CMOS
memory into asingle 32- pin DIP. You
can now have 1megabit ( 128Kx8) or 2
megabit (256Kx8) in SRAM or EEPROM
with industrial or military temperatures.
Our new high-density hybrid memories
give you achoice. You'll also find that
they'll lower your costs, save you board
space, and conserve power, too.
Our rugged 1.6" x0.6" ceramic
package with JEDEC standard pinouts
is brand new. Its welded metal cover
and co-fired construction assures
maximum integrity and hermetic seal,
and lends itself to the most demanding
industrial and military applications.
MIL-STD-883 screening is available.
Want more? The EEPROMs offer a10
Year Data Retention after write, and
automatic page write option with
internal address and data latches for up
to 512 bytes, and 1to 64 bytes/pages,

up to 8pages. Page write only
3.0mSec/page. And, there's data
polling for end of write detection, and
hardware and software data protection,
too. Read access time is 150nSec.
The SRAMs include data retention with
voltages down to 2.0 volts, read/write
cycle compatibility with almost all
microprocessors, and read access and
write cycle times of 120nSec.
If 1or 2Megabit isn't enough, our 4
Megabit (512x8) will be out soon in the
same 32-pin DIP. We also offer arange
of access times down to speeds less
than 50nSec, and memory capacities
into the terabit region. Or, if you want
to talk about products like acomplex
single-package system, a
supercomputer array, or atotally
defined multi-package management
information system, give us acall. Your
design or ours, we'll make it happen.

W White Technology, Inc.
Aleholly owned subsidiary ot Bownar Instrument Corporate
4246 E Wood Street • Phoeno, Amona 85040 • ( 602) 437-1520
FAX 602-437-9120 • TWO 910-951-4203
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"$4.5 million to test a500-pin
chip we don't even make yet?"
Nos

Because now therès the Vista
Series from Tektronix. A 512- pin
ATE solution for less than $1.5 million.
Ready for today's IC testing challenges —
and tomorrow's.
Unprecedented flexibility.
The Vista Series VLSI Logic Test Systems
feature an innovative modular architecture
for unprecedented system flexibility.
Systems are configured with three
modules: the Test
Station, the Program
Development Station,
Calibration
and theStation.
Station.
Systems can be
configured for initial
functionality and
capacity requirements, and then
expanded to meet
new demands. The
result is alower initial system cost plus an
economical future growth path.
Teknology pays off.
At Tektronix, we don't have to go slopping for innovative technology. We make
our own. It's called Teknology.
Tekno.ogy is employed throughout the
Vista Series architecture. For exampe, we

designed custom high-speed CMOS ASICs
for the pin electronics. Replacing conventional
hybrid circuits with advanced IC technology
increased system performance and uptime.
At tne same time, total cost for a512- pin
system was lowered to less than $1.5 million
from usual ranges of $3to $5million. And
since the CMOS ASICs consume less power
and emit less heat than their hybrid counterparts in our competitor§ systems, operating costs are
reduced more than
80 percent.
Tektronix —
committed to
the future.
Tektronix has
been delivering
state-of-the-art
electronics for more
than 40 years. Setting the standard by
which test instrumentation is judged.
The Vista Series. Economical, state-ofthe-art ATE. Another standard. Proof that
you don't have to spend $4.5 million for an
ATE solution — today or tomorrow.
For more information about the Vista
Series VLSI Logic Test Systems, call (800)
635-8774. In Oregon, dial 239-0266.

Tektronix
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pends on Advanced Micro Devices Inc.'s
29325C floating-point chips, which can be
used as either adders or multipliers, as its
base processors. But the SSP delivers
more than raw computing power. Positioned in the high-end market to compete
ARITHMETIC
with supercomputers and array procesAU
NODE ( AU)
sors, the SSP does away with the comput(160 MFLOPS)
UP TO EIGHT
ing overhead of Fortran programming—
320 MBYTE / S
EXTERNAL DEVICES
l
SYSTEM BUS
which is required by supercomputers—
by letting applications developers "write"
AU
AU
assembly code graphically. More than 35
—
INPUT/OUTPUT NODE
microcoded primitives—among them fast
I/O NODE —,-(320 MBYTES/S)
Fourier transforms, vector and matrix
arithmetic operations, trigonometric
AU
functions, filter functions, and even the
AU
Hough transform—turn the trick.
"In the past, developers have been us[
ing Crays programmed in Fortran or
AU
AU
hardwiring application-specific compute
devices for this kind of signal and image
I
processing," says Harold Messias, Oryx's
SOURCE ORYX CORP
vice president of marketing. Because it is
ahigh-level language, Fortran has aravenous appetite for millions of floating- Oryx optimizes the use of the SSP's gigaflops-level signal-processing power with I/O nodes
point operations per second. " If you're
that handle 320 Mbytes/s and compute at 80 megaflops.
paying for 100 megaflops and you're programming in straight Fortran," he says,
FINANCING
oversees all this, scheduling and dispatch"you're lucky to get 20 megaflops of acing up to 50,000 tasks—fast Fourier
tual Linpack performance, depending on
transforms, for example—per second.
the application." Hardwiring eliminates
Using 32-bit floating-point arithmetic,
Fortran overhead, but at the expense of the SSP can attain near-one-gigaflops
adding tedium.
performance with six nodes, each contribNOW TESTING. Funded initially by a $3.5
uting 60 megaflops of performance. The
million stake from Eastman Kodak Co. in
six-processing-node configuration is serRochester, N. Y, in 1985, Oryx got another viced by a320-Mbyte/s I/O node, which
$7.4 million last year from an investment interfaces with up to eight external deLOS ANGELES
team that includes Kodak, Grumman Ven- vices and up to four processing nodes.
nthe short term, the lingering slump in
tures, Allied Signal, and six venture capiMemory for the system has options from
the prices of high-technology stocks
talists. Its first product, a60-megaflops
16 to 512 Mbytes. If 60 megaflops is too
mostly hurts the people who own them.
machine, went to Grumman Aerospace
much horsepower, the processing nodes
But for the longer run, the sorry record
Corp. in Bethpage, N. Y., last month for can be scaled down to 20 megaflops, but of these once-glamorous equities can do
benchmark testing such military applicaMessias says, " We're not really selling
more than just bruise some bank actions as surveillance, intelligence, and elecinto that market." Top-gun performance
counts. The effects of the crash of Oct.
tronic warfare. Oryx will announce pricing
is ablazing 10 gigaflops.
19, 1987, already are so well marked that
later this month.
The SSP was designed from the start to
the customary way of financing growing
Since it has targeted real-time markets
be rugged enough for military use. "It's
high-tech businesses may well be
such as imaging from radar and sonar
not alaboratory machine," Messias says.
changed forever. "You have to be fast on
signals, electronic warfare, and military
"We can do image processing that allows
your feet—and innovative—to get things
intelligence, Oryx armed the SSP with a the military to make tactical decisions in
financed these days," says Jon W. Bayformidable input/output bandwidth-320 real time." The SSP can handle image enless, apartner at Sevin Rosen ManageMbytes/s—which is well matched to its
hancement, edge enhancement, and conment Co. in Dallas.
computing power. "The issue isn't throw- trast enhancement using the various
Driving the change is the failure of
ing alot of chips in abox," says Messias.
transforms in its library of microcode pri- new stock issues—or initial public offer"It's getting the information into the
mitives. Its high I/O bandwidth lets it ings, in Wall Street parlance—to perform
chips so they can do something with it.
handle the sonar, radar, or signal-intellitheir traditional function. Since the early
But I/O is expensive. It's where you real- gence input from the real world.
1960s, IPOs have served as the keystone
ly have to have alot of wires."
One possible application, for example,
for startup companies to finance their
Oryx bases its SSP on a crossbaris the Autonomous Land Vehicle being
next phase of growth and for their invesswitch architecture that connects pro- developed by the Defense Advanced Re- tors to recoup the original stake—with a
cessing elements and parallel memories.
search Project Agency. The ALV is essenprofit—by selling stock.
The crossbar switch realigns the eight tially an unmanned tank; it drives itself.
When low prices dry up the market for
processing elements in anode with any of In this application, rapid calculations of
IPOs—and also the secondary stock ofeight parallel-memory-element buses.
the Hough edge-enhancement transform
ferings that often are used as the next fiEach processing element can access any
play akey role in keeping the ALV on
nancing phase—companies that need capmemory element on any 100-ns clock cy- course. "We're not going to see unital have to seek it elsewhere.
cle, and any memory element can broad- manned tanks any time in the near fuGrabbing the most attention as an alcast to any or all processing elements on
ture," Messias says, "but there may be
ternative is the strategic partnership, afiany clock cycle. A node controller runspin-offs from the development pro- nancial link with an established, deepning under areal-time operating system
gram."
-Jack Shandle pocketed company on the lookout for hot

MACHO-FLOPS MEET THEIR I/O MATCH AT ORYX

HIGH-TECH FIRMS
FINDING NEW
MONEY SOURCES
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Introducing 750kHzVME
data acquisition.

Once again,we've left
everyone in the dust.
Plug in one of our new DT1492 Series
boards, and your Sun or VMEbus computer
can capture and output data at an astonishing
750kliz. Which makes our VMEbus boards
ideal for those really tough applications that
require you to track lots of data—fast.
More surprising, though, is the flexibility you get with the DT1492 Series. 9different high performance models are available.

Model

Channels

011492
011492f
011492-F
EIT1492-G
D11492•G
0T14921
011495
311497
011498

16SE/8DI
16SE
8D1
165E
SDI
4DI
16SE/801
401
4SE(SS8iH)

Resolution
bits

Gain

12
12
12
12
12
12
16
12

1, 2.4, 8
1, 2, 4, 8
1, 2, 4, 8
1, 2, 4, 8
1, 2, 4, 8
1
1,10,100, 500
1
1

Each features onboard memory for
gap-free data collection at high speeds.
Flexible channel and gain selection,
deglitched DACs, an external trier, pacer
clock, and 16 digital I/O lines are standard
features too.
As you might expect, D11492 models
can perform A/D, DIA, and digital I/O
functions simultaneously! With our

Throughput
kHz
40
150
150
250
250
.
750
40/2.5
100
100

Analog
Output
Chis
_
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Throughput
kHz
130/DAC
130/DAC
130/DAC
130/DAC
130/DAC
130/DAC
130/DAC
130/DAC
130/DAC

Digftal
lit)
16
16
16
16
16
lE
16
16
16

DT1498, you can even collect data from up
to 4inputs simultaneously
When it comes to data acquisition
speed and accuracy, we finish first. To
raise your speed limits, call today.

Call (508) 481-3700
In Canada, call (800) 268-0427

FREE 1988/89 Data Acquisition
Handbook.

Price
$2295
2795
2795
3195
3195
3795
2295
3195
2795

DATA TRANSLATION
World Headquarters: Data Translat on, Inc., 13 Locke Drive, Marlboro, MA 017521192 USA, ( 508) 481.3700 Tlit 951646
United KingdomMeadquarters: Data Translalon Ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Wolungham, Berkshire RG11 21;11, U.K. (0734) 793838 Tk 94011914
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translatul GmbH, Stuttgarter Strasse 66,7120 Bietigheim-Bissingen, West Germany 07142-54025
International Sales Offices: Australia (2) 662 4255; Belgium 121735.2135; Canada 18001268.0427; Chile 121 25-3689; China 14081727.8222,111868.721; Denmark (2) 274511; Finland (90)372-144; France (1)
69077802; Greece (1)951.4944, (3P, 527.039,0) 3614300; Hong Kong (5) 448963; India (22) 23-1040; Israel (3) 5401524; Italy (2) 824701; Japan 13) 348.8301, (3) 502-5550, p) 3561111; Korea (82) 756-9954;
Morocco (9) 30-4181; Netherlands g70) 99-6360; New Zealand (9) 504759; Norway (2) 53 12 50; Peru (14) 31-8060; Philippines 818-0103; Porugal 545313; Singapore 7797621; South Africa (12) 8037680/93; Spain (1)
4558112; Sweder (8) 761-7820; Switzerland (1) 7231410; Taiwan (2) 918.4740; United Kingdom (0734) 793838; West Germany 07142-54025.
Data Translation is aregistered trademark of Data Translation, Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
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technologies. The result is aspate of alliances involving heavy hitters—for example, Silicon Graphics Computer Systems
with Control Data Corp., and Sun Microsystems Inc. with AT&T Co. However,
deals involving smaller companies are
more common: TRW Inc. investing in
AES Corp., aPeabody, Mass., defenseelectronics firm; or Hewlett-Packard Co.
buying 15% of anew superconductor-device firm, Conductus of Palo Alto, Calif.
Another tactic is the good old-fashioned

loan, though not usually from abank.
Loans come either directly from financial
institutions in private placement deals, or
from venture capitalists. In fact, the same
institutions that will shun an IPO find direct investment attractive as so-called mezzanine financing. That approach previously
covered only ashort-term second round of
investment in startups but now is seen as
alonger-term vehicle.
The venture firms are playing so great
arole in financing that they could be mov-

Daicel Chemical: AWorldclass Leader
in Recording Materials

Daicel Chemical Industries is a worldclass leader in the development and manufacture of optical
and magneto-optical disk products. The Company is leading the industry in research and
development of disk substrates and magnetic film materials, focusing on polycarbonate
substrates and magnetic films made from amorphous (non-crystalline) four element
alloys of neodymium, dysprosium, iron, and cobalt.Our research has brought about
results:results that mean an improvement in recording densitities, an improvement in performance, and an improvement in overall disk quality. At
Daicel we will continue to apply our "chemitronics"total system
approach to solving our customers problems and developing a new generation of technologies to
support the information age.

DA10EL CI-EMICAL IN3USTRIES, LTD.
Tokyo Heed Of lice: 8-1, Kasumigaseki 3-chorne, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100, Japan Phone: [031507-3112 [Optical Memory Division]
Telex: 222-4632 DAICEL JFacsimile: 1031593-2708
Deicel [U.S.A.] Inc.: 611 West 6th Street. Suite 2152 Los Angeles,
CA 90017, U.S.A. Phone: [2131629-3656/3657
Deicel [Europe] GmbH: kOnigsallee 92a, 4000 Dusseldorf 1.
FR. Germany Phone: [02111134158
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ing toward full-fledged investment banking of the type practiced by Wall Street
outfits, says Bayless. In one new trend,
venture companies handle arrangements
for both sides, putting institutions that
buy into aventure firm's own funds in
touch with startups in its stable of clients.
So Sevin Rosen brought in New York's
Gibraltar Fund for asizable stake in Proteon Inc., aWestborough, Mass., localarea-network startup. All this leaves fastgrowing privately owned companies frustrated. Brooktree Corp. of San Diego, for
one, has seen its IPO plans stymied. "It's
just gruesome, that's what it is," says
James Bixby, president.
There is no single source that keeps
score on IPOs, but the authoritative Technologic Computer Letter tracks them
more closely than anyone. Editor Richard
Shaffer could count only 18 high-tech
new issues for 1988, with most taking
place during the first half. The total is
down some 50% from 1987, he says, which
also was aslow year. IPOs raised about
$450 million last year, which was probably far under the total venture money
socked into the field.
And the future doesn't look much
brighter because of the resistance to
IPOs from institutional money managers,
the influential stock pickers who handle
billions for banks, pension funds, and mutual funds. The managers are asignificant cadre, accounting for upwards of
three quarters of all stock activity.
JOB THREAT. With all the values abounding in visible, proven high-tech listed
firms, "it's tough for an investment banker pushing anew issue to walk in [to a
money manager] and say, `Have Igot a
hot company here for you,' " says Pierre
R. Lamond, aprincipal at Sequoia Capital
in Menlo Park, Calif. As Brooktree's
Bixby notes, money managers are on the
spot too. "One admitted to me that if he
picked one more high-tech loser for his
fund, it would cost him his job."
As to whether the recent Wall Street rally will have apositive effect on the IPO outlook, financial analyst Adam F. Cuhney
has ablunt response. "Absolutely not,"
says the San Francisco-based analyst, who
follows semiconductors for New York's
Kidder Peabody & Co. He points out that
only afew high-tech companies fared well
while smaller firms continue to lag badly.
Nothing will change for the better in the
face of "continued financial-community
skepticism about the high-tech companies'
ability to generate aprofitable return with
aslowdown or recession looming," he says.
Still, the market could confound the pessimists. Gary Smaby, analyst for Needham
& Co. in Minneapolis, agrees that prospects
are none too bright right now. "But in 1986,
Iwould have said exactly the same thing.
And then we had that spurt in 1987 technology stocks. It's very unpredictable," he
says.
-Larry Waller
Electronics/ March 1989

NOW TARGET
MORE THAN 270,000
OEM INFLUENCES
-WORLDWIDEIN ASINGLE MEDIA BUY
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IONIC DEIGN
Introducing VNU
Integrated Power.
A single media
buy created to
help you acnieve
design wins, become the preferred
OEM
source- and increase your market share.

ElectronEds
THE NEW LOOK
IN MEMORIES
level. If your company is chosen as
a preferred vendor, the decision
is passed down to
the project teamgiving you the win
from top down.

. TESTING
THE NEXT
ENERATION
OF VLSI

The best way to
achieve
the
source win is to

•ELECTRE4OPIICS GIVE Gklz MEASUREMENTS • SPECIAL RENA ON ASIC VERNIERS
•OESIGINNG OCTAL ONCs RIO INCA PIN COUNI CE

WIN AT THE ENGINEERING LEVEL.

advertise in Electronics.

OEM design decisions happen at the engineering
level. If your product fits, the decision is passed
upward to company management - giving you The
win from the bottom- up.

Electronics delivers the strongest management
audience in the OEM world. 80,000 international
managers qualified for involvement in vendor selection - plus abonus of 23,000 paid subscribers.

The best way to achieve the design win is to advertise in Electronic Design.

At last you've got the coverage and clout you need at
every crucial OEM level. Call your VNU representative now. And put VNU Integrated power to work for
you today.

Electronic Design now reaches 150,000 U.S. design Engineers, with the International edition add ng
another 40,000 outside the U.S. 100% identified by
project responsibility. 100% qualified for the authority to design your product in.

WIN AT THE MANAGEMENT LEVEL
OEM source decisions happen at the management

VNU INTEGRATED POWER
Design wins and source wins in asingle media buy.

unu

VNU Business Publications , Inc.
Ten Holland Drive
Hasbrouck Heights N J 07604

The traditional
approach to IC design.
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The Cadence
approach.

e

How you play the game
determines if you win or lose.
And there's plenty at stake.
Your design. Your product.
Maybe even your company.
Traditional IC design is full of
pitfalls and blind alleys. While there
are plenty of good tools available,
none of them really work well
together.
There is abetter approach.
Design Framework' architecture
from Cadence. The first integrated
design environment to support the
entire IC design process. A system
that lets you go from start to finish
in one smooth, direct path.
Not a "shell': Design Framework
architecture is aunified environment
where all design tools share the same
user interface and design database.
So important details never get lost in
transit. Or garbled in translation.
But Design Framework tools don't
just passively coexist. They actively
cooperate. As your design rolls along,
you see the impact of every change.
In real time. Catching and correcting
errors as they're made. Eliminating
the need to go back and start over.
The bottom line— you finish
designs faster and more economically.

Get to market sooner. And put
greater distance between you and
your competition.
In fact, Design Framework
architecture can boost your design
productivity five times or more
over the traditional approach.
Design Framework architecture
also fits easily into your existing
design environment. You can even
couple tools you developed or bought
from other vendors.
And it's all brought to you by
Cadence. The IC design automation
software tool leader. We'll be happy
to tell you more. Write or call
for acopy of our IC Design Game
Plan: Cadence Design Systems,
Inc., 555 River Oaks Parkway,
San Jose, CA 95134, U.S.A.
(408) 943-1234 ext. 350. Or contact
one of our international sales offices
listed on opposite page.
Because in today's competitive
environment playing by the old rules
is alosing game.

CADENCE
Leadership h' Design
Circle 50

MARKETING

MOTOROLA TAKES ITS SHOW,
IMAGINOLOGY, ON THE ROAD
PHOENIX, ARIZ.

/V all the big U. S. semiconductor
Whouses, Motorola Inc. may be the one
least likely to launch aglitzy new marketing gambit. The company's image is conservative, verging on stodgy.
Nonetheless, Motorola has come up
with just such agambit—atraveling
trade show, featuring its products and
the hardware that uses them. What's
more, the show is drawing enthusiastic
crowds and rave reviews.
Called Imaginology, the show was put
together by Motorola's Phoenix-based
Semiconductor Products Sector, solely
for itself and its customers. Over the
past year, it's played in seven locations,
drawing larger and larger crowds. Most
importantly, from Motorola's point of
view, those crowds have included some
15,000 design engineers—the people any
chip company knocks itself out to reach.
What's drawing the crowds is an event
that features solid technical seminars on
Motorola products, hardware that incorporates the latest Motorola chips, and voluminous application tips on how to use
them. All of this is presented in astate-ofthe-art show—Motorola went to top outside consultants to find out how to put together aslick production, with top-flight
graphics, lighting, and sound.
Evidently, the effort was worth making—it would have been hard to get those

15,000 design engineers into the Motorola
booth at most industry trade shows. But
besides working as adirect-marketing
tool, Imaginology could have wider, more
long-lasting benefits, says Adam F. Cuhney, afinancial analyst based in the San
Francisco office of Kidder, Peabody &
Co. He sees the show providing "recognition value" among customers and potential customers as to the level of service

Throwing a party earns
Motorola the customer's
undivided attention
Motorola provides. This is particularly important for Motorola, Cuhney thinks, because intensive service and customer support will be the hallmark of the 1990s, and
Motorola has suffered from being
"looked at as an old-style organization of
the 1970s," he says. Also, Imaginology offers Motorola away to show off its product lines, which are the broadest anywhere. And the company gains an edge
by throwing aparty—the audience's attention is undiverted by any competitors.
The audience, of course, gets alot from
the show too—the technical seminars, the
product demonstrations, the applications
tips. But the real secret of the show's suc-

cess in attracting people seems to be very
simple: Imaginology comes to them, rather than making them come to it. That was
the thinking when Motorola came up with
the idea, says Robert C. Field, director of
the chip sector's advertising and promotion department, who is the show's godfather. Two years ago, Motorola, like most
semiconductor houses, was dissatisfied
with existing shows. It dropped out of
some, including Wescon. " We had a
brainstorming session, on ' how do we
reach those engineers?' " says Field. "We
go to their home area, that's how."
Though the idea is working well, Field
says the show's format is continually being tinkered with, " We learn as we go
along," he says. More and more Motorola
chip customers are joining up. Some 112
came to ashow in Detroit last October,
compared with less than 30 at the first
show in January 1988 in Irvine, Calif. In
Detroit, the company gave 31 seminars,
dedicated entirely to automotive electronics, up from 12 seminars in Irvine.
Motorola will not say exactly how
much the show is costing, but Field acknowledges that $ 1million is areasonably accurate estimate of total expenses,
not including travel costs and the time of
the people involved. But this is not inordinate compared with the costs of major industry shows: participating in the biggest
of them could set the company back
$500,000, sources say. In any case, Motorola management is backing Imaginology.
So Motorola will keep Imaginology on
the road. At least three dates are scheduled for this year and into 1990. The main
challenge now, Field says, is " topping
last year."
—Larry Waller

CONSUMER

THE POCKET DIARY GOES ELECTRONIC
electronic organizers are selling like hot
E

TOKYO

rice cakes in Japan, where business
people who didn't realize until recently
that they needed another executive toy
are now spending up to several thousand
yen apiece on the things. At least one Japanese manufacturer is encouraged
enough by their reception to start exporting the gadgets, but how well they'll go
over among Americans is the subject of
brisk debate in the U. S. consumer-electronics community.
An executive organizer looks like apretentious pocket calculator, and in fact the
two companies driving the market are
Sharp Corp. of Osaka, and Casio Corp. of
Tokyo, the leading manufacturers of calculators in Japan. People use them as
they would adesk calendar or pocket diary, to keep track of appointments and expenses and so on, punching the information in on akeypad instead of writing it
52

down. The organizer stores the data in
memory; the user punches afew more
keys to display it. The availability of inexpensive memories with extremely large
capacity, operating at low power, and of
low-cost display drivers, makes them
practical to produce.
At their most extravagant, organizers
can include all the functions found in socalled "personal-productivity software"
for apersonal computer. In Japan, this includes most of the functionality of aword
processor, including character generators for akanji character font and programs to convert phonetic keyboard input to kanji. Many include acommunications link to exchange data with asimilar
unit or aprinter.
Sharp is modifying its export models to
provide raised keys on the keypad, rather
than the film keys used in Japan. On both
domestic and export models, it offers
plug-in cards to add functions. About 70%

of Sharp's organizer sales in Japan are
units that take the plug-in cards, says
Akira Nakanishi, amanager in Sharp's
information systems group.
Simpler organizers are available from
another manufacturer, Seiko Instruments Inc. of Tokyo, as well as from
Sharp and Casio. These are single-purpose units about the size of acredit card,
says Shinji Morisaki, the general manager of Seiko's Portable Products Department. They do one main chore—keep
schedules or store telephone numbers—
and usually work as four-function calculators, too. Users can also buy akind of
loose-leaf notebook, like the inserts for
storing floppy disks in computer manuals, that hold three of the units. The
keys can be operated through the transparent pockets, so abinder turns the single-purpose units into asomewhat cumbersome multifunction organizer.
If the Japanese have their way, the orElectronics / March 1989

ANOTHER GREAT OFFER FROM
THE EMPLOYEE-OWNERS* OF AVIS, INC.

Drive

The employee-owners of Avis, Inc.
want you to experience the elegance
of aCadillac Sedan de Ville or similar
luxury-group car at avery economical
rate. With SuperValue Rates and fast
service, we're trying
aday. Cadillac harder than ever to give
Sedan de Ville. you what you want in a
100 miles/day
rental car.
included. 30e/mile thereTo get this low rate,
after. Optional Collision
here are some things
Damage Waiver $9/day in you should know.
Cal., $10.95-$12.95/day
The rate is available at
elsewhere. Rate not
select U.S. corporate
available in Illinois and
and participating
New York.
licensee locations.
It is nondiscountable and may
change without notice. These cars
are subject to availability. Blackout
periods and additional seasonal
charges may apply. There is no
refueling charge if you return your
tank full. There's a $5-$10/rental
charge for additional drivers (no extra
charge in Cal.). Renters under 25 pay
$5-$10 extra/day where applicable.
Cars must be returned to renting
location. Local taxes and Personal
Accident Insurance, Personal Effects
Protection and Additional Liability
Insurance are extra.
To drive this elegant bargain, call
Avis at 1-800-331-1212 or your
travel consultant.

$49

Elegant
Bargain.

AVIS
We're trying harder than ever.'

Avis features GM cars. Cadillac Sedan de Ville.

*Employees at all corporate locations. iP 1989 Wizard Co., Inc.

Circle 14

NINE MONTHS FROM CONCEPT
TO FINISHED PRODUCT

Matty Goldman
Baby Girl
8Lbs., 2oz.
Natural Childbirth
2Sisters

Schlumberger needed abig chip. They
needed it in abig hurry. And they needed
it to work the first time.
Thanks to VLSI's Datapath Compiler and
Logic Synthesizer, they got what they needed.
Our ASIC tools let them design at a
high level. And in just four short months,
Schlumberger had adata processor for a
mil std 2179 recorder that packs 385,000
transistors in achip, 460 mils on aside.
That's one big baby.
0 1989 VLSI Technology, Inc. Baby Photo 0 The Image Bank—Averara, 1989.

OUR LIBRARIES EASE THE
GENERATION GAP.
Once you design achip with VLSI, our
Portable Libraryn' icons let you slide right
into your next generation chips.
You can add new features, or try our new
1-micron CMOS technology for high-speed,
high-density designs.
You can choose cell-based or gate array
chips. You can take advantage of the
custom foundry services at our new Class 1

F
OUR MONTHS FROM CONCEPT
10 FINISHED PRODUCT

Schlumberger
Data Processor for Mil Std 2179 Recorder
68-pin Ceramic Pin Grid Array
Cell-Based, 1.5-Micron CMOS
385,000 Transistors

wafer fab in San Antonio, Texas.
You can even switch to Gallium Arsenide
or radhard CMOS and keep most of your
original design work.
WE WEREN'T BORN
YESTERDAY
VLSI Technology has produced more
high-integration cell-based CMOS ASIC
designs than anyone else. We're not strangers
to gate arrays, either.
We can help you through every step of

your design at one of our many ASIC
Technology Centers around the world.
Call 1-800-872-6753. Or write us at 1109
McKay Dr., MS32, San Jose, CA 95131.
We will help you design the ASIC you
want faster than you ever thought possible.
More importantly, we'll do it faster than
your competition ever thought possible.
And isn't that an interesting concept?

0VLSI TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Circle 13

ganizers will soon invade the U. S. Advance troops have already landed, in the
form of Sharp's Wizard, amultifunction
organizer introduced last October. It
weighs 8oz. and sells for $300, says Steven Salas, national sales manager for
Sharp's U. S. subsidiary, Sharp Electronics Corp. in Mahwah, N. J. The $300 list
price gets you the base unit with 32 Kbits
of read-only memory, enough to handle a
telephone directory, amemo pad, scheduling functions, abuilt-in world clock, a

INDUSTRIAL
STRENGTH
MEMORY

Mgekri
MemTech Technology Corp.
3000 Oakmead Village Court
Santa Clara, CA 95051
TEL ( 408) 970-8900
FAX (408)986-0656

56

calculator, and some other functions.
Plug-in cards to add more functions are
for sale at retail prices ranging from $100
to $130. Three are available so far: atimemanagement card, adictionary/thesaurus card, and an eight-language translator card. More are in the works.
Sharp thinks the big selling point for
Wizard will be software to let it communicate with an IBM Corp. PC, which is due
in February. Software to hook up with
the Apple Computer Inc. Macintosh will

BUBBLE MEMORY from MemTech brings
you reliable data storage in the harshest
environments. Only bubble memory can
guarantee the integrity of your data in real
conditions such as power interruptions,
hot and cold temperatures, dirt and dust,
vibration, and high humidity.
With our new PC add- in board, MemTech
puts bubble memory in easy-to- use form.
Our modular PCB- 74 is fully PC-compatible,
providing transparent hard disk emulation
for MS-DOS and PC- DOS systems. Using
MemTech's SBM-74 Standard Bubble
Modules the PCB- 74 can be configured
to hold up to 4MBytes of nonvolatile data
per card.
With bubble memory you can forget
maintenance! No moving parts and no
batteries to replace mean that bubble
memory systems can be designed with
MTBF ratings as high as 40 years.
Call us with your critical data storage
problems. We have abubble memory
system solution for you!

Circle 218

follow. " On one end of the scale, you
could call the Wizard ahigh-class electronic organizer, which it is," Salas says.
"But on the other end of the scale, you
could call it aPC interface. The reason
I'm excited is we're not competing
against faster and better—like the original PC, then the XT, the AT, and the 386.
Instead, we're competing for portability
and lightness. So we're not talking about
megahertz speed here. We're talking
about portability."
Other, more objective observers question whether U. S. business people are all
that eager for portable information. One
of them is Robert Gerson, editorial director for TWICE, aNew York consumerelectronics trade publication. He points
out that electronic organizers came
around in the 1970s and flopped. The new
organizers are smaller and easier to operate, but Gerson still doubts people are
willing to take the time to punch in all the
phone numbers and appointment dates
that make the organizer useful as something other than apaperweight with a
display screen and keypad. The Wizard is
"a wonderful gadget," Gerson says. " But
here again, you still have to put all that
information in. When you talk about the
Wizard, it is something for engineers. I
don't know who else is going to use one."
Sharp is promoting the Wizard as adevice for salesmen and other business
types who are on the road alot, not engineers. Gerson wonders whether alarge
company will be willing to pay $300 each
to give, say, 1,000 salespeople atrinket
that essentially is nothing more than aFilofax with batteries. He thinks it more
likely the Japanese makers will run afoul
of the East-West culture clash. "They
have discovered time after time that it is
not like the Japanese market," he says.
"We're very gadget-oriented, but not this
kind of gadget."
-Charles L. Cohen
and Wesley R. Iversen

Electronic organizers: Invaluable productivity tool or high-tech executive toy?
Electronics/ March 1989

It's your call.
Now there's achoice.
Telecom testing the old way,
or one-step testing on one
machine.
The old way meant separate incircuit and functional board test
systems. Now, there's one tester
that does it in asingle step... the
HP 3065CT Communications
lbchnologies Board lbst System.

It's an advanced system optimized for
telecom, performing full CCITT testing on products like line cards, phone
systems, and terminal adapters. It can
handle any board you manufacture.
Including new ISDN boards.
The choice is one system or two. The
right decision means faster programming. Faster testing. And lower
testing costs. It's your call.

Now call us.
Take the first step in one-step testing. Call us today at 1-800-752-0900,
ext. 501C, and ask for the "HP
iblecomtest Compendium:'
0 1988 Hewlett-Packard Co. 0901904/E
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With BiCEMOS From IDT
Now you can design fast ECL
memory access times without the
heat of bipolar. Announcing the
new BiCEMOSTm 64K x 1ECL
SRAMs from IDT.

these savings to increase your
Or call ( 408) 492-8225 for
board density and improve sysyour free copy of the IDT Data
tem reliability. And
Book. It has the inSpeed Comparison
you'll spend less
formation you'll need
20
time, money and
about our ECL
space on cooling .E 15
SRAMs, as well as

systems.
our complete line of
\
At speeds of 10 ns and faster,
CMOS products—
our growing family of ECL RAM
Military
SRAMs, FIF0s,
products is being designed to rival
Qualified
dual- ports, ADCs,
bipolar ECL speeds. The IDT
A MIL- STD- 883
DACs, RISC procesIDT
Fujitsu
Hitachi
10490 ( 10K) and 100490
compliant version
sors, bit- slice
(100K) are the first of this family,
of the IDT 10490 is available
microprocessors, DSP building
introducing IDT's CMOS expertise
today in production quantities in
blocks, FCT logic, and modules.
to the world of high-speed ECL
22- pin CERDIPs. Commercial
memory.
When cost-effective performance counts
parts are also available
Powe rComparison
in plastic DIPs, and a
No Heat Sinks - -1114
E
24- lead SOJ.
Manufactured
with our unique
BiCEMOS process, these ECL
SRAMs consume
70% less power
IDT
than their bipolar
counterparts— atypical savings
of 1Watt per device. You can use
1989 Integrated DevIce Technology
B10EMOS Is a trademark of Integrated Device Technology

You Can
Count On Us
Get details
right now about
price, availability and
Fujitsu
Hitachi
technical issues by
calling our ECL Marketing Hotline
at ( 408) 492-8670.

Integrated
dt Device Technology
3236 Scott Blvd.
PO. Box 58015
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8015
Tel. (408) 492-8225
FAX (408) 988-3029
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WASHINGTON INSIDER
SDIO KEEPS CHIPPING AWAY AT DIAMONDS IN THE ROUGH

T

Strategic Defense Initiative Organization thinks diamonds could be a
he
satellite's best friend. Their naturally high band gap means diamond computer chips can withstand much higher temperatures than silicon or gallium
arsenide -700°C compared with about 125°C. They can also tolerate far more
radiation and operate at higher power and frequency, which makes them
highly attractive for use in the satellites that would make up a Star Wars system. Cooling systems—now 65% of the average satellite's weight—could be
made some nine times smaller and the cost of a launch slashed to a tenth of
what it is now, says Dwight Duston, director of SDIO's Innovative Science and
Technology office. SDIO accordingly is pumping more than $4 million a year
into work on diamond- based chips. Its research shows that diamond circuits
can be designed and built, but a major hurdle remains: growing diamond wafers. "Diamond has a hard lattice constant to match," Duston says—the
700°C -to-800°C temperatures being used to grow thin diamond films are too
hot for the most suitable substrate materials, such as lithium fluoride, to survive. The Research Triangle Institute in North Carolina is scrambling to develop a copper- nickel alloy that could stand such temperatures; elsewhere, work
is focusing on a low-temperature processing technique that would allow the
use of lithium fluoride. If any of these pan out, Duston says, diamond chips
could eventually be price-competitive with silicon—making them practical for
commercial as well as military applications.
D

SILICON CARBIDE DEBUTS AS AN APPROACH TO RAD-HARD CIRCUITRY
While SDIO officials are trying to make diamond wafers, a small company
it in Durham, N. C., next month will begin selling a family of diodes that
exhibits many of diamond's properties. Cree Research Inc.'s high- power,
high-frequency diodes use silicon carbide, which like diamond is a refractory
material that can operate at very high temperatures—around 350°C—and in
very harsh environments. The diodes also are inherently hardened against
radiation. More important, SiC can easily support oxide layers, so unlike gallium arsenide it can be used to create MOS FETs—a basic building block in
silicon chips. Working on a number of development contracts with SDIO, the
Air Force, NASA, and the Navy, Cree plans to move up from diodes and
eventually produce small- and medium-scale integrated circuits.
D

THE PENTAGON GETS CLOSER TO GENERIC CHIP SPECIFICATIONS

T

he Defense Department hopes to establish by summer a final version of a
new " generic" specification that will radically alter the way the military
buys integrated circuits. The spec, Mil- I-38535, aims to eliminate the costly
and time-consuming practice of qualifying each chip individually by letting the
Pentagon certify processes and manufacturing lines instead. Any part produced on a certified line would be fully qualified for military use. That should
cut the time it takes to turn new technology into working chips on the DOD's
Qualified Parts List. In the process it will make it easier for the military to use
application -specific ICs. The new system will also relax requirements for
government audits and end-of-the- line testing, allowing chip makers to take
much more responsibility for their products. Not that making the new Qualified
Manufacturers List will be a piece of cake—it's going to take extensive
investment in quality and process controls, from design through wafer fabrication, assembly, and test. The Defense Electronics Supply Center in Dayton,
Ohio, has already done a week-long preliminary QML audit at AT&T Microelectronics, and is also working with other interested vendors, including GE/
Harris, IBM, Intel, LSI Logic, National Semiconductor, Texas Instruments, and
VLSI Technology.
El
Electronics/ March 1989
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WASHINGTON INSIDER
IF THE 101st CONGRESS FREES THE BABY BELLS...

Ever

E

since a federal court decision split them off from AT&T Co., the seven
regional Bell Operating Companies have been pressing for more freedom,
and their wish may be granted soon. The House of Representatives is irked
by the fact that the author of that decision, U. S. District Court Judge Harold
Greene, still controls communication law and policy as far as AT&T and the
operating companies are concerned. It may move this year to repeal restrictions that keep the RBOCs out of manufacturing and selling advanced information services. Last year, the House passed a resolution calling for a major
communications bill in 1989. House insiders now say keeping to that schedule
is unlikely, but they insist that a bill will be passed in the House by 1990. The
Senate, by contrast, appears less impelled to get involved with the issue.
"The Senate Commerce Committee believes Judge Greene is acting reasonably," says Thomas Cohen, the committee's senior legal counsel. " No intervention is necessary at the moment." But officials at the Justice Department
are hinting that they believe the current restrictions " are against technology"
and have " delayed progress in the information age," so the Senate could be
forced into action, too.
III

... WILL IT ALSO LET THEM GET INTO THE CABLE-TV BUSINESS?

C

ongress may let the regional Bell Operating Companies build equipment
and sell services in the next year or two, but it's not likely to settle another,
related issue any time soon: whether telephone companies can operate cableTV systems. " The telephone companies are all looking for new opportunities,
and high on their list is cable," says Howard Anderson, managing director at
the Yankee Group, a Boston investment firm. " They have learned that they
have only one asset, their core network.' Right now, the Cable Television Act
of 1984 forbids them to use that network to deliver cable N in their home
territory. Congress could repeal the act, but that would only clear the way for
independent telephone companies. The regional Bell companies would still be
locked out by the ban on offering information services established by the
court decision breaking up AT&T Co. And even lifting that ban won't settle the
issue, says Walter B. McCormick Jr., majority chief cousel for the Senate
Commerce Committee. The real question is not whether the phone companies
are allowed to deliver TV signals—he says that's inevitable—but whether they
should be limited to the role of distributor or allowed to offer their own
programming.
0

TRW PULLS AHEAD WITH THE FIRST PROTOPYE MIMIC CHIPS

T

RW Inc. is taking an early lead in the Microwave/Millimeter Wave Integrated Circuits Program. The company became the first of four Mimic contractors to weigh in with working chips when it delivered its first prototypes in
February, but what puts the TRW parts in a class by themselves is the advanced technology TRW is using—a proprietary heterojunction bipolar transistor technology unique among the four contractors. The chips, which include a
logarithmic intermediate-frequency ampllier, a switched attenuator, and an
amplifier/divider, operate at up to 6 GHz. TRW's 3-µm minimum feature sizes
are comparatively large—and therefore less of a dimensional design challenge than those of its competitors—says Mimic program director Eliot Cohen.
But, he says, " that's what is most appropriate" for the target systems the
chips were designed for: data handling in the IF range between the high-frequency sensors that acquire data and the low-frequency digital electronics
that process it. The new device makes possible packaged modules that
consume only 20% of the power and take up only 5% of the space of current
bipolar -based hybrid amplifiers.
III
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Computers and Communicatiorv;

NEC NEWSCOPE

REMOTE CLASSROOM

CLASSROOM
AV
SYSTEM

.`. 41"411111..

TEC: COCIEC
' MMM 'Multi- Media Multiplexer DSS .Digital Switchtng System

TELE EDUCATION VIA SATELLITE NETWORK:
INTERACTIVE VIDEO AND AUDIO.

N

EC is operating one of the
world's most advanced satel-

audio communication between lecturer

lite- based teleeducation

and students. The system can simul-

information privacy. An AEC- 700
echo canceller efficiently suppresses
the echoes caused by satellite communication.
The NESPAC system offers apanorama of C&C technology. From the

taneously transmit and receive two

camera to the satellite transponder,

systems. Called NESPAC (NEC Satellite

channels of color motion video signals,

from the earth station equipment to

Pedagogical Network for Advanced

as well as one channel of audio and

the 100- inch video projector, virtually

Creative Education), the system links

data signals from an electronic writing

all elements of the system are NEC

acentral studio at the NEC Technical

board.

products.

College near Tokyo with three other

For economical use of the satellite

NEC is a leader in long-distance

classrooms in remote locations

circuit, aNETEC series video codec

education systems using communica-

across Japan

digitizes and compresses video and

tions media including public telephone

The most prominent feature of
NESPAC is interactive video and

90th Anniversary

audio signals to 1.544Mbps. It also

networks, terrestrial microwave systems,

scrambles the signals to ensure

CATV fiber optic cables and satellites.

NUMBER 141
FDDI

NEW SOLID-STATE

FIBER OPTIC

TV TRANSMITTERS:

TRANSCEIVER.

UP TO 40KW IN UHF.

T

he American National Standard
Institute (ANSI) is now compiling

the standard for high-speed

LANs. Called the Fiber Distributed Data
Interface (FDDI), the new standard fea-

S

and 110W power transistors specially
developed by NEC. All adjustments
are handled automatically by a highperformance synthesized exciter.
Reliability is enhanced by parallel
use of power transistors and PA modules. Increased stability handles volt-

olid-stateTV transmitters are fast
replacing tube types because

age fluctuations of ± 10 0/o without AVR.

they are more reliable, economi-

Since the transmitters operate on

cal and easier to maintain.
The all solid-state transmitters of

tures adata rate of125Mbps,100km net- NEC's new PCU-900 series incorporate the latest semiconductor and
work coverage and up to 500 nodes.

28V DC power, they provide greater
safety and require less maintenance.
Power transistors are efficiently cooled
by our "Jet Air Cooling" system.

RF circuit technologies. We offer five

NEC also supplies aseries of fully

meet or exceed FDDI-PMD require-

models for UHF broadcasting: 5/10/

solid-state transmitters for VHF broad-

ments. The new 125Mbps fiber optic

20/30 and 40kW.

casting. Our PCN-1400 series has five

NEC's NEOLINK-1312 is designed to

transceiver incorporates a 1.3pm LED,

All models use 800W PA modules

models: 5/10/15/20 and 30kW.

PIN- PD and two LSIs. These are the
same components used in our
200Mbps datalinks (NEOLINK-2012).

pi

Over 60,000 pairs of the 200Mbps
link have been shipped since 1985

•Fl Il Fo

111111.11

without asingle field failure.
The new NEOLINK-1312 features a
transceiver configuration designed for
easier mating with an MIC duplex
connector. The design eliminates the
need to painstakingly align separate
transmitter and receiver units on a

VAST LIBRARY SYSTEM FOR CHINA.

printed wiring board. Crosstalk and
noise problems are also solved with
our circuit and isolation expertise.
The NEOLINK-1312 offers an average output power of —16dBm; average

N

EC is supplying a large-scale
information system to the

by category and author listing.

National Library of China (NLC)

oping Chinese-language software for

The NLC and NEC are jointly devel-

in Beijing. With over 14 million

the system. The software will meet

—13.0dBm. It operates on either a

volumes in its collection, the NLC is

China's new national standard of

single + 5V or —5.2V

one of the world's largest libraries.

receiving power between —34.5 and

power supply.

The library system for the People's
Republic of China consists of two mainframes for database management and

32,000 characters. The library system
will be in full-scale operation in
mid- 1991.
Since the NLC is one of China's

270 personal computers for terminal

academic centers, it will use the sys-

applications. The system will handle

tem in the future as the core of a

56 languages and allow retrieval of

network linking thousands of libraries

millions of books in each language

around the country.

NEC
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Now, what about
the other 95%
of your design?
We've got the guts!
Make us prove it. Call (800) 227-1817, ext. 982 and
ask for our new capabilities brochure.

One standard. ° defects.

Signets
a division of North American Philips Corporation

PHILIPS
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PACIFIC RIM TRENDS
FUJITSU AND HITACHI PLUG AWAY AT JOSEPHSON-JUNCTION WORK

11 ,sunlikely that those odd ducks of the semiconductor barnyard, Josephson
I
processors, will be the basis of acomplete superconductive system

any time soon. Moreover, the difference in temperature and the long leads
between the liquid- helium environment and semiconductor processors create
atime delay that makes JJs difficult to use where data must be exchanged
with semiconductor circuits. However, none of this would be aproblem in applications such as code conversion in multigigabit/s communications circuits.
The JJ could also be used as aform of front- or back-end processor for
another computer. For those reasons, development work continues, and researchers at Fujitsu Ltd. and Hitachi Ltd. are reporting progress. Those at Fujitsu have built a JJ processor with a 4- bit microprocessor core logically
equivalent to the Advanced Micro Devices Inc. 2901, a4-bit- by-4- bit multiplier, a 12- bit accumulator, an 8-Kbit program read-only memory, and a sequencer. The chip has 24,000 Josephson junctions fabricated in 1.5-p.m-diameter niobium aluminum-oxide niobium technology. Fujitsu says it will take
three to five years to develop aprototype. At last month's International Solid
State Circuits Conference in New York, Hitachi reported on aJJ processor,
but with a lower level of integration and a lower speed. It uses technology
similar to Fujitsu's but has 2.5-p.m features.
D
THE JAPANESE BUILD A SMALLER SYNCHROTRON FOR X-RAY LITHOGRAPHY

J
superconducting magnets that's almost small enough to be used on afabriapanese researchers now have a work,ng synchrotron storage ring with

cation line for ultralarge-scale integrated circuits. The new storage ring
provides the 7À unit- peak soft X-rays needed for lithography to fabricate devices with 0.2-p.m or smaller design rules. The racetrack-shaped ring is at a
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Corp. office in Atsugi. At just 2.5 by 8m, it
accelerates electrons to the required 600 million electron volts, and the
associated linear accelerator that injects electrons into the ring is only 1.7 m
long. The normal-temperature-magnet ring the facility has used until now
measures 15 by 15 m.
III
SONY CHALLENGES SVHS WITH BETTER RESOLUTION IN 8- mm VCRs
mailer is getting sharper in video-cassette recorders. Sony Corp. next
month will start sales in Japan of a " high- band" 8- mm camcorder and
S
video deck that offer the high horizontal resolution of more than 400 TV lines

despite the small tape size. Resolution is comparable to the increasingly popular SVHS format ( developed by Victor) and to studio equipment. The highband format was adopted by 10 companies in March 1988. For high- band
use, Sony will sell precision cassettes with two new types of tape, both of
which record the TV signal in a semiperpendicular mode with a minimum
wavelength of 0.49 1.tm. Evaporated- metal tape, said to be the first for video
use, has asignal-to-noise ratio 5 dB higher than former tapes.
D

NTT DATA AND NISSAN TO START SMART- CARD COMPANY
Data Communications
NTTmarket
in cooperation with giant auto manufacturer Nissan Motor Co. Ltd.

Corp. aims to ramp up the Japanese smart-card

of Tokyo. NTT Data, also in Tokyo, is the company recently spun out from
Nippon Telegraph &Telephone Corp.; with Nissan it will establish acompany
in Tokyo in May to make the cards. The joint venture, whose name has not
been chosen, will be capitalized at about $4million-90% from Nissan and
the rest from NTT Data. Its aim is to market acard developed by NTT Data
that will target the owners of Nissan's vehicles.
1:1
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How to get ajump
on the competition.
Whether you're racing aproduct to
an early market entry, or maximizing
engineering time; Orbit's comprehensive
semiconductor manufacturing services
can help you cross the finish line first.
Record Setting Service.
Orbit Semiconductor routinely
meets the most demanding delivery
schedules and tough manufacturing
challenges:
Guaranteed quick-turn on engineering
prototype runs
•Hi-rel volume runs
•Specialized MOS processes such as
CCD, Readout, Detector or MUX

All the Ingredients for aWorld Record.
Quality equipment. Commitment
and teamwork. Extraordinary skill. These
are the ingredients that captured aworld
record for the Orbit sponsored SS/AS
Trans Am. And these are the ingredients
that we commit to each and every Orbit
customer.
To get the world record holder on
your team, contact Technical Marketing
today. Orbit Semiconductor. 1230
Bordeaux Drive. Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
Twx: 910-339-9307, FAX (408) 7471263. Or call (800) 331-4617. In California (800) 647-0222 or (408) 744-1800.

•Feature sizes down to 1.5 microns
drawn
•Process emulation and custom process
development
On-site CAD, quick-turn contract
maskmaking, test facilities and packaging
help speed your products to timely delivery. And our quality procedures monitor
every step of the fabrication process.

SEMICONDJCTOR, INC
A subsichory of Orbit Instrument CoEporahon

What others promise, we guarantee.

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES, Ea. Co.. (
609)428-6060, - Midwest (
303)530-4520 - West Co. (
408)241-8111, (714)253-4626, (802)996-0635, (602)293.1220, (505)888-GB00.
INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: Canada (514)481-3313 -UK. Phone (0372)377779,71x 897628 SG U.K.-G, Fa. (0372) 376848 -Eaton. Phone (06031) 51076, 71x 6031 948,
FAX (06031) 61788 - Israel Phone (052) 551313. 71x 342541 CANER IL, Fax (052) 543890 -Austraba Phone (8) 223 5802, 71x UNIVAD AA89141, Fax (8) 224 0464.
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EUROPEAN OBSERVER
WEST GERMANY STARTS HOOKING UP ISDN ON A LARGE SCALE
Without much fanfare, West Germany's communications authority, the BunWV despost, is introducing integrated services digital networks on a large
scale. During the past few weeks, partial networks have started operating in
Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Hanover, Munich, Nuremberg, Stuttgart, and
West Berlin. The Bundespost figures it will be offering ISDN service nationwide by 1993. In the meantime, the West German communications industry is
bracing itsef to handle the rising demand for terminal equipment that ISDN
will create. The Bundespost is prepared to give up its monopoly on subscriber
terminals by the middle of 1990, which will open the door to inexpensive
hardware from the Far East and will spark fierce rivalry in the marketplace. To
meet the competition, small West German equipment makers who now enjoy
asecure market with one powerful customer, the Bundespost, are forming cooperatives to work on development and marketing strategies and to buy components in bulk.
Ill
EUROPEAN PROJECT COMES UP WITH A BREAKTHROUGH TV SCREEN

inland's Lohja Corp. is ready to produce amonochrome flat-screen TV with

F
a12-in, electroluminescent screen. The event marks an important milestone

in the European Community's RACE program, for Research and Development
in Advanced Communication Technologies in Europe. The screen, including
the electronic circuitry behind it, is only 54 mm thick. That means it can be
used to make radically different TV sets—models that can be hung on awall,
for example. The screen is the largest developed so far using EL technology,
claims Jorma Antson, marketing manager for flat screens at Lohja's Finlux division. The monochrome prototype runs off a 12-V dc power supply and
consumes only 20 W. Images are built up from sizes of 200 by 384 pixels,
each pixel measuring 0.6 by 0.6 mm. The project's goal is acolor version of
the set, with commercial products available by the second half of the 1990s.
Besides Lohja, the RACE participants include France's Matra Communications, the Italian- French combine SGS-Thomson Microelectronics, and the
E
University of Ghent in Belgium.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS BUILDS A WAFER PLANT TO HANDLE PAN- EUROPEAN CHIP DEMAND
Texas Instruments
when
Inc. is getting ready for increased chip demand
Europe 92, the tariff-free, unified European market, opens up. TI is building a
wafer -production plant in Avezzano, 60 miles east of Rome, at acost of $250
million. The plant should begin operating by the end of next year and working
at full capacity by the middle of 1991. It will employ more than 500 people,
who will turn out MOS integrated circuits, including dynamic random-access
memories. Production will begin with 4-Mbit DRAMs; advanced MOS logic ICs
0
will eventually follow.
PROJECT AIMS FOR A 1- GIPS OBJECT- ORIENTED COMPUTER
Work is starting on apan-European project called Tropics, for transparent
Ur object-oriented parallel-computing system, a machine intended to run
more than abillion instructions per second. The project is scheduled to take
five calendar years and about 700 man-years to complete, with the first phase
taking some 210 man-years to produce aprototype. The finished Tropics will
be made of hundreds of processors operating in parallel and is intended as a
server on local-area networks handling complex office applications. Philips
International NV of the Netherlands heads the project. Participating firms
include France's Thomson-CSF, Italy's Olivetti, West Germany's Nixdorf, and
anumber of universities and research institutes.
D
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Steel,

N
ASICs have become an integral part
of today's automotive products.
Improving performance.
Increasing reliability
Enhancing driver safety and convenience in ways unimaginable just
afew years ago.
In this very demanding industry, on
the most unforgiving proving
grounds, NCR has earned an enviable reputation for first-pass success,
responsive service and high quality

Smart FET Driver
Uses on-board analog functions to add
smart PET driving capability with
open/short failure detection and include
on-chip voltage doubler.
Design Turn: 18 weeks.

Fluid Level Sensor
Mixed mode device interfaces with
dashboard display, includes precision
on-board analog to eliminate false
readings from sloshing fluids.
Design Turn: 16 weeks.

Today, we have asolid track-record
of successful ASIC programs with
all the major U.S. automotive corporations spanning initial design to
high volume production— including "Just In Time" delivery and
dock-to-stock QA programs.
And NCR design tools are becoming the choice of fast-track ASIC
designers. With NCR Design
Synthesis - and Design Advisor"
expert system, designers can spend
more time creating, less time
bogged-down in minute details.
To kick the tires on our automotive,
commercial and military ASIC
libraries, call today: 1-800-334-5454.
NCR Microelectronics, 1700 South
Patterson Blvd., Dayton, Ohio 45479.

Distributorless Ignition Chip
l'art of integrated engine development
program that helps improve engine
performance up to 40%. Integrates
analog and digital functions into a
single, compact, high-reliability CM0
device.
Design Um: 26 weeks.

Electronic Instrument Cluster
Mixed mode system-on-a-chip
replaces traditional 2- to- 3chip discrete
implementations. Includes a68HCO5
microprocessor core, plus memory,
analog functions and digital glue logic.
Design Turn: 26 %tucks.

Light Controller Chip
Single chip solution includes all the
digital, analog and memory functions to
control headlights, parking and fog
lights. Provides exit delay timer and
allows manual control of exterior lights
from driver door.
Design Turn: 14 weeks.

Keyless Entry
Chip contains EEPROM supercell that
provides direct write capablity for
flexible security code generation. Ten
years data retention and 10.000 read
write cycles for harsh automotive environment. Can be configured for dual, or
single supply programming.
Design Turn: 14 weeks.

01989 NCR Corporation. Design Advisor and Design Synthesis are trademarks of NCR Corporation.
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U.S. GROPES FOR
here there's awill,
there's away, the old
adage goes. But one
of the hottest questions of the day is
whether the U. S.
can find either the
will—or the way—to pull off aseeming
miracle in high-definition television. Having all but ceded the consumer electronics
business to the Japanese and other foreign producers more than adecade ago,
the U. S. electronics industry now says
it's time to get back into the game.
The point of attack: HDTV. "We'd like
to see some of our companies return to
the [consumer] fray, to see some of our
personal-computer companies or some of
our new companies get into it and compete on afair basis, coupled with fairtrade practices," says J. Richard Iverson,
president of the American Electronics Association, which is leading the HDTV assault. A strong U. S. presence in HDTV
development and manufacturing will be
crucial to future U. S. competitiveness up
and down the whole electronics " food
chain," the AEA contends, from key segments such as personal computers right
down to base semiconductor technology.
It won't be easy. The U. S. faces wellentrenched foreign competition that already controls about 87% of the U. S. TV
market and is well ahead in HDTV development. Only in the past year or so have
American interests launched afrantic ef70

fort to get an HDTV game plan in place.
Most agree that some form of government participation will be essential for
success. But so far, the debate has produced little beyond evidence of widespread disagreement among amultitude
of competing domestic and foreign interests, each pushing its own view of how
HDTV should be developed and deployed.
"What we lack is acoherent national
strategy," says Rep. George Brown Jr.
(D-Calif.), senior majority member on the
House Science, Space, and Technology
Committee. Some, in fact, question
whether divergent U. S. interests can
muster the cooperation necessary to put
asingle HDTV plan together and then
carry it off successfully. Others doubt
that even the best-laid plan would be
enough. "We're trying to make up for a
15-year hiatus in consumer electronics,
and it's likely to be an impossible task,"
says an executive at one U. S. chip house.
Still, many feel the U. S. must make the
effort. As the third generation in consumer
television, HDTV promises revolutionary
changes in home entertainment rivaling
those produced by the advent of monochrome TV in 1939 and color in 1954. Directly at stake economically is what could
become a $20 billion to $40 billion worldwide market in HDTV receivers by the
year 2010. But for U. S. chip and computer
makers, the issue involves much more.
by Wesley R. Iversen

Because HDTV receivers
and video-cassette recorders
will gobble up vast amounts
of digital memory and logic
circuitry, many believe
HDTV will drive technology
in advanced semiconductors,
high-resolution displays, and
other technologies. And ripple effects will be felt across
virtually every segment of
the worldwide electronics
industry.
"We're not talking small
potatoes here," says William
Schreiber, director of the
Advanced Television Research Program at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Media Laboratory.
"If HDTV really develops
and proves to be popular
with the public, it will be the largest consumer of memory chips and the largest
consumer of microprocessors—bigger
than the computer industry and bigger
than industrial electronics."
The AEA goes further. In anutshell,
the Santa Clara, Calif.-based trade group
believes that if the U. S. cedes HDTV-receiver production to Japan and others, it
risks becoming asecond-rate technology
player. Advanced digital circuitry for
HDTV will find its way into computers,
telecommunications, and other markets.
If HDTV development and production ocElectronics/ March 1989

U. S. electronics interests are scrambling
for position in what could be
amake-or- break effort. 'HDTV is more than
just another TV se4' the AEA warns

ITY

cur offshore, U. S. chip makers will find
themselves in an increasingly weak position to sell into overseas markets or into
products built in the U. S. by foreign
manufacturers, the reasoning goes.
What's more, high-resolution flat-panel
and cathode-ray-tube display technology
developed for HDTV will find applications
in defense, medical imaging, and computers, among other segments. As sophisticated HDTV products gain more and
more processing power, they will begin to
compete with PCs and work stations,
some experts believe. And if the Japanese
Electronics / March 1989

have adominant HDTV position, they will
leverage the volume to take PC market
share from the U. S., the AEA warns.
According to aworking document issued by an AEA task force late last year,
if the U. S. settles for controlling less
than 10% of worldwide HDTV production,
it stands to lose half of its current worldmarket share in semiconductors and PCs.
To merely maintain its current share in
both of these key segments and others,
the U. S. needs to capture half or more of
the HDTV manufacturing base, the AEA
contends. In short, "HDTV is more than

DIV

just another TV set," says Iverson.
Not all, of course, subscribe to the AEA
line. "There's almost an HDTV hysteria
today," says Larry French, acorporate
vice president at North American Philips
Corp., the New York-based arm of Philips
International NV of the Netherlands.
"It's becoming asymbol of what's wrong
with the U. S. and [with] U. S. competitiveness." And the Electronic Industries
Association—aWashington trade group
with membership that includes foreignowned consumer manufacturers—challenges many of the AEA's conclusions.
The focus should not be on who owns the
HDTV manufacturing, the EIA says, but
rather on assuring the maximum number
of U. S. jobs in HDTV production, research, and development.
But the AEA view is one that many in
industry and government seem increasingly to be rallying around. Even the Pentagon is getting into the act. The Defense
Advanced Research Project Agency is
planning later this year to award $30 million in HDTV development funding aimed
at display and video-processor technology. Bids on that effort were due Feb. 27.
The House of Representatives, meanwhile, is holding hearings on HDTV competitiveness, with an eye toward finding
what's needed to foster aU. S. technology thrust. The idea of aconsortium similar to the $100 million Sematech chip effort is being floated around. And now a
special Commerce Department advisory
committee has come out with apreliminary report stating that "lack of significant U. S. participation [in HDTV] would
exacerbate the already dwindling U. S. industrial base in consumer electronics and
adversely affect U. S. semiconductor,
computer, and related industries."
In any effort to gain amajor stake in
the HDTV business, the U. S. is starting
71
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and have well-oiled marketing
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trans be anice winning combination,"
Philips' advance
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and distribution systems in
place. Zenith Electronics Corp.
Scientist Arpad
said the two stào
in cc Hart says. "But there is aprobof Glenview, Ill., is the last re- gh
lem with that politically. The
dards are "essential the same" and the
maining domestically owned TV
land-based telecasters have to
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m equipment could
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1050 interlaced
er operations have been under
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hilt I carried to its ultimate fruition,
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Observers getter.
heavy financial pressure.
there's going to be a much
1
n
rig
with the it tur('•,.
What's more, both Japan and
smaller role for them."
Europe have abig lead over the
Improved sharpness shows when a standard NTSC image is
No matter what happens,
U. S. in HDTV technology. The
compared to one from North American Philips' HDS-NA system.
many believe that differing
Japanese have spent around $700
HDTV transmission standards
million on HDTV over the past two decades
knocked out several systems, most notawill ultimately be developed for the difand will begin direct-broadcast-satellite
bly Japan's MUSE, which requires an 8.1ferent delivery media. And that prospect
HDTV transmissions to their home market
MHz channel. But it still leaves the FCC
has led MIT's Schreiber to propose that
next year. They will use the MUSE (for with about 20 HDTV transmission
HDTV receivers be built using an open,
Multiple Sub-Nyquist Encoding) system
schemes to choose from, submitted by
bus-structured architecture that could be
developed by Japan's public broadcasting both foreign and domestic concerns.
easily adapted to arange of transmission
system, NHK.
The FCC hopes to choose aU. S. stanformats, without requiring set-top conThe Europeans likewise have banded
dard within two to three years (see story,
verter boxes. Instead, the consumer
together in an organized effort and are
below). And as the commission narrows
would plug hardware cards directly into
spending $200 million to $250 million a down the list of formats under considerthe HDTV receiver's common bus, much
year on HDTV in the pan-European Eure- ation, the selection process is likely to be as PC users plug in expansion cards toka project. Satellite broadcasts of awida ahigh-profile issue. It has implications
day. Such an "open-architecture receivscreen 625-line version of the Multiplex
for avariety of heavyweight interest er" could be readily expanded to connect
Analog Component (MAC) format are ex- groups, including the broadcast, cable- awide range of other units, including
pected to begin in 1992, with full-service TV, telephone, satellite, and fiber-optics
VCRs, optical disks, computers, video
European high-definition MAC broadindustries, among others.
games, and electronic still cameras,
casts following in 1997.
Indeed, the battle over when and how
Schreiber says.
The U. S., by contrast, has not even sa
HDTV is delivered to American homes
NOT OPEN. But the concept has gone over
lected atransmission standard yet.
could have asignificant impact on the nalike alead balloon at the EIA. "There is alThe Federal Communications Commistion's information-delivery infrastruc- ready such alow degree of profitability in
sion narrowed the field somewhat last ture, says Jeffrey Hart, professor of po- TV sets today," says Thomas Friel, vice
fall, declaring that any broadcast-translitical science at Indiana University and a president of the EIA's consumer electronmission scheme chosen must be compativisiting researcher at the Berkeley
ics group, and TV makers are not interestble with the current 6-MHz National TeleRoundtable on the International Econoed in opening the HDTV set up to third-parvision System Committee (NTSC) stanmy, aresearch arm of the University of ty hardware and software developers. Bedard, while also fitting within the current California at Berkeley. Because of its
sides, he adds, an open architecture would
frequency-spectrum space allotted to
high-bandwidth advantages, fiber is in- be too confusing for consumers.
VHF/UHF NTSC broadcasts. That creasingly seen as the logical solution.
For its part, the EIA has proposed a
,

WHEN WILL WE SEE HDTV? DON'T HOLD YOUR BREATH

O

ne day there will be asingle U. S.
standard for high-definition television, and the marketplace will be able to
move forward with hardware and programming for the consumer. The only
question is: when?
The Federal Communications Commission, which will have the final say on a
broadcast standard, originally sought to
settle the issue by 1990. It's now likely,
however, that astandard won't be cha
sen until late 1991 or 1992. The initial optimism with which those backing HDTV
formats promised short-term delivery of
hardware prototypes has since given way
to caution: the stakes are too high to risk
compromising asystem's chances by
rushing it to test.
Even the Advanced Television Test
Center, aprivate entity formed last year
by anumber of broadcast organizations
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to test the 20 proposed formats on the
FCC's behalf, has been delayed. The Alexandria, Va., facility will act as the eyes
and ears of the FCC, testing proposed
systems and helping to recommend which

cer at the center. The center's staff is
now busy trying to develop and publish
the test procedures so the proponents will
know what to expect. "It's moving about
as quickly as it can," Crutchfield says.
"The original time was unrealistic
scheduling," says William Hassinger, assistant chief for engineering of the FCC's
Mass Media Bureau. "Everyone is finding out just how much there is to be done.
A lot of the proponents, as they approached the big test, decided they wanted to be darn sure they were ready.
should become the standard. Early plans
There's too much at stake."
called for the center to start testing proOnce the center begins work late this
totype hardware late last year or early year, the process will be slow, and unless
this year, but now it appears the facility afair number of proponents drop out, it
won't even be set up until autumn.
could take well over ayear to complete
"There's no point in setting up atest- the task. Only then can an FCC subcoming facility until you've got something to
mittee analyze the results and make a
test," says Ben Crutchfield, program offi- recommendation to the FCC itself, and in-

The FCC wanted a
standard by 1990; now
it's 1991 or later
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standard " multiport" receiver with two
inputs—one UHF/VHF for NTSC signals,
the other abaseband port for HDTV. The
baseband port could handle multiple standards for various media as long as those
standards shared a " friendliness," or
commonality, in certain baseband characteristics, such as frame rates, field rates,
and aspect ratio.
This intense interest in multiple media
stems from HDTV's potential to revolutionize home entertainment. HDTV receivers will display twice the horizontal
and vertical resolution of today's NTSC
sets, with 10 times the color-information
detail, producing apicture quality equivalent to that of 35-mm movie film. It will
deliver acinema-like wide-screen picture,
with an aspect ratio of 16 : 9or 5 : 3, compared with the 4 : 3NTSC standard. Multichannel wideband audio will round out
the package, delivering crystal-clear stereo hi-fi sound, equivalent to that of a
compact disk.
All this comes at aprice: HDTV receivers will sell initially for $2,500 to $4,000 at
retail. And there is always the chance that
U. S. consumers won't take to the technology in sufficient numbers to drive volume
pricing and create amass market
But based on an assumed $2,500 retail
starting price, the EIA is predicting rapid
penetration, with 10% of U. S. households
owning one HDTV set four years after introduction. That would be ahigher acceptance rate than for either color TV or
VCRs. The EIA projects that Americans
will buy 13 million HDTV receivers in the
year 2003, 92% of which will be manufactured in the U. S., employing 232,000 workers and contributing $23 billion to the gross
national product. The AEA is more conservative. It projects U. S. sales at 4.9 million
units in 2003, producing a $2.8 billion market The numbers climb to 11 million units

siders say those two steps alone could
easily take another year or more.
"It could still happen in 1991," says
Robert Hopkins, chairman of the FCC
subcommittee and executive director of
the Advanced Television Systems Committee, an industry group. "It's all going
to depend on how long the testing takes
and how many systems are built"
Of the proposals vying for attention,
experts say some will not be built, some
will not work, and others may ultimately
be ruled out because they do not offer
compatibility with current NTSC TVs.
The rest will be judged on moving- and
still-picture quality, the robustness of
their transmission signals, cost, and other
factors that Hopkins says have yet to be
determined.
Many in the electronics industry have
worried aloud that adelay will allow the
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and $6.6 billion by the year 2010.
Because no single U. S. firm would be
likely to take on the high risk and expense of HDTV development and manufacturing on its own, most in the AEA
camp agree that government involvement is arequirement. But what form
that might take is still anyone's guess.
It might include new types of industry
and government-industry consortiums.
And it might include any combination of
federal loan guarantees, tax breaks, relaxation of antitrust laws, new trade regulations, or stricter enforcement of the

antidumping laws already on the books.
Not surprisingly, U. S. executives of
foreign-based firms are playing down the
need for abig federal spending program.
"HDTV is really just asmall part of a
much larger problem," says French of
Philips. Japanese companies dominate
consumer electronics not because of
technological superiority, he says, but because U. S. companies chase not to compete in an arena of low profit margins. " I
see no reason to expect that this will remain anything but acompetitive business
with small profit margins. To see HDTV

Japanese and Europeans to get an early
lead—or even to force ade facto standard
on the U. S. Others disagree. If anything,
they say, adelay may strengthen any
fledgling consortium's effort to establish
itself before consumer demand reaches a
fever pitch.
As for the specter of other media
launching independent drives into HDTV,
that's not likely to happen any time soon.
says the FCC's Hassinger. "Cable is playing it very cautiously. They carry broadcast programming, and consequently one
has to make sure everything fits. They
don't want to have to carry different
kinds of signals, and there is aquestion
as to whether one could carry different
kinds of signals and still have an operating system," he says.
Further, cable-TV operators, though
tempted, will not push ahead of their

broadcast counterparts, on whom they
depend for programming. They are
afraid that if they guess wrong, their investment in an incompatible HDTV system would wash away in an instant. As
for satellite alternatives, as long as the
FCC can set astandard in the next two to
three years, most experts don't think
there's anything to worry about.
But " if broadcasters have to mess
around for another five years, some other
media, such as satellites, could come
along with asystem that is not broadcastcompatible," says James E. Carnes, vice
president for consumer electronics and
information sciences at the David Sarnoff
Research Center in Princeton, N. J. The
center, with assistance from NBC and
Thomson Consumer Electronics Inc., is
one of the proponents hoping to set the
standard (see p. 76).
—Tobias Naegele

as apanacea for the U. S. trade problem
is unfounded," he says.
That mirrors the EIA stance. The
group believes that the U. S. could have
ample participation in HDTV manufacturing and R&D through foreign-owned
companies that build TVs in America. According to EIA figures, there are 35 TV
and TV-component factories in the U. S.,
32 of which are foreign-owned. France's
Thomson Consumer Electronics Inc.
(RCA and GE brand names) and the
Dutch giant Philips (Magnavox, Sylvania,
Philco, and Philips), in particular, do extensive R&D in this country.
Given the way things stand, EIA president Peter McCloskey is more than skeptical of AEA goals. "It is the right time
for companies who are considering it to
get back into the [consumer-electronics]
business," he allows. "But Ithink there's
also got to be some reality to it. Today,
the largest single Japanese company in
the U. S. market is Sony at 6.5%." For a
new U. S. entry to reach the AEA's 50%
penetration goal "would be rather startling," he says.
But John F. Mitchell, vice chairman of
Motorola Inc. in Schaumburg, Ill., for
one, believes that the rebirth of mass-

market consumer manufacturing is possible here. A 50% HDTV market share
"would be accomplished very easily if the
U. S. government got behind an effort to
change some regulations and enforce
others," Mitchell says. What's needed, in
particular, is apledge from the government to enforce antidumping laws on
HDTV, he adds.
Motorola is one of 16 U. S. firms participating in an AEA-sponsored "partnership."
Formed in January, it will study ways of
ensuring major U. S. HDTV participation
[Electronics, February 1989, p. 65]. The effort could lead to the formation of agovernment-funded industry consortium
aimed at HDTV product development—or
even manufacturing, if appropriate antitrust exemptions could be obtained.
The membership list is impressive. Besides Motorola, it includes Apple, Digital
Equipment, Harris, Hewlett-Packard,
IBM, Tektronix, and Texas Instruments,
among others. Each kicked in about
$5,000 for the study effort. Zenith is sup
porting the work in principal, but is not
contributing any funding.
Significantly, the AEA did not invite
participation by foreign-Owned firms.
And at Thomson Consumer Electronics in
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Indianapolis, vice president D. Joseph
Donahue says he is concerned.
"One of the little things Iworry about
is that if the U. S. does the wrong thing, it
will discourage all the people who have
R&D here now," he says. "Say there is a
consortium formed, or there's aDarpa
contract, or just acontract. If you exclude Philips and Thomson, you give
them great encouragement to do more
with European or Japanese semiconductor houses. One of your goals is to save
the U. S. semiconductor industry—and
that's the way you're going to do it?"
cam. WAIT. If the issue does come to federal funding, Donahue says he'd favor a
small, one-by-one contracting approach
with innovative U. S. laboratories over a
Sematech-style consortium. "If we had to
wait to form aSematech [for HDTV],
we'd all be out of business" by the time it
got started, he says.
But unless things change, an HDTV
version of Sematech may not be aconcern. Despite House interest, aconsortium is an unlikely proposition, says one
Senate aide familiar with the issue. "The
Sematech people had their act together.
But the TV industry, or the electronics industry, hasn't come together," the aide
says. A unified front—an entire industry
speaking as one—is key, says the aide,
and that looks virtually impossible, given
the divergent opinions of the AEA, the
EIA, and other competing interests.
But some sense ashift in the political
winds. "Initially, the AEA was saying it
had to be U. S. firms only," says Hart of
the Berkeley Roundtable. "But the AEA
is now beginning to move toward the possibility of foreign participation." Hart has
seen the issue from both sides: he helped
the EIA prepare Congressional testimony
and he served as amember of the AEA
Task Force on Advanced TV.
"What I've seen recently is alot of desire on everybody's part to make sure
that the different organizations don't
cancel each other out," he says. "They all
see it as an opportunity to get some interesting policies out of the government.
But they also see apossibility of getting
some stupid policies. What they're trying
to do at this point is get their act together
across the organizations."
Until the AEA-commissioned study is
completed, most in the AEA camp decline
to speculate on any next step. But there
are all kinds of ideas floating around.
"Maybe the consortium ought to buy
back RCA from Thomson," muses ahighranking executive at one U. S. firm. "The
consortium concept would have difficulty
if it were only built around Zenith, with
just 13% of the TV market. Combined
with RCA, though, they'd have abase to
shoot for a50% share in HDTV."
Whichever direction the development efforts take, it's clear that an increasing
number of heavyweight computer and
Electronlcs/March 1989

semiconductor houses are taking aserious
interest. Digital Equipment Corp., for example, is doing "atremendous amount of
HDTV-related R&D, in both hardware and
software, encompassing video displays,
semiconductors, and private and public networks as transmission media," says Bruce
Holbein, DEC's manager for government
relations in Maynard, Mass. And in Berkeley Heights, N. J., Daniel Lankford, vice
president of market development for
AT&T Microelectronics, says, "We fully intend to be in the business of providing
HDTV chip sets and subsystems. We are
beginning to do some work now to define
what those chip sets might be."
Another reason for the interest is that
as HDTV dawns, consumer television sets
are suddenly starting to look alot more
like computers. Some Japanese HDTV receivers already include up to 40 custom
integrated circuits, and the typical Japanese TV in the 1990s may contain 1or 2
Mbytes of video random-access memory.
Future HDTV sets will be able to connect to 100 Mbytes of data storage as well
as to printers, facsimile machines, telephones, and avariety of other gear. And
they will be two-way interactive, permitting delivery of avariety of services via
wide-bandwidth cable or fiber.
"What we're seeing is acoming together
of TV and computer technology, and at
some point the distance between HDTV
and midrange computing really blurs,"
says Barry Whalen, avice president at Microelectronics and Computer Technology
Corp., the Austin, Texas, research consortium. "That's why we're interested, and
that's why Darpa's interested." Whalen
"absolutely" sees HDTV as competing
against PCs and work stations, and having
abig impact on the way computing is sold
10 to 30 years from now.
And computer makers can't afford to
overlook the threat, he says. "Every time
atechnology has changed the way people
buy computing, adifferent set of companies came to the fore." The consortium,
in fact, is talking to members about starting aresearch program next year to focus on what Whalen calls "HDTV in the
large." The group would explore ways in
which very large HDTV flat-panel displays might one day be used as akind of
"artificial reality"—as a "synthetic window" in the home, for example, or in cockpitlike simulators that consumers might
use as asubstitute for travel. The concept
might also tie into HDTV's built-in processing power and rely on artificial-intelligence techniques for avariety of userassisted information-gathering and entertainment functions, Whalen says.
Apple Computer Inc., for one, has seen
the vision. The Cupertino, Calif., firm re
cently produced avideotape of how afictional system it calls the Knowledge Navigator might one day be used in tying
computers and HDTV video and graphics
Electronics/March 1989

'What we're seeing is a
coming together of
computer and TV
technology—the line
between them blurs'
together. In the video, aprofessor interacts with anotebook-sized computer and
alarge flat-panel HDTV to prepare alecture in amatter of minutes. The HDTV
display is used to show charts, graphics,
and maps generated by the computer on
demand, and as avideophone when the
professor makes calls to other researchers around the world.
"The tremendous interplay between
HDTV and computers is already obvious," says James Groell, vice president
for special projects at PCO Inc., aChatsworth, Calif., optoelectronics firm. Some
work stations already have near-HDTV
quality, and there is no reason to believe
it will not be demanded by computer displays of all types when HDTV broadcasting starts in the 1990s, Groell says.
Indeed, the technology will lead to
much lower-cost high-resolution screens
than those found on today's high-end
graphics work stations, say executives at
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories in Palo
Alto, Calif. HDTV technologies such as
displays, memory, and signal-processing
chips will drive developments in computers, test equipment and other industrial

markets, and military gear, HP says.
Despite the HDTV interest at many big
firms, some companies are still holding
back. Chip maker Intel Corp. of Santa
Clara, Calif., for example, says it has no
interest in the business. Likewise Compaq Computer Corp. in Houston. " We're
in the mainstream, high-end market,"
says aCompaq spokesman. "Until any of
that [HDTV technology] becomes something where there's higher, broader market demand, the chances are you won't
see it from this company."
For those who do hope to participate,
mast agree on one thing. As Motorola's
Mitchell puts it: "The most important
question of the day is, 'Which standard?' " Until the FCC decides, the design
of HDTV chips and receivers for the U. S.
market can't begin in earnest. And in the
best-case scenario, U. S. HDTV broadcasting can't begin until 1993.
But some see that time lag as propitious. "The U. S. does have some advantages. This will be our standard. We can
set it when we want," says AT&T's Lankford. And by giving the now fractious
factions more time to close ranks, it could
result in amore measured U. S. plan in
any forthcoming manufacturing venture,
many believe. "The U. S. has the laboratories for research, the displays, the
chips, and the assembly capability," says
Groell at PCO. "Technology is not the
problem. It's having the will to do it."
Additional reporting by Lawrence Curran, Jonah McLeod, Tobias Naegele,
Jack Shandle, and Larry Waller
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panded to prevent distortion in NTSC receivers, which forms the central portion
of the ACTV image; the high frequencies
for the left and right NTSC-encoded side
panels (which make the picture wider); a
signal containing extra horizontal luma
detail that is ignored in NTSC systems
but sharpens vertical lines and edges
able, large-screen displays and governmid all the hoopla surrounding
shown in the ACTV image; and averticalment wrestles with the regulatory probHDTV, it's easy to lose sight of one
I
act: there are already more than 140 mil- lems of reallocating spectrum.
temporal luma " helper" signal that as"Even if you could deliver full HDTV to
sists the ACTV receiver in maintaining
lion TVs in U. S. homes, and the Federal
the home tomorrow, most people just extra sharpness. In addition, the main
Communications Commission wants to
NTSC signal component includes the
wouldn't be able to see it," says James E.
make sure they won't be made obsolete
Carnes, Sarnoff's vice president for contime-compressed low-frequency portions
overnight. So any new TV standard will
sumer electronics and information sciof the left and right side panels to prohave to be compatible with existing NTSC
signals and hardware. And that, say sci- ences. "The kinds of displays people can afduce the wider image.
Next, the combined signal must be enentists at the David Sarnoff Research
ford to buy for the next five to 10 years are
either not bright enough for normal use or coded to look and act just like astandard
Center, is what Advanced Compatible
are not high-definition-capable."
NTSC signal if it is to be broadcast or
Television is all about.
transmitted by acaACTV is not, in fact, afull high-definition
But that doesn't
mean broadcasters
ble-TV
system.
system, but rather atwo-step approach to
Without NTSC enputting HDTVs into America's living
can afford to wait.
The first step
coding, the signal
rooms by the turn of the century. ACTV 1 A delay could open
widens, enhances
can disrupt transoffers enhanced definition-480 lines ver- the door for some
mission
signals
sus the 350-line resolution of conventional
serious competithe picture within
from adjacent chanpictures—and awider screen with an as- tion from either
a6-MHz channel
nels or be disrupted
pect ratio of either 16 : 9or 5 : 3, as opposed
satellite broadcast)by them. "That's
to today's boxlike 4 : 3. The system is fully
ing or some other
\ s,
source, he says.
the price of being
NTSC-compatible and the signal fits within
"Broadcasters have to do something in
compatible," says Jack Fuhrer, Sarnoff's
asingle NTSC channel. The second stage,
director of advanced TV research.
ACTV 2, will build on the initial system by
1991 or '92. If they've got to wait until
To reassemble the four components for
transmitting additional detail once more
1996, it'll be too late," says Carnes.
transmission, the three supplemental sigspectrum becomes available.
To produce broadcast images that can
nals must be physically or perceptually
The brainchild of the same Princeton,
be displayed on both conventional sets
and the wider ACTV 1displays, Sarnoff
hidden in the main signal. Components 2
N. J., lab which, as RCA Laboratories,
pioneered TV in the 1930s and color TV in
scientists had to break their signal down
and 3—the side-panel high frequencies
the following decades, ACTV is being
into four components, each serving aspeand the extra horizontal luma details—
billed as the thinking-man's choice for a cial purpose and each squeezed as tightly
are hidden through compression, so that
U. S. standard. The idea is to give viewers
as possible so they could fit into the avail- they are displayed on NTSC sets as complementary color flicker that is impercepanear-HDTV-quality picture in the 1990s,
able 6-MHz channel bandwidth.
while industry tries to develop affordThey include an NTSC signal, time-extible to the human eye. Component 4, the
helper signal, is electrically removed by
TV sets with synchronous rf detectors—
standard NTSC equipment.
The next hurdle lay in the fact that the
signal must go through yet another meta4.2- MHz- WIDE
morphosis in order to be recovered as a
MAIN NTSC SIGNAL
TIME EXPANSION,
INTRAFRAME
NTSC-COMPATIBLE
WITH TIME-COMhigh-definition signal and displayed as a
.—....
TIME
COMPRESSION,
AVERAGE
BASEBAND
PRESSED LOWAND DECODING
quality picture on an ACTV receiver. For
ABOVE 1.7 MHz
FREQUENCY SIDESIGNAL
TO WIDE-SCREEN
this task, Sarnoff engineers developed a
PANEL COMPONENT
FORMAT
novel digital filtering technique, called
\------....
"intraframe averaging." It can separate
6- MHz- WIDE
INTRAFRAME
TIME- EXPANDED
amodulated signal from abaseband sigNTSC-COMPATIBLE
DIFFERENCE
NTSC -ENCODED
—
nal without vertical temporal crosstalk.
SIGNAL
ABOVE 1.7 MHz
SIDE -PANEL HIGH
1
RECONSTRUCTED
FREQUENCY
To avoid avisible seam where the side
COMPONENT
WIDE-SCREEN
i
panels are joined to the central NTSCSIGNAL
RADIO- FREQUENCY
compatible image, there is some overlap
SYNCHRONOUSHORIZONTAL
between what is carried by the central_._ LUMINANCE DETAIL
DETECTOR
and side-panel components. The receiver
BETWEEN 5.0
then compares the overlap, mixes the reAND 6.2 MHz
sults, and produces a "feathered seam."
QUADRATURE
Once that's done, the extended horizontal
DEMODULATION
WITH ALTERNATE
luma detail is matrixed into the rest of
VERTICAL- TEMPORAL
SUBCARRIER
the signal, producing the final image.
LUMINANCE
''HELPER - SIGNAL
The lab is now debugging the hardware and will have demonstration material available by May, Fuhrer says. But it
will be November or December before a
ruggedized version can make the trip to
The Sarnoff proposal isn't for full high- definition TV, but an enhanced- definition version tha
the FCC's test center.
-Tobias Naegele
relies on breaking asignal into four components that fit within an NTSC channel.
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At 800 Megapoints per second, the new Analogic/Data
Precision Models 2040 and 2045 outperform the competition,
delivering 4times the data rate of the fastest polynomial
waveform synthesizers.
With the Analogic Models 2040 and 2045, you can define
and create any periodic or transient waveform.
You can use Analogic's well-proven ME? Math Equation
Entry approach, entering any equations in the form Y = f(t)
from the keyboard. Or, you can download waveforms created
on computers, graphic tablets, or oscilloscopes.
And, you can capture real- world transients with the
Analogic Model 6100 Universal Waveform Analyzer, transfer
their waveforms to the 2040/2045, and modify as desired.
The Model 2040 offers two outputs, each 1Vp- p, in phase
opposition to provide both single- ended and differential
outputs at abandwidth of greater than 700 MHz.
The Model 2045 provides one low level output (1Vp- p/50
ohms) at afull 700 MHz bandwidth and another output
channel at 5Vp- p/50 ohms, 200 MHz bandwidth and 8bits
resolution over the full dynamic range.
To discover how to use the new Analogic/Data Precision 2040
and 2045 for your most complex waveform generator
applications, call Analogic today at 1-800-343-8333.

TELEVISION

channel, and side panels are transmitted
in a3-MHz augmentation channel within
the 6-MHz guard band adjacent to the
NTSC channel.
Interference with signals in adjacent
cities is avoided by digitizing the information in the augmentation channel. This
mentation channels transmitted in the
does not harm signal integrity, says
guard bands between 6-MHz channels.
Greebe, because adigital signal is either
In the satellite system, Philips has ena1or a0and does not require the high
hanced conventional multiplex-analogsignal-to-noise ratio of an analog signal to
component technology, which separates a achieve equivalent sensitivity. Digital
single 64-ps TV scan line into three time
modulation allows apower level of the
intervals. For an NTSC signal, sending a augmentation signal 15 to 20 dB below
scan line in 64 !Ls can be easily accom- the power needed for analog modulation.
plished, says Greebe, but the same proImage-statistics techniques compress
cess for the increased data in an HDTV
the digital data to meet bandwidth limits.
line would require many more times the
The biggest technical challenge for
Philips, says Greebe, was in developing
techniques to " stitch together" the
NTSC-sized picture and the panels. Color
1The biggest -{
matching is accomplished by having amichallenge was in
crocomputer in the receiver calculate the
'stitching together'
differences in the two signals—such varithe HDTV picture
ables as delays caused by echoes, noise
-Ç
level, and nonlinear distortions—and
compensate for them. To position the panbandwidth than is currently allocated.
els and NTSC-sized picture on the HDTV
Instead of handling each scan line indescreen without avisible demarcation line,
pendently, Philips processes the informaPhilips first overlaps the segments slighttion in groups with four scan lines each,
ly and then converges the components.
which it calls "Superlines." A 128-s "Su- The HDS-NA system also introduces ranperline" has five time-multiplexed inter- dom jitter into the boundary, says
vals: normal NTSC luminance data; highGreebe. Since the demarcation line moves
resolution horizontal luminance data; colincrementally to the left or right with
or data; low-resolution vertical-luminance
each new frame, the human eye does not
data; and the digital-control and sound
have time to perceive it.
data. Sampling proceeds by transmitting
An important advantage of Philips'
the first scan line at NTSC resolution. The
screen-plus-panels approach is its pan-andthird scan line is then transmitted at high
scan capability. The NTSC viewer wants to
resolution-1.5 times NTSC. Information
see the most interesting part of the action
in the second and fourth lines is proin the wider HDTV screen, says Greebe,
cessed pixel by pixel and transmitted only
which means the field of view for the
if it shows achange from line 3.
NTSC screen must be capable of moving
The HDS-NA terrestrial broadcast syswithin the HDTV field. Since all the panel
tem treats an HDTV picture as anormalinformation comes over the same 3-MHz
size NTSC screen plus two panels, one on
augmentation channel, he says, it is asimeither side of the NTSC picture. Informaple matter to designate how much goes to
tion for the NTSC-sized part of the screen
the right—and how much to the left—of
is transmitted in the normal 6-MHz NTSC
the NTSC screen.
Shandle

PHILIPS' SCHEME PACKS PIXELS
WITH TIME MULTIPLEXING
HDTV pictures over the stingy
Sending
U. S. frequency-spectrum allocations

for both terrestrial and satellite-TV
broadcasting is like packing 10 pounds of
pixels into afive-pound bag, and North
American Philips Corp. thinks it has an
excellent way of doing just that.
Its HDTV technology integrates satellite, terrestrial broadcast, and cable TV
into acomprehensive system that features asignal format easily convertible
among media. Fully compatible with
NTSC signals, it achieves aone-step conversion to HDTV by cleverly interleaving
avariety of techniques, including time-division multiplexing, signal sampling, and
analog-to-digital conversion.
Conceived and developed at Philips'
Briarcliff Manor, N. Y., laboratories, the
High-Definition System for North America, or HDS-NA, will deliver wide-screen,
NTSC-compatible pictures free of motion
artifacts, says C. A. A. J. Greebe, director
of electronics systems research. Besides
eliminating motion artifacts, which create
ajittery picture, another HDS-NA strong
point is its pan-and-scan capability, in
which the field of NTSC pictures can be
selected from any segment of the larger
HDTV picture.
Two problems haunt HDTV designs:
transmitting the additional information
needed to create an HDTV picture, which
is wider and has double the resolution of
NTSC pictures, over the existing 6-MHz/
channel terrestrial broadcast standard;
and fitting the information into the satellite system's 9-MHz broadband limit.
HDS-NA accomplishes this in the satellite system by using time-division multiplexing and by sampling the high-resolution signal. Terrestrial-bandwidth problems are addressed by using 3-MHz aug-

PHILIPS' SUPERLINE CONDENSES HDTV
DIGITAL SOUND DATA
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Instead of handling each scan line separately, Philips processes the information in groups of four scan lines each. Each resulting " Superline'
has five time- multiplexed intervals: normal NTSC luminance data; high- resolution horizontal luminance data; color data; low- resolution vertical
luminance data; and the digital control and sound data.
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TELEVISION

CAN CRTs HOLD THEIR OWN IN THE HDTV ERA?
the display, the better the
Thenextbigger
generation of high-definition TV

receivers will look. And the arrival of
HDTV is likely to spark the development
of high-quality, large-area flat-panel displays, because cathode-ray tubes of the
size appropriate for HDTV require very
deep cabinets. But Zenith Electronics Corp.
is placing its bets on mainstream CRT technology, which it believes will hold sway
well into the HDTV revolution.
"I've been in the business for 20 years,
and the flat panel is always five years
away," says Martin L. Lerner, vice president of engineering at Zenith's CRT Division in Melrose Park, Ill. "The flat panels
have yet to become cost-competitive."
Zenith is instead working on anew lowcost way to manufacture its patented
flat-tension-mask, or FTM, picture tubes.
If the idea pans out, it could help drive
down high-volume CRT production costs
in the big-screen era, Zenith says. And it
could play arole in any drive to bolster
U. S. HDTV manufacturing competitiveness. What remains to be seen now is
whether the company can attract outside
funding to try out the idea. It has already
appealed to the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency, and hopes to nab
ashare of the $30 million the Pentagon
has earmarked for HDTV. Zenith also has
an entry in the HDTV standard-selection
sweepstakes, with its Spectrum Compatible HDTV System one of 20 proposed to
the Federal Communications Commission
[Electronics, November 1988, p. 191].
The Zenith FTM manufacturing scheme
relies on an unconventional approach to
tube making based on direct printing of color phosphors onto the screen faceplate, instead of the conventional photolithography. The scheme uses high-precision, interchangeable shadow masks that can simply
be added to the tube at the end of the production line. Today's methods, by contrast,
require the shadow mask to serve as the
negative for the faceplate phosphors during photolithography; both the mask and
the faceplate must then remain registered
for the rest of the production process.
Printing the phosphors directly on the
faceplate could be done at low cost using a
small machine having very high output,
thus eliminating the slow and costly fourstep photolithography process, Lerner
says. Another advantage is that handling
requirements for assemblies moving
through the factory would be simplified,
since shadow masks could be placed in a
clean area until needed.
"We think this could be the nucleus of
avery large business" in high-volume,
low-cost HDTV tubes, says Zenith chairman and president Jerry Pearlman at the
Electronics/ March 1989

Zenith's FM picture tubes could be made in large sizes for HON with an unconventional
approach based on printing the color phosphors directly onto the faceplate.

firm's Glenview, Ill., headquarters. The
problem is that Zenith, the sole remaining
U. S. TV manufacturer, does not have the
$70 million to $75 million that Pearlman
says it needs to bring FTM manufacturing to high-volume production.
Zenith currently makes a14-in. version

-{
To develop its
ti=1
new technology,
Zenith is angling
for outside funds

of the FTM using more conventional production techniques. That unit is manufactured for ahigh-resolution computer monitor. But Zenith has been fishing for funding to develop the technology to produce
the big screens for consumer picture tubes.
Last year it submitted an unsolicited proposal to Darpa, well before the Pentagon
unveiled plans in late December to spend
as much as $30 million on HDTV research.
Last month, Zenith was reworking its proposal to meet Darpa's requirements for a
formal submission. The firm is sure to face
competition, but, says Lerner, "we think
we're going to win."
Among other things, he is counting on
the appeal of FTM technology, which features aperfectly flat, reflection-free faceplate for superior CRT performance. Com-

pared with conventional displays, the FTM
tube provides up to 80% higher brightness,
or up to 70% better contrast ratios, at
equivalent resolution. Zenith says. While
conventional displays rely on aconvex
glass faceplate and acorrespondingly
curved shadow mask that is suspended
within the tube on springs, the FTM mask
is stretched and bonded directly to the faceplate under tension.
As in conventional tubes, the FTM
shadow mask is effectively athin metal
sheet containing hundreds of thousands
of perforations that, help direct beams
from the tube's electron gun to the
screen faceplate. Here they excite red,
blue, and green phosphors to create the
video image. But the FTM mask is only
one quarter the thickness of conventional
curved masks. And since it is stretched
tight, it is not subject to movement or expansion due to heating. The result is an
inherently more rugged and accurate
CRT, Zenith says.
The flatness of the FTM design, in fact,
is key to the low-cost manufacturing, because direct printing of faceplate phosphors and using interchangeable masks
would be unthinkable with curved masks.
"Because this thing is flat, it can be done,
though it's not easy," Lerner says. "But
it's impossible to do on acurved surface.
The tolerances don't allow it." Lerner declines to estimate the savings this might
produce. "But enough [manufacturing]
steps go away" so that "avery good savings" results.
—Wesley R. Iversen
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HOW THE U. S. IS LEADING THE WAY
IN STRATEGIC NONVOLATILE TECHNOLOGY
The technology impacts abroad range of products, and U. S. companies are at the forefront
by Bernard C. Cole
I t's apretty good bet
that expertise in dynamic random-access
memories alone won't
be enough to determine
technological and market leadership in the
semiconductor industry
in the 1990s. Instead,
nonvolatile technology
is elbowing its way into
the running as the critical strategic area
of the coming decade.
"The DRAM represents asignificant
portion of the market in terms of units
and sales, but it is still just amemory device," points out Richard Pashley, the
general manager of flash-memory operations at Intel Corp. in Folsom, Calif. "But
nonvolatile technology is becoming important because it crosses all technology
and product areas. It's becoming amemory technology that will soon surpass static RAMs and DRAMs in density, and it
will become critically important in logic,
microprocessors, standard cells, and even
analog circuits."
U. S. manufacturers in particular are
grimly determined that what happened in
DRAMs and almost happened in ultraviolet-erasable programmable read-only
memories in the early 1980s, when Japanese competition more or less wiped out
the U. S. chip makers, will not happen
again. Not only are they pushing hard to
establish density and speed leadership in
EPROMs and EEPROMs, they are investing heavily in new nonvolatile technologies. Among these newcomers are antifuse PROMs, ferroelectric RAMs, and
flash-nonvolatile memories, which combine the read and write features of
EPROMs and EEPROMs.
Although the 1986 semiconductor trade
agreement between the U. S. and Japan
did little to retrieve the U. S. position in
DRAMs, it did allow American semiconductor companies to come back to aposition of unrivaled dominance in nonvolatile
memory, says Michael Villott, vice president and general manager of the flashmemory division of Seeq Technology Inc.
in San Jose, Calif.
"I think we learned our lesson, and in
general U. S. companies are doing everything they can to keep their lead, not only
in memory but in logic as well," says Paul
80

Lubeck,
marketing
manager for electrically erasable memory at
National Semiconductor Corp. in Santa
Clara, Calif. "If we lose
our lead in nonvolatile
technology, we lose out
across the board, not
just in memory."
Despite the break offered to the U. S. by the trade agreement,
the Japanese still pose a formidable
threat. They're continuing to press for
higher-density EPROMs, EEPROMs, and
flash memories. And in programmable
logic, the effort is almost as intense, even
though Japanese vendors have not established any significant beachhead.
To make sure that the price of participation is prohibitively high, Advanced Micro Devices Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif.,
through its subsidiary Monolithic Memory Inc., plans to challenge in court any

newcomers it suspects of violating the
AMD-MMI patents on programmable-array-logic architecture. AMD and numerous other U. S. players are also moving
upward in density and speed, developing
new programmable-gate-array architectures and application-specific programmable-logic-device designs.
In addition, nonvolatile technology is
being put together in new ways, opening
up new applications. Chip makers are
combining EEPROM on the same die with
EPROM, SRAM, analog functions, or
standard cells. Vendors are also pushing
EPROM- and EEPROM-based microcontrollers to new speed and density.
Finally, there is emerging anew nonvolatile-memory technology, ferroelectric
RAMs, which by the mid-1990s will transform not only the semiconductor but also
the rotating-memory market. Such devices give systems designers what they
have always wanted—the speed of an
SRAM or DRAM plus the nonvolatility of

Lattice Semiconductor's Ultramos III process pushes propagation- delay times for its arraylogic family down as low as 10 ns in a 300- gate device.
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magnetics—along with the use of higher
dielectric-valued materials compatible
with CMOS processing. These may make
it possible to build megabit SRAMs and
DRAMs without the expensive fabrication facilities and complex processing required by conventional techniques.
The jury is still out on which of these
technologies will come to dominate the
market. All the analysts can do is guess.
The EPROM market worldwide will grow
from about $1.93 billion this year to about
$2.45 billion in 1992, says Mary Olsen, industry analyst at Dataquest Inc. in San
Jose. And the market leaders in terms of
both units and dollar volume are U. S.
manufacturers, she says—AMD, Intel,
and Texas Instruments, followed by Fujitsu, Hitachi, Mitsubishi, National, NEC
and SGS Thomson
LEADER OF THE PACK. In the move toward higher densities and higher speeds,
says Olsen, it is fairly certain that U. S.
firms will retain their lead. The same
holds true in EEPROMs, asegment Dataquest says will grow from $436 million in
1989 to about $707 million in 1992: here
the major players are the U. S. manufacturers Seeq and Xicor at the high-density
end. Other U. S. firms—including Atmel,
Catalyst, Exar/Exel, General Instrument, International CMOS Technology,
National, and SGS Thomson—are competing on alevel playing field with Japanese heavyweights such as Fujitsu, Hitachi, Mitsubishi, and NEC.
One big question, says Olsen, is the impact of the new EPROM/EEPROM-based
nonvolatile flash memory, which in most
implementations combines the hot-electron write feature of EPROMs with the
cold-electron floating-gate capability of
EEPROMs. One major vendor, Seeq, expects that the technology will grow from
virtually no market in 1987 to about 37%
of the EPROM market in 1990, and to
about 62% by 1992.
The initial applications will be as areplacement for such devices in embeddedcontrol applications, says Sanjeev Dua,
marketing manager for flash memory at
National. But by the mid- 1990s, he believes that most of the market for flash
will be in totally new applications, such as
SRAM and bubble-memory replacement
and as solid-state alternatives to disk
drives. By 1992, the cost of flash memory
relative to EPROMs will drop to no more
than twofold, versus the present 400%-to500% differential. Relative to EEPROMs,
says Niles Kynett, project manager for
flash memory at Intel, it will drop from
about 60% to about 20%.
In programmable logic, which Dataquest expects to grow from about $275
million in 1989 to about $700 million in
1992, virtually all of the major players remain U. S. manufacturers. The much
smaller, but faster-growing CMOS portion, which presently constitutes 30% of
Electronics/ March 1989

the total market, is expected to grow to
about 45% by 1992, up from only a16%
share in 1987. Even here the major players remain U. S.-owned. They include Cypress (28%), Altera (20%), Lattice (13%),
Intel (11%), and AMD/MMI (8%). Noticeably absent is any major Japanese presence except for Fujitsu and Ricoh, and
one lone Korean firm, Samsung.
A key element in CMOS PLDs and programmable gate arrays gaining market
share is their ability to more than match
conventional gate arrays in density and
cost per bit, on the one hand, and the
speed of bipolar small-scale-integration

Intel is ready with a 1-Mbit flash EEPROM
featuring 90-ns read-access times.

and medium-scale-integration standard
logic and PLDs, on the other. At the highdensity end, for example, AMD, asecond
source for the SRAM-based Xilinx logiccell arrays, has just introduced anew
generation of circuits that use a0.8-1.8.m
CMOS process to achieve agate toggle
rate of 100 MHz.
At Altera Corp. in Santa Clara, a0.8p.in CMOS process is being used to
achieve gate densities as high as 6,000
equivalent gates in its multiple-array-matrix family. The parts also have propagation delays of no more than 30 ns, allowing their use in systems with clock speeds
of up to 50 MHz.
Intel has developed anew addition to
its microcomputer programmable-logic
circuits that combines a1.0-p.m CMOS
process and circuit innovations to achieve
a6-ns delay time in aproprietary PLD
with 16 inputs and eight latched outputs,
equal to the best that TTL PLDs of comparable size are able to achieve. A key circuit innovation is adistributed TFL translator that is integrated into asymmetrical
latch that turns off output drivers much
more quickly. At 100 MHz, active power
is only 125 mW, at least 25% lower than
bipolar implementations.
In electrically erasable PLDs, vendors
are similarly pushing for as much speed

as possible. In its family of generic arraylogic devices, Lattice Semiconductor
Corp., of Hillsboro, Ore., is continuing to
push the performance further down into
the bipolar arena. With its latest 0.8-1.im
CMOS process, Ultramos III, it has driven
propagation delay times down to as low
as 10 to 12 ns in its 300-gate-equivalent
GAL20V8, and to about 15 ns in its 500gate-equivalent GAL22V10. In its 700gate GAL6001 generic programmablelogic arrays, the company expects Ultramos III to achieve propagation delays of
20 to 25 ns.
Going for both speed and gate-arraylike densities in EEPLDs, International
CMOS Technology Inc. of San Jose is applying both process and architectural improvements to anew family of devices
that allow densities as high as 3,000
equivalent gates and gate delays as low
as 25 ns (see p. 86).
There is still aconsiderable market for
medium- to low-speed EPROMs in the
150- to 200-ns range for low-end 4-, 8-, and
16-bit microcontroller applications as onetime programmable replacements for
mask-programmable ROMs. But the fastest-growing portion of the market is the
one serving the needs of the new generation of 20- to 30-MHz complex- and reduced-instruction-set microprocessors.
To store large amounts of application
microcode, protocol-conversion data, or
type fonts in such applications now requires adesigner to choose among highspeed SRAM, with its lack of nonvolatility, or battery backup. Traditionally,
such applications have been served by bipolar PROMs. However, because of power-consumption requirements, they are
limited to densities below 128 Kbits.
Except for niche applications requiring
speeds below 10 ns, most bipolar sockets
for devices up to 128 Kbits are rapidly being replaced by lower-power CMOS alternatives. CMOS EPROMs are starting to
replace bipolar devices at the 16-, 64-,
128-, and 256-Kbit levels for applications
requiring access times of 25 to 45 ns; the
CMOS parts run at similar speeds but use
half to aquarter the power.
The speed battle will no doubt expand
to the higher densities. Companies such
as AMD, Intel, and WaferScale are now
producing 1-Mbit designs in the 90-ns
range. On the way from WaferScale Integration Inc. in Fremont, Calif., are 1-Mbit
EPROMs, based on aproprietary staggered-contact architecture and using a
1.25-jim CMOS process capable of speeds
ranging from 60 to 90 ns. Also in the
works is a4-Mbit design that builds on
the earlier technology by using astaggered-gate scheme to achieve die areas
that are no larger than competitive devices in development at Intel, NEC, and
Toshiba, but at 90 to 100 ns are 50% faster
(see p. 84).
WaferScale Integration is also plan81

fling awhole family of flash-memory dewas a256-Kbit flash EEPROM, coming
aseries and having them share two select
vices based on its split-gate, staggeredfrom TI. The device differs from the Intel
transistors.
cell EPROM technology. Requiring a5-V
and Seeq products by using only 5V comOne product that's benefiting considersupply for programming and erasure, the
pared with their 12 V. The TI part uses
ably from the increasing speed and densiflash cell uses the company's split gate
the same contactless-array technology as
ty of stand-alone EPROMs and EETI's EPROMs, but with an additional
for programming and erasure and asepaPROMs is the single-chip microcontroller.
rate select gate for reading. The company
module added for flash devices. Samples
At the 4- and 8-bit level, the use of oneis able to do this without sacrificing densishould be available later this year, says
time programmable EPROMs instead of
ty or speed, says Boaz Eitan, director of
TI's Shah, and 1-Mbit versions should armask-programmable ROMs for storage
device technology memory design, by
rive in 1990.
of program memory on chip has allowed
taking advantage of the smaller cell size
With all of the focus on flash devices,
Japanese manufacturers to drive down
and higher speed of the split-gate strucfull-featured EEPROMs using the coldcosts while quickly producing devices
ture. Initial product plans include coming
electron effect for both write and erasure
with application-specific code. In the
to market by midyear with a55-ns, 256U. S., the move has been toward increasKbit flash EEPROM, followed by a90-ns,
ing the flexibility of microcontrollers by
1-Mbit version by the fourth quarter.
increasing the density and speed of the
Flash memories are setting
Both require aseparate 5-V program/
on-board nonvolatile memory and also by
records for the big gains
erase voltage.
combining various types of circuits on the
they're making in density
However, it is Texas Instruments Inc.
same device.
in Dallas that is going for the speed reSetting new records, Catalyst Semiconcord in high-density EPROMs. TI is applyductor Corp. of Santa Clara is now entering aconcept that has become common in
of the floating gate are not being iging production with the CAT62C780,
microprocessors—the burst mode—in
nored. Interestingly, except for Xicor Inc.
which combines 64 Kbits of EEPROM—
which read-access times are reduced to
of San Jose, which has announced plans
twice what is commercially available—on
only 20 ns. The burst-mode EPROM deto begin production of a1-Mbit EEPROM
the same chip as an 8-bit central-processpends on astatistical approach to perforlater this year, most of the effort has
ing unit, 192 bytes of SRAM, and 6
mance enhancement, says Pradeep Shah,
been on the part of Japanese players.
Kbytes of ROM. TI, on the other hand,
advanced nonvolatile-memory product
At the ISSCC, for example, researchers
has developed afamily of configurable 8manager at TI.
from Mitsubishi Electric Corp., Itami, debit microcontrollers, the TMS370 family,
SPECIAL LINE BUFFER. Based on the fact
scribed a1-Mbit EEPROM fabricated usthat incorporates 32 Kbits of EEPROM
that microprocessor code typically exhibing a1-p.m, triple-polysilicon CMOS profor program memory and another 256
its ahigh degree of both linearity and locess and capable of 120-ns access times.
bytes for use as data memory.
cality, the TI burst-mode EPROM incorpoThe device can be reorganized as either a
Taking another tack, WaferScale Interates aspecial 32-byte line buffer as well
128-K-by-8-bit or a64-K-by-8-bit device. At
gration has leveraged its expertise in
as control logic to take advantage of this.
the same meeting, researchers from Tohigh-performance EPROM technology
Accesses to memory are assumed to be
shiba Corp., Kawasaki, described an exand come up with the PAC1000, a20local if they remain within the current adperimental 4-Mbit EEPROM with a1.6-gs
MHz, 50-ns, user-configurable, 16-bit midress range of the line-buffer contents
read time and a4-ms page-programming
crocontroller with 64-Kbytes of on-chip
and are then accessed within 20 ns. When
time. The Toshiba part achieves its densiEPROM targeted at high-end embeddedthe data requested is not local, the line
ty two ways—by arranging eight cells in
control applications.
buffer is reloaded with the apThe newest twist in EEPROM
propriate data from the main
applications will be the emerarray within 70 ns.
gence this year of avariety of
In terms of density, flash
analog circuits that incorporate
memories are setting records
EEPROM for storage of calibrafor the rate at which they're
tion code. The EEPROMs are an
gaining ground. This month—
alternative to laser trimming,
less than two years after it inon the one hand, and CMOStroduced a 128-Kbit n-MOS
based switched-capacitor arflash EEPROM—Seeq will inrays that are self-calibrated by
troduce not one, but two 1-Mbit
means of some sort of on-chip
flash memories (see p. 85). One
digital sequencer or controller,
is aimed at EPROM sockets and
on the other. Investigating such
another toward traditional EEalternatives are companies as
PROM applications.
diverse as Atmel, Exar, NationNot far behind is Intel. Last
al Semiconductor, and Sierra.
year the company entered the
First out of the block in any
flash-EEPROM arena with 64significant way with afamily of
and 256-Kbit devices. And last
standard analog functions inmonth at the International Solid
corporating EEPROM is Sierra
State Circuits Conference in
Semiconductor Corp. of San
New York, Intel engineers deJose, which will soon offer samscribed a1-Mbit flash EEPROM
ples of afamily of programmawith a90-ns read-access time, a
ble analog interface devices, the
900-ms erase time, and a10je/
SC22324. This universal EEbyte program time. The device
based, user-programmable dealso boasts an endurance pervice is asecond-order, switchedformance greater than 100,000
capacitor, dual-biquad filter.
cycles.
Catalyst Semiconductor's microcontroller holds 64 Kbits of Other EEPROM-based analog
Also announced at the ISSCc EEPROM—twice that of competing parts.
interface devices will include a
82
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consist of three parts, at 16, 64, and 256
Ramtron Corp. of Colorado Springs,
programmable gain equalizer and aproKbits, with the same pinouts as current
Colo., has already formed alliances with
grammable loop-back controller.
EEPROM devices. The high-density famseveral
companies
to
commercialize
its
In the longer term, U. S. companies are
ily will use the 0.8-gm technology and will
process. Among them are ITT Microelechard at work on radically new nonvolatile
consist of two products: a1-Mbit part and
tronics,
NMB
Semiconductor,
and
TRW.
technologies. Antifuse technologies, such
a4-Mbit part.
In
the
first
phase
of
its
ITT
agreement,
as the competing versions being develHorton, naturally, believes that ferro
Ramtron transferred its existing 3.0-gm
oped by Actel Corp. and Integrated Cirelectric technology holds the potential to
ferroelectric technology to ITT. In phase
cuit Corp., are one. Ferroelectric memotwo, which has already begun, the ferro
- shake up memory markets. But he is
ries, under development at Krysalis Corp.
quick to note that, in the near term, "we
electric
technology
is
being
moved
to
and Ramtron Corp., are another.
are not targeting mass- or broad-scale
ITT's existing 1.5-gm CMOS process, with
Where existing fusible-link bipolar dedisplacement of DRAMs or disk memory
plans for alinear shrink, which will take
vices are programmed by blowing links,
the process to 1.2-gm. For the 1.5- and 1.2- on acost-per-bit basis."
antifuse devices are programmed by esRUGOED. Rather, Ramtron will aim inigm technology, the ferroelectric techtablishing interconnections. The two antitially for areas where very rugged nonfuse companies are taking different nique will still be an additive process. In
volatile memories are required, in which
this
approach,
the
size
of
the
ferroelectric
routes to commercializing their technolosize, weight, and reliability are the critical
cell will be 1.5 by 1.5 or 1.2 by 1.2 gm.
gy. Actel of Sunnyvale, Calif., has chosen
parameters. For example, the high-densiThat
will
be
sufficient
to
build
devices
of
to develop afamily of user-configurable,
up to 256-Kbit density, according to Rich- ty 1- and 4-Mbit parts will sell for up to
one-time-programmable gate arrays,
twice the price of DRAMs on aper-bit bawhich in the initial implementation will alsis when they go into production in 1992
low densities up to 6,000 gates. ICC, by
or 1993. "And our forecast says they will
contrast, is using high-speed nonvolatile
converge on DRAMs in price per bit by
memories as the initial route to commerthe mid-1990s," Horton says.
cialization (see p. 87).
Krysalis Corp. of Santa Clara is planDespite competing technologies and
ning afamily of nonvolatile latches and
product strategies, however, both comparegisters that will be 74-TTL-series-comnies agree on one thing: the long-term popatible, says vice president of technology
tential of antifuse technology. Not only is
William Miller. The first one, due for samthe antifuse extremely scalable and compling in September, is the 74CF374, which
patible with existing high-density VLSI
will be an octal-D flip-flop. The part will
CMOS processes, but the number of conhave the same pinout as aTTL part, but it
tacts for an equivalently sized chip is
will be capable of holding the output
twice that of agate array, says John
states in anonvolatile shadow memory.
McCollum, the manager of technology deKrysalis is also looking at amarket for
velopment at Actel.
parts that could be adirect replacement
The scalability of the antifuse devices
for battery-backed nonvolatile SRAMs
opens up awide range of possibilities be1068- 23
2S 20/1
and EEPROM-based nonvolatile RAMs.
309-88
03.AUG.88
yond gate arrays and nonvolatile memoInstead of SRAM shadowed by EEPROM,
ry, says Bruce Roesner, president of ICC
the Krysalis devices will write directly to
000041 15KV X14.9K 2.01um
in San Diego. Antifuse technology will
aferroelectric cell. These parts, which
Actel uses antifuse technology in one- timealso be important in cell-based custom
may be in production by early next year,
programmable gate arrays.
and semicustom designs, where antifusewill be able to do the same job that nonbased PLAs could be used to implement
volatile RAMs do but at lower power, loward Horton, Ramtron's president.
random logic and antifuse-based ROMs
er price, and with better features, accordIn
phase
3,
Ramtron
and
ITT
will
codeand PROMs on the same chip for program
ing to Miller.
velop
an
entirely
new
0.8-gm
process.
In
storage. Incorporated into microproces"Once we get down the learning curve
this process, the ferroelectric technology
sors, he says, antifuse-based ROM microin this technology," Miller says, " it cercode can be changed either by field pro- will no longer be additive, but will be
tainly has the potential of providing an
merged with the CMOS double-level-metgramming or by changing the last mask
economical, high-density, nonvolatile ranal process to produce a0.8-by-0.8-gm ferto alter the microcode. " In RISC-based
dom-access memory. The simplicity of
roelectric cell, with the necessary density
designs, for example, it should be possihaving the ability to use asingle memory
for building ferroelectric RAMs up to 4ble to incorporate more RISC instructions
type and having all your memory in your
Mbit
densities,
Horton
says.
in the form of table-lookup or PLA implenonvolatile system brings you back to the
In terms of upcoming products, Horton
mentations," Roesner says.
architectures that people were using in
says the firm intends to attack three sepAnother coming technology, ferroelecthe 1960s, when they were using magnetarate markets with what he calls low-dentric memory, will have afundamental imic core." The difference, he says, is that
sity, medium-density, and high-density
pact on two levels, says Howard Bogert,
"we'll have the capability and economics
product
families.
executive vice president of Dataquest.
of solid-state memory."
The low-density family, to be built in
One is as a nonvolatile memory with
How fast will that happen? At this
the
1.5and
1.2-gm
technologies,
will
inwrite/programming speed equivalent to
point,
no one can say, but Miller points
clude five parts, at densities of 256 bits,
that of SRAMs, he says. The other is by
out that after MOS memory became wide512 bits, 1Kbit, 2Kbits, and 4Kbits.
taking advantage of their higher dielecly available some time in the late 1960s, it
These parts will be announced and protric constant to eliminate the need for adpretty well wiped out core memory in less
vided in sample form during the second
vanced trenching techniques now rethan 10 years. "Revolutions in this indushalf of this year. They will be aimed at apquired in high-density DRAMs. "With the
try can take place fairly quickly," he
plications
now
served
by
nonvolatile
cost of building aDRAM production line
says. "Ten years from now, most people
RAMs and small EEPROMs, including raapproaching half abillion dollars, somedio-frequency identification tags, smart probably won't be able to remember
thing in the way of arevolution is needwhen most of the memory in asystem
cards, electronic odometers, and utility
ed," he says. "Ferroelectric RAM technolwasn't ferroelectric."
meters.
The
medium-density
family
will
ogy could be it."
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A 'DISADVANTAGE' LEADS
TO A FAST 4-MBIT EPROM
an advanBytagemaking
out of what a

lot of companies would
consider a serious
drawback, WaferScale
Integration Inc. has
come up with a4-Mbit
erasable programmable
read-only memory in a
die size the same as or
smaller than memories
one fourth its density—and with access
times as fast or faster. Moreover, the
Fremont, Calif., company fabricated the
CMOS EPROM with the same tried-andtested process that it used in its earlier
256-Kbit and 1-Mbit designs.
Actually, WaferScale more or less had
to use the same process—unlike most
other EPROM companies, it doesn't have
its own fabrication facilities, relying instead on outside foundries. That could be
aserious disadvantage, but WaferScale
turns it into aboon. "We do not have the
luxury of playing around with the process every time we want to improve the
speed, increase the density, or reduce the

die size," says Boaz Eitan, director of device
technology and memory design. " Instead,
working within very
precise limits, we must
rely on circuit and architecture
improvements to get the speed
and density enhancements we want."
By making those kinds of improvements, WaferScale could use its 1.2-µm
process to build the new EPROM and still
achieve a90- to 120-ns read-access time—
as fast as any 1-Mbit EPROM available
and twice as fast as any of the 4-Mbit
EPROMs now being offered as samples.
The average cell size is only 9.5 p.m 2and
the die area only 241 mil 2.Competitive 4Mbit EPROMs available as samples from
such companies as Intel, NEC, and Toshiba require much tighter 0.8- to 1-1.tm
design rules to achieve die sizes ranging
from 375 to 385 mil 2.
WaferScale's initial parts, specified at
100 to 120 ns, will be available in sample

STAGGERED GATES GIVE GREATER DENSITY
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WaferScale's staggered-contact, staggered-gate architecture enables it to make a 4-Mbit
EPROM with its old 1.2-µm process technology and still achieve 90-ns access times.
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quantities by midyear, with faster
parts-90 ns—arriving before the end of
the year.
WaferScale expects the new part will
find eager users among the manufacturers of high-performance 32-bit processors, in both reduced- and complex-instruction-set systems, says Dale Prull, director of marketing communications.
"Currently, systems designers have
had to make achoice when considering
memory for program or code storage:
low-density, sub-256-Kbit, sub-100-ns
EPROMs with no wait states, or 1-Mbit
designs with access times anywhere from
100 to 150 ns," he says. "Alternatively, if
both speed and density were required, designers had to sacrifice nonvolatility and
use static random-access memories in
combination with some form of nonvolatile memory."
STAGGERING. The improvements that
WaferScale made to boost performance,
says Syed Ali, manager of memory design, were largely circuit-design enhancements to the company's proprietary splitgate architecture [
Electronics, July 9,
1987, p. 65]. The enhancements include a
staggered-contact architecture that reduces the number of contacts in an array
by almost 25 times, and astaggered-cell
design that further improves packing
density by alternating the floating gates
and reducing bit-line area.
In addition, some tinkering with the
process resulted in afieldless array that
allows devices to be moved closer together while at the same time increasing the
effective channel width. Although the bitline capacitance of this design is much
higher due to the longer continuous n+
bit lines, says Eitan, this disadvantage is
offset by the fact that the EPROM cell is
capable of generating read currents of
about 140 to 160 µA at 5V, about twice
what is possible with current EPROMs.
To improve the speed of the device, designers can employ anumber of techniques. Chief among them are adifferential-balanced amplifier design employing
address-transition detection, along with a
dual-function column multiplexer and decoder scheme.
The improvements give WaferScale a
decided advantage, Eitan says. At most
of the companies making EPROMs, circuit designers are running into abrick
wall as they try to improve density and
speed through scaling. The industry-standard ground-array architecture, with one
contact every two cells, limits the scalability of the cell.
WaferScale, by contrast, has eliminated this limitation with its proprietary
staggered virtual-ground-array architecture combining staggered contacts and
staggered cells. In effect, says Ali, the architecture allows significant reductions in
both cell and array size without pushing
the lithography.
-Bernard C. Cole
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SEEQ PUSHES FLASH MEMORY TO 1MEGABIT
O

nthe fast track tooped their own singletransistor operates in the enhancement
ward higher densitransistor designs. But
mode. Linked to the floating gate in seties, Seeq Technology
Seeq modifies the basic
ries, the enhancement-mode transistor
Inc. is coming to marEPROM cell so that the
cancels out the effect of the depletionket with not one, but
polysilicon gate controlmode transistor, preventing leakage.
two 1-Mbit nonvolatile
ling the channel beProgramming in the one-and-a-halfflash-memory products.
tween it and the floattransistor cell is similar to that in an
The devices are built using gate extends beEPROM, using hot-electron injection in
ing a 1.5-p.m n-well
yond the edge of the
the channel between the control gate and
CMOS version of the nfloating gate. This crethe floating gate. During programming,
channel MOS process
ates aphantom select the phantom select transistor is on only in
the San Jose, Calif., company use dt
o
transistor (at the rightmost end of th e the addressed cell. The phantoms in all
make its first flash device in mid-1986— gate structure in the photo, where it overunaddressed cells are off.
but the products represent an ei ghtfold
laps the diffusion), thus eliminati ng th e
Erasure uses Fowler-Nordheim coldincrease in density.
need for aseparate external transistor.
electron tunneling from the gate to drain
The new parts are both 128K-by-8-bit
This solves aproblem created by other diffusion. During the process the control
devices, compared with their 16-K-by-8-bit approaches to flash-memory design, Vilgate is grounded and the drain raised to
predecessors [
Electronics,
high voltage.
Aug. 21, 1986, P. 53]. The
The two devices differ in op48F010 targets applications userating range and programing electrically erasable proming flexibility. The EEPROM
grammable read-only memory;
version can be erased and prothe 27F010, EPROM applicagrammed over atemperature
tions. The increase in density
range of 0to 70°C; it offers enthey both achieve outstrips the
durance up to 1,000 program
growth rate of both full-feaand erase cycles. The EPROM
tured EEPROMs and ultraviocan be erased and reprolet-erasable PROMs, says Mike
grammed only at room temperVillott, marketing manager for
ature; endurance is 100 cycles.
the company's electrically erasBoth parts are available in the
able memory division. More
same Jedec-standard, byte-wide,
than that, he says, it outdoes
32-lead pinout. And both feature
the growth rate of any other
abulk-erase time of less than 5s
memory technology as well. He
for the entire array. Typical readpredicts that flash memory decycle time is 200 to 300 na. A secvices will track the density of
tor-erase capability allows indiEPROMs and eventually bypass
vidual erasure and reprogramthem by the mid-1990s.
ming of 128 sectors of 1Kbyte
What makes the fast track to
apiece. Sector-erase time is 500
high density possible is the fact
ms, while write-cycle time is 100
that flash nonvolatile memory
to 150 ps/byte. An externally
draws on the features of two
generated 12-V signal does the
other well-characterized and
programming; an internally genmature nonvolatile technoloerated 12-V signal erases.
gies. Seeq and the others workIn flash-erase mode, the extering with the technology, such as
nal signal powers internal pumps
Intel, National Semiconductor,
that supply the drain current of
and Toshiba, combine the hotthe cells to be erased. During the
electron-injection-based write In Seeq's design, acontrol gate overlapping the floating gat ecreates erase, the floating gate becomes
mechanism ofEPROM s with
ih aphantom select transistor, so no ext
erna l
t
rans i
stor i
s needed.
less negatively charged through
the electrical erasure by coldFowler-Nordheim tunneling. The
electron-tunnelin used in co nven ti ona 1 lott says. In most designs, the cell's floatgate of the cell remains grounded.
full-featured EEPROMs.
ing gate is, in the erased state, depleted
Programming is similar to programWhat makes Seeq's approach different of electrons, and it therefore behaves like
ming an EPROM. At powerup, aspecial
in its 1-Mbit flash devices is the compaadepletion-mode transistor. That makes
circuit protects the memory against false
ny's one-and-a-half transistor design. It the device overshoot or undershoot its
write and erase. A 10- MHz oscillator
combines the EPROM transistor and a threshold limits, so that an unaddressed
drives athree-loop sequence of 30 shiftread-select transistor into asingle 5.6-bycell in the erased state leaks current. This
register generators, which provide the
4.4-pm cell. As flash devices, either the
leakage causes false data reads or failure
waveforms needed for programming and
entire array or extensive subsections are
to program.
flash operations.
erased simultaneously. By contrast, most
In the Seeq approach, both the drain
Available this month, the 48F'010 flash
full-featured EEPROMs have two transisand source sides of the cell are selfEEPROM in plastic dual-in-line packages
tors and can be erased and reproaligned. The section of the channel under
is priced at $92, in quantities of 100. The
grammed byte by byte.
the influence of the phantom control gate
27F010 flash EPROM is priced at $78.75 in
A number of companies have develforms an nchannel select transistor. This
similar quantities.
—Bernard C. Cole
Electronics/ March 1989
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of the various logic functions.
The array is made up of multiple buses
of input lines (the input bus) and product
terms and sum terms (the AND and OR
buses, respectively). One output from
each logic-control cell can be connected to
any I/O cell, with the other connected to
family of electricalmultiple levels of cells
the internal input bus. The inputs to each
ly erasable profor complex logic funclogic-control cell actually sum terms from
grammable gate arrays
tions and results in
the OR bus. In this approach, Rigour
from
International
longer propagation desays, the AND buses can provide anyCMOS Technology Inc.
lays. The result is that where from 80 to 240 product terms for
breaks
some
new
wide-path logic funcsum-term usage, depending on the numground in speed and
tions, including binary
ber of I/O and logic-control cells.
density. The San Jose,
counters, state maThe first devices in the family to be ofCalif., company uses a
chines, adders, or any
fered are the 1,200-gate PA7024, with 20
state-of-the-art 1.0-gm
sum-of-product logic
I/O cells and 20 logic-control cells; and
CMOS process and its
function with more
the 1,700-gate PA7040, with 36 I/O cells
own distributed logic-array matrix archi- than four or five inputs, will usually per- and 24 cells for logic control. Available as
tecture in the new array family. It calls
form better if implemented in aPLD.
samples this month, the parts will sell for
the devices PEELs, for programmable
PGAs are usually better for multilevel
$15 to $ 18 each in quantities of 1,000 to
electrically erasable logic arrays.
applications and implementation of in10,000. The 1,500-gate PA7028 and the
The series includes four devices with
put/output-buried logic. These are logic 3,000-gate PA7068 will be introduced latequivalent gate densities of 1,200 to 3,000 functions that do not limit the use of pins
er this year.
gates. Those are two to four times the
for input, output, or both, unlike most MANY SUMS. In the first two devices, each
densities of currently available electricalPLDs. Also unlike PLDs, PGAs create
logic-control cell has four primary inputs
ly erasable programmable logic devices.
their own logic functions within each cell
and two primary outputs. The two outClock rates range up to 50 MHz. Device
based on alimited number of cell inputs.
puts of each logic-control cell are depropagation delays are from 23 to 25 ns,
The cells are then programmed for intersigned to function independently of one
performance equal to bipolar TTL devices
connection to create even more complex
another. This makes it possible for the
with 300 to 600 gates.
logic functions.
two devices to have 40 and 48 sum-ofICT is combining the reprogrammabiICT could get that combination of product functions, respectively, available
lity of electrically erasable parts with the
speed, flexibility, and density by using a for internal and external use. By compariperformance of small PLDs and the flexi- matrix architecture that turns the conson, the industry-standard PLD, the
bility and density of PGAs, says Robin Jiventional PGA approach on its ear, Jigour 22V10 from Advanced Micro Devices Inc.,
gour, director of marketing. Generally,
says. A programmable-logic matrix interhas 10 such functions. One of the two logprogrammable logic devices, with their connects and controls specialized array
ic-control-cell outputs can be routed to
sum-of-products logic architecture, can
building blocks like I/O cells, logic-conany I/O cell and its associated I/O pin.
perform functions requiring many inputs
trol cells, and global cells.
The other is buried for use within the logand product terms and still maintain the
Rather than using the cells in the array
ic-array matrix, up to 20 levels for the
short delay times typical of single-level
as the programmable elements and the
7024 and 24 for the 7040.
architectures. PGAs, on the other hand,
interconnect as the control, the architecWhat the combination of electrical
support only alimited number of inputs
ture uses the cells for control and the in- erasability and the new architecture
per cell. That makes it necessary to use
terconnections for actual programming
gives to the typical PLD user, Jigour
says, is an embarrassment of riches.
"Compare it to aPLD where the maximum number of configurations that can
be achieved is about 12," he says. "The
PEEL architecture allows up to 4,000."
GLOBAL
._.1
To make choosing the best of these
I/O
CELLS
I'CLOCK 1
V
c
c
CELL --•I
possible configurations as simple as posNN a
ii
sible, ICT has developed adesign-entry
tool, the Arrays architectural editor. Also
available are the standard software-design tools for logic compilation, schematic
F
il
capture and conversion, and Boolean entry and conversion.
" 0
il Ec n
With the Arrays tool, various architec-ü
tural elements are examined and controlled using amouse. Among the ele3
II
ments are initializing adesign, defining
pin names, moving cell configurations, se• 1: il
li
lecting cell interconnections, and modifyHil
LOGIC CONTROL CELLS
ing the basic cells. Even Boolean entry
GROUND
I/CLOCK 2
has been simplified, according to Jigour,
with the desired sum selected by the
mouse. The architectural editor will be
supported on MS-DOS-compatible sysThe PEEL family of programmable logic arrays combines I/O, logic- control, and aglobal cell in
tems, he says, with CGA, EGA, and VGA
anew architecture that allows up to 4,000 configurations.
graphics support.
—Bernard C. Cole

ICT's ARCHITECTURE BOOSTS
PGA SPEEDS AND DENSITIES
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PUTTING THE CELLS IN CONTROL
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ICC TAKES THE ANTIFUSE ONE STEP FURTHER
technology. The same holds for an array of
as an insulator. As arefield-effect-transistor elements. Onto this
efore the end of the
sult, he says, the diode
year, anew player
substrate is placed an insulating oxide layand interconnect strucin the user-programmaer, upon which the programmable antifuse
tures are less affected
ble logic and memory
structure is built In aROM, this involves
by radiation than are acmarket will be arriving
selective deposition of aplatinum-silicide
tive semiconductor tranon the scene with a
layer over each transistor element, folsistor and diode struchighly promising techtures. Roesner says test lowed by another oxide isolation layer,
nology. Instant Circuit
which is masked out above the transistor
devices have remained
Corp. of San Diego,
elements. Then the antifuse programming
operational even when
Calif., has developed an
layer is deposited, followed by barrier metsubjected to as much as
innovative antifuseal, such as titanium tungsten. At the end
5Mrads, full dosage.
based technique that is compatible with
comes aconductive aluminum layer.
One indicator of the performance imall types of processes: CMOS, bipolar, and
The result is across-hatched array of
gallium arsenide. Company founder provements possible with the ICC appolysilicon and multilayered-metal lines.
proach
is
the
first
product
the
company
is
Bruce Roesner believes the approach will
Information in aparticular cell is prodeveloping, an 8-K-by-8-bit, two-level-metpave the way for anew generation of
grammed by cutting through the proprial
CMOS
field-programmable
ROM.
The
speedy, high-density VLSI-level memoetary programming layer, forming asedevice, to be introduced before the end of
ries, logic chips, and gate arrays.
lectable contact in the form of aSchottky
the year, is fabricated using conservative
In embracing the antifuse concept, the
diode at the crossing of the two above
2.0-µm design rules and has atarget acICC parts are kin to the programmable
each FET element. Then, depending on
cess time of 35 ns. That's comparable in
gate arrays from Actel Corp. of Sunnywhether positive or negative logic is used,
vale, Calif. [
Electronics, Feb. 18, 1988,
the presence of acontact indicates either
p. 751 An antifuse approach means implealogical 1or alogical 0; the absence of a
The technique is compatible
menting functions by establishing intercontact indicates the opposite.
with all IC processes:
connections at predetermined locations.
Each polysilicon line consists of n-maBy contrast, the current crop of bipolar
CMOS, bipolar, and GaAs
terial in direct contact with the n* layer.
fuse-based technologies, including proIn the multilayer metal lines, the alumigrammable read-only memories and logic
num reduces the lines' resistance and the
devices, gets programmability by blowbarrier metal prevents the aluminum
speed to similar EPROM-based devices
ing connections between gates to configfrom diffusing through the polysilicon
fabricated with 1.2- to 1.5-µm design
ure afunction.
lines. The junction between the programrules. The programming rate is 30 ns/
But, says Roesner, ICC's antifuse techming material, the barrier metal, and the
byte. Active power dissipation is 140 mW
nology, for which at least half adozen
FET element forms the Schottky diand standby power is 110 µW. Roesner
patents have been issued, differs radicalode.
Tests have shown the diodes to have
says initial devices will closely approxily from Actel's. Actel relies on apropriaturn-on voltage less than AV, aleakage
mate the performance specs of existing
etary dielectric placed between an le difcurrent of only 15 nA, and areverse voltparts, even though the technology allows
fusion and polysilicon layer in any CMOS,
age breakdown of 10 V. To implement
parts
that
are
even
faster.
biCMOS, or bipolar process. ICC, on the
such astructure to form aprogrammable
In these one-time programmable
other hand, builds its antifuse structure
logic device requires only aminor modifiPRO Ms, the logic for address-decode and
atop apreexisting substrate and subseother peripheral support logic is built on a cation of the top layer of interconnect
quent layers of logic and/or memory. Exlines.
-Bernard C. Cole
standard substrate using existing CMOS
cept for specific contact points, these two
layers are separated by an oxide layer in
a
an architecture much like that used in silicon-on-oxide insulator techniques.
ENHANCES SPEED. That's why ICC's proMETAL
ANTIFUSE DIODE CONTACT
gramming methodology can be applied to
ALUMINUM
BIT
all forms of ICs, Roesner says. A proLINE
TITANIUM
gramming voltage compatible with toTUNGSTEN
day's memory chips (5to 20 V) can be selected by controlling the thickness of the
OXIDE
PROGRAMMABLE
deposited programming layer. For examLAYER
ple, he says, 10 V applied for less than 20
ns across the instant-circuit element reSILICON- ALLOY
THICK FIELD OXIDE
DIODE LAYER
sults in apermanent connection with areN + POLYSILICON
PLATINUM
sistance of only afew ohms. Thanks to
WORD LINES
SILICIDE
the low capacitance of the instant-circuit
memory bits and diodes, speed is enSUBSTRATE
hanced no matter which semiconductor
technology is used for the base circuitry.
"This is especially true as the memory or
logic array size gets larger," he says.
When programmed, the memory eleInstant Circuit Corp. builds its antifuse structure atop apreexisting substrate and layers of logment is essentially adiode in series with a ic and/or memory with an oxide layer in between, in ascheme reminiscent of silicon- on-oxide.
short circuit When unprogrammed, it acts
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Microstructure of Mo30Cu,
magnification 4000 x

The core foils you need to "cool your boards".
Mo30Cu Foils for use as metal core in multilayer Printed Circuit Boards
Plansee presents Mo30Cu foils:
arolled composte material
produced by powder metallurgy,
combining the low therma'
expansion of molybdenum with
the high thermal and electrical
conductivities of copper.
Mo30Cu foils show
• high thermal conductivity
(183 W/mK)
• low thermal expansion coefficient
(TCE, 7ppm/K)
• high Young's modulus (217 GPa)
• isotropic physical and mechanical
properties
• non-magnetic behaviour
• good machinability
• easy electroplating with Ni,
Cu, Ag, Au

PCBs with incorporated Mo30Cu
foils exhibit
• TCE well adjusted to surfacemounted LCCC components
• excellent cooling of the
components
• high mechanical stiffness
• no damping effect for HF circuitry
Mo30Cu cores are superior to clad
metal foils because of the isotropic
and homogeneous structure of the
composite material.
Mo30Cu toils are aveable in
standard dimensions 240 x300 mm,
100 and 70 jim thick, other thicknesses on request.
Circle 27

Mo30Cu
Plansee is aworld leader in the
manufacture of refractory and
high-performance metals
Molybdenum, Tungsten, Tantalum,
Niobium, Chromium Our contribution to your success.
Please contact us for further
information
Metallwerk Plansee GmbH
A-6600 Reutte/Tirol
Phone 056 72/70-0
Telefax 056 72/70-500
Telex 55 505 plan a

PIANSEE

PC SOFTWAR
PUZZLING OV E
TODAY'S ME
Incompatible operating systems,
graphical user interfaces, and
networking systems make perplexing
decisions for users and vendors

0

nce upon atime, life was
simple for personal computer buyers and vendors:
as amatter of course, you
picked an IBM Corp. PC or
compatible and ran the
DOS operating system.
But the simple life is no more. In just two
years' time, the PC world has been
thrown topsy-turvy by ashift from asingle industry standard—the original PC—
to multiple choices. In hardware, there
are two major factions: IBM-compatible
and Apple Computer Inc.'s Macintosh. In
software, operating systems and user interfaces have sprouted up in both camps
like mushrooms after arain.
"It's such amess!" says Michael Slater,
editor and publisher of The Microprocessor Report, an industry newsletter.
"There are conflicting operating environments, conflicting operating systems,
and conflicting application interfaces."
In fact, more elements are in astate of
flux than at any other time in the short
history of the PC, and nowhere are the
stakes higher than in software. Faced
with today's difficult choices, buyers are
taking longer to make major purchasing
decisions, leaving software vendors wondering how to proceed. "The most vulnerable [group] in this mess is the software
developers," says Slater. " Do they write
for DOS, X Windows, OS/2, and the Mac90

intosh? Or must they select asubset, and
if so, which one?"
These questions are echoed by those
facing buyers, whose challenge is to pick
the PC configuration that is best-suited
and most cost-effective for aparticular
function or set of functions. This can be a
mind-boggling exercise. For example,
should you move to OS/2, the operating
system for IBM's Personal System/2, or
will DOS suffice? If DOS will do, what
version? If OS/2 is required, which edition? Do the users want DOS 4.1 with its
menu-driver-shell user interface—or
should they stay with the familiar command-oriented editions of DOS 3? To further complicate matters, AT&T Co.'s
Unix operating system will be giving OS/
2arun for its money in the new PC world
of multitasking and networked systems.
UNTIL THIN. One day these hassles may
vanish. When user interfaces all behave
alike—such as the close match between
OS/2's Presentation Manager and the
Open Software Foundation's OSF/Motif—
and the major operating systems all have
the mainline applications implemented, users may not have to think about what operating system is running it all. But until
then they face some tough decisions.
All this hubbub is bound to cause some
perturbation in the market. While buyers
by Tom Manuel

might initially rejoice at the dazzling array of products to choose from, they soon
come up against some sobering reality:
there's aprice to pay for the advanced
systems. The new, sophisticated software—especially the plethora of multitasking and multiuser environments now
available for machines based on the 80386
and 286, or aMacintosh alternative—demand much more expensive hardware
than the old. This is one reason why industry watchers peg the PC segment as
growing just 8% this year, down from a
15% growth rate in 1987 and 10% in 1988
[Electronics, January 1988, p. 59].
"The industry and software are transforming and will continue to do so for a
while," says Gary Stimac, vice president
of systems engineering at Compaq Computer Corp. in Houston. " Some of the
trends in the industry have not reached
their end point. For example, an operating system for the 386 that can run both
0512 and DOS applications sirnultaneously is the right answer." Currently, if a
user runs OS/2 he has to give up DOS,
and vice versa. "The current OS/2 is a
compromise solution," says Stimac.
There are also advantages and disadvantages in the new wave of graphical
user interfaces, according to Stimac. "As
the trend of moving from character interfaces to graphical user interfaces continues, corporations have to decide not if,
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Which is the best upgrade
path from DOS? What will
it cost? When is the time?
but when, to change over," he says. "But
is it asmooth transition to graphical user
interfaces? to departmental computing?
to local-area networks? No."
Naturally enough, the software houses
believe that any transitional pains are
just part of the process. "There are different products to meet different user
needs," says Mark Mackaman, OS/2
product marketing manager at Microsoft
Corp. in Redmond, Wash. "Users should
identify their needs, then find out what
applications satisfy these needs. The applications will dictate the operating system, which will dictate the hardware platform required." It will take some hard
work to sort all this out, he says, but the
result will be more productive computing.
One of the more beguiling possibilities
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raised by the turmoil in PC software is
the chance it offers for Unix to break into
the mainstream. Currently there's aflurry of activity to provide PC applications in
Unix and to make available mixed environments where Unix and DOS applications both run. Unix is available in several flavors now for the more powerful
high-end machines built with the 80386
processor. It offers amultitasking, multiuser environment that makes full use of
the architecture's 32-bit capabilities, well
beyond what OS/2 can do. Soon there will
be acouple more versions of Unix that
could drive both 386 and future 486-based
machines—AT&T and Sun Microsystems
Inc.'s merged Unix System V.4 and the
Open Software Foundation's OSF/1.
While some observers see Unix over-

taking OS/2 in the high-performance segment of the industry, others believe it will
remain enmeshed in the niche market areas it now serves. "Unix tends to be sold
in niche marketplaces and as aplatform
for building vertical applications," says
Microsoft's Mackaman. About 65% of the
Xenix applications sold (Microsoft's earlier version of Unix) have been used in this
way, he says. "Isee Unix systems [in the
future] as aserver in the OS/2 and LAN
Manager environment," says Mackaman.
The LAN Manager is anetworking program developed by Microsoft and 3Com
Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., that ties PCs
running DOS and OS/2 in the same network. Microsoft is offering avariation,
called LMX, for Unix; it brings computers
running Unix into the same networks
with OS/2 and DOS machines.
JUST ONE. LMX is just one of many developments that are giving Unix abetter
chance at penetrating the PC world. Sun
last year introduced its 386i computer
running the Sun OS version of Unix. The
machine, which falls in the high-end-PC
price range, boasts agraphical user interface called Sun View, built-in networking
capability, and the ability to simultaneously run MS-DOS applications: multiple DOS applications can run in Sun View
windows at the same time that Unix applications are running in other windows.
To accomplish this, Sun uses the VP/ix
product from Phoenix Technologies Ltd.,
Norwood, Mass., which implements the
DOS windows and largely performs the
DOS-Unix integration.
Besides allowing the applications to
transfer data among themselves, the Sun
system also supports interprocess communications between Unix and DOS. This
is done through aproduct called PCNFS,
aPC extension to Sun's Network File
System, which the Mountain View, Calif.,
company released last December.
"Someone on aDOS machine today who
is stretching the limitations of DOS has
two choices in astep to the future: he could
move up to Unix or OS/2," says Will Poole,
senior software product marketing manager at Sun's East Coast division in Billerica,
Mass. A Unix machine is aviable choice for
breaking free of DOS's limits, he says, because it delivers alarge address space, a
graphical user interface, agood softwaredevelopment environment, and abunch of
technical applications. These goodies come
at no loss of investment in DOS applications and training when aDOS-under-Unix
product is also used.
It's not surprising, then, that more and
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The new OSF/Motif, from the Open Software Foundation, gives Unix systems agraphical user
interface with a look and feel like Microsoft Corp.'s Presentation Manager for OS/2.

more DOS-under-Unix packages are coming to market. For example, emulators of
the 286 instruction set for other processors are available from both Phoenix
Technologies and Insignia Solutions
while Hunter Systems offers the XDOS
emulator for Motorola Inc. 68020 and
68030 processors, which power the Macintosh [
Electronics, March 31, 1988, p. 80].
DOS emulators for the Sparc reduced-instruction-set processor architecture and
the Digital Equipment Corp. VAX architecture are under development.
"These DOS-under-Unix products can
provide the best of both worlds," says
The Microprocessor Report's Slater.
"Multiple OS applications can be executed concurrently in afully protected windowing environment, which is something
that OS/2 will not be able to provide until
a386-specific version is available."
AN ALTERNATIVE. Of course, another way
to run DOS applications with Unix is to
port them to run in anative mode directly
under Unix. A Santa Monica, Calif., startup, Segue Software Inc., is set to do just
that. Its first product will be aUnix version of the Norton Utilities, to debut by
the end of the third quarter. "When most
of the important [ PC] industry-standard
applications are available in Unix too, users will not be concerned whether their
machine runs Unix or what," says Peter
G. Weiner, founder and CEO of Segue.
"All the native-Unix versions of popular
DOS applications are going to come out
eventually, but we want to make it amoot
issue and get things rolling now."
On another front, some firms are exploring ways to run multiple DOS applications on 386 PCs without running Unix or
waiting for a386 version of OS/2. Among
the multitasking software-control pro92

grams for 386-based machines are Microsoft Windows/386; VM/386 from Intelligent Graphics; 386-to-the-Max by Qualitas; Desqview/QEMM-386 from Quarterdeck Office Systems; and The Software
Link's PC-MOS/386. Another approach to
multitasking on 386-based PCs is the Concurrent DOS line of multiuser operating
systems from Digital Research Inc. in
Monterey, Calif.
The issues and choices are no less complex outside the realm of Unix. In hardware there are different processor architectures—Intel 286 or 386, Macintoshes
with Motorola 68020 and 68030 CPUs, and
on the horizon some of the emerging
RISC processors may be cheap enough
for high-end PCs and certainly for network-server applications. And there's a
seemingly bottomless basket of software
goodies: operating systems. user interfaces, graphics, networking systems, and
application programs. How do prospec
tive buyers, application-software vendors, and system vendors sort it all out?
Each of these groups faces aunique set
of challenges. Buyers must be certain they
will get the best possible system for their
needs for the lowest possible cost. When
choosing an operating system, they must
consider whether or not they need awindowing interface and networking.
As in most systems-integration issues,
aclose analysis of the application-software needs is paramount. Deciding when
the expensive spread is cost-justifiable
can be very tricky. Users who want to
run just one application most of the
time—aspreadsheet or word processor,
for example—may not require operating
software that offers anything more than
single-tasking DOS. But suppose auser
decides to run several programs on areg-

ular basis, especially agraphics program
or CAD package, but does not necessarily
need to run them concurrently. Then DOS
with awindows package and mouse interface, and awindowed version of the applications, would probably enhance productivity without adding too much cost.
If auser needs to run several tasks at
once, including one or more background
communication jobs, and will be shifting
among them, then aconcurrent multitasking system is in order. The expense
to upgrade both the hardware and software will probably pay off in increased
productivity, provided that aproductivity-enhancing mix of applications is available to take advantage of the operatingsoftware environment. In addition, a
graphical user interface could be considered amust in this case, because with
several tasks running at once, the best
way to keep track of what's going on is
through adynamic windowing system.
When organizations move into workgroup computing, then they require anetwork complete with servers, work stations, and very sophisticated software.
The server computers work best if they
are running amultiuser operating system such as Unix. Network- managing
software, such as LAN Manager or Novell Inc.'s Netware, will probably be required. Each work station will be running
an advanced multitasking ( and possibly
multiuser) operating system, such as OS/

FACING THE PC OPERATING
Features

MS-DOS

Users per system

One

Recommended minimum
configuration

8088 processor,
640-Kbyte memory,
2 floppy-disk drives

Maximum user memory

640 Kbytes (8 Mbytes
extended)

Memory management

Physical static,
segmented

System security

None

Execution modes

Real

Execution granularity

Program

Interprocess communications

None

Device input/output

Simple, often polled

Networking

PC Net, MS Net, PC
NFS, Novell, others
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2Extended Edition or Unix, and agraphical user-interface system.
To justify and fully exploit work-group
computing systems, new applications
that effectively use the richness of the
operating environment must be available.
But currently, such applications are few
and far between. Still, companies can
start now to buy and install the hardware, networks, and operating software
for work-group computing and be ready
when the applications arrive. The cost
will be considerably higher than running
abunch of stand-alone PCs, but the eventual payoff appears certain. The most
computer-savvy organizations can start
to build some of their own applications
for this new environment and then add
off-the-shelf packages as they emerge.
On the other hand, the independent software vendors' task is to bet on which mix
of operating systems and user interfaces
will survive—and thrive. Then they must
decide how to offer their applications for as
many of the popular platforms as possible.
System vendors offering only hardware
have the easiest decision—just make sure
that their hardware can run all the major
operating-software environments.
The blossoming of PC networks as a
productivity tool in large corporations
has generated its own rubric: work-group
computing. PC networks, central servers
for files, communications, printers, data
bases, and access to corporate data on

-SYSTEM CHOICE
Unix

OS/2
One

Many (
depending on
system performance)

80286 processor, 6-to8-Mbyte memory, 20Mbyte hard disk

68020 or 80386, 4-to8-Mbyte memory, 40to-80-Mbyte disk

16 Mbytes per process

3 Gbytes per process

Virtual, demand-segment swapped

Virtual, demand- paged

Protected-mode operation at operating-system

User passwords, grouplevel permission (Orange Book Class Cl
level)

level

16- bit protected

16- and 32-bit
protected

Thread within process

Process

Shared memory, message queues, semaphores, pipes

Shared memory, message queues, semaphares, pipes

Interrupt-driven

Interrupt-driven

LAN Manager

TCP/IP, NFS, RFS
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Work-group computing
justifies the added cost
of OS/2 or Unix

mainframes and minicomputers are
emerging as the tools of this segment.
"During the last six years of personal
computer evolution from the 8086 to the
20- MHz 386, most users were after personal productivity [enhancement]," says
Compaq Computer's Stimac. "But as we
move into the 1990s, we see PC software
evolving to work-group productivity."
Networking demands using the newer
operating software technologies to handle sophisticated data-base applications
on groups of desktop work stations. " It
certainly seems clear that it's astrong
trend," says David Liddle, chairman and
founder of Metaphor Computer Systems
Inc. of Mountain View. "A few years ago,
networking was thought of as exotic; not
now, when most desktop computers in
the Fortune 500 [companies] come in
ready for networking and get connected
right away," he says.
Metaphor has been supplying its distributed-network computing system,
called the Metaphor Data Interpretation
System, to agrowing number of Fortune
500 company customers since 1985 on its
proprietary work stations and servers.
Last year it completed an agreement with
IBM for porting the DIS software to the
, IBM PS/2 under OS/2 Extended edition
and opening the door for other technology transfers between the two companies.
Distributed data-base computing will
spur new growth in the PC segment when
it gets rolling at top speed. "There is abig
rise in the number of companies thinking
about and starting to implement awhole
new suite of applications with more value" than the traditional single-user PC
applications like spreadsheets and word
processing, says Liddle. "All of these require access to lots of data from awide
range of sources."
Whatever combination of hardware,
operating system, user interfaces, and
networking users select for the new
world of distributed applications, it will
not come cheaply. The PC or work-station
platforms required to run the newest applications will initially be three to five
times as costly as the typical single-user
stand-alone personal computer in use today—an AT-type DOS machine or the
original Macintosh, for example. And on
top of the work-station costs, networking
and servers must be added.
To run multitasking operating systems, networking, and data-base managers requires processors like the Intel 386
or forthcoming 486, the Motorola 68030 or
future 68040, or even some of the new

RISC processors. Memory capacity of
several megabytes and up to 10 Mbytes
or more is also needed, since graphical
user interfaces, such as the Presentation
Manager, soak up several megabytes of
main memory to run efficiently. The applications that will take advantage of
these systems will require plenty of disk
storage, either on the work stations or at
data servers. This level of hardware and
software can easily run from $ 10,000 to
$25,000 per user at today's prices.
Each of the advanced operating systems has available one or more graphicsoriented user-interface environments designed to run with it. They are all slightly
different. OS/2 users have the Presentation Manager, and DOS users can choose
from acouple of versions of Microsoft
Windows and other packages, such as the
Digital Research GEM system. And there
are anumber of user environments for
Unix. Besides Sun View, AT&T and Sun
are building auser interface called Open
Look to go with their new merged Unix,
System V.4. Then there's the Open Software Foundation's OSF/Motif, auser interface made up of several pieces of other
interfaces, with the behavior and look of
the Presentation Manager.
"As you look at the different operating
environments moving through the PC
market, there is one common thread—
most users want windows," says Compaq's Stimac. The various graphics-oriented user interfaces and operating systems are all designed to make personal
computing more effective, more efficient,
and easier to do. But aprice must be paid
for this. First, amuch more expensive
computer configuration is required, and
second, while easy to use, the new system
may be rather complex to set up and support. Either an information-system staff
or manager may be needed.
ABANDON DOS. Meanwhile, one of the
most important choices facing PC users is
whether to abandon DOS for new technology—OS/2 or Unix and agraphical
user interface—and if so, when. Of
course, there is little need to make this
wrenching and costly shift if DOS is still
doing the job. Users have ahuge investment in equipment, applications, and
training—more than $ 100 billion—in the
original industry-standard IBM PC. For
companies making the changeover, much
of this massive investment will have to be
written off.
Still, alot of today's installed equipment base is probably about ready to be
replaced anyway, and this presents an opportunity for users who will be buying
high-power hardware to take advantage
of the newer software. But for other users, the feeling might be, " if it ain't
broke, don't fix it." Much can be said for
this approach. For many, DOS is going to
be around for along time—another five
years at least.
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Sizing Up
the Earth
in 200 B.C.
Eratosthenes believed the earth was round.
As director of the great library at Alexandria
in Egypt, he decided to go beyond abstract
argument and actually measure it to back
up the argument.
Knowing that the midsummer
noon sun shone straight down
avertical well in Syene far to the
south, he measured the slight
angle of the sun's shadow in Alexandria on the same
day. He figured the distance between
the two cities by how long it took acamel to
walk there. Then, with aI
ttle simple geometry,
Eratosthenes came up with fairly accurate
figures for the earth's circumference and
radius. His pioneering measurement made
asignificant impact on history.
Communications Support for 2000 A.D.
Today, Anritsu's pioneering efforts in communications measurement are also paying
off. Anritsu has long been aleader in the
most sophisticated measuring methods, and
continues to reach new levels of accuracy.
The complex technologies behind modern
multiplex techniques, for example, demand
the highest degrees of precision. That's
why carriers and manufacturers alike turn
to Anritsu for the answers when it comes to
accurate measuring and test equipment for
communications.
Anritsu continues the pioneering tradition
in measurement.
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Pulse Pattern Generator
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ANRITSU CORPORATION

10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
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BROADBAND STANDARD CASTS AWIDE NET,
AND HAS NOW REACHED CRITICAL MASS
With technical problems solved and products available, broadband Ethernet is taking off
by Jack Shandle
networking has
Broadband
long been hobbled by a

lack of standards, high installation costs, and areputation
for being an arcane technology because of its analog radiofrequency signaling. But now
it's breaking free of those constraints and stands poised to
stake out abigger share of
the local-area-networking market.
The standards problem was settled in
1986 with the adoption of the IEEE
10BROAD36 standard for running IEEE
802.3 Ethernet on broadband nets. Almost immediately, one vendor—Chipcom
Corp. of Waltham, Mass.—plunged into
the market with broadband-Ethernet
products. But it wasn't until the last
quarter of 1988 that competition arrived
to pique the interest of system integrators and original-equipment manufacturers, who like to have more than one vendor supplying goods.
Now three companies market broad-

band-Ethernet lines that include basic connection and signaling devices along with
bridges to baseband LANs.
And one firm—Lanex Corp. of
Beltsville, Md.—is offering a
new bridging product that will
connect broadband to telecommunications-based wide-area
networks. The product initially will work with AT&T Co.'s Ti lines and
the CCITT V.35 standard, says Joe
Greaney, vice president of engineering.
Bridges to IEEE 802.5 token-ring LANs
and the Fiber Distributed Data Interface
(FDDI) are next, he says.
Finally, the bugaboo of high initial installation cost will be dispelled by acabling system that is now completing betasite testing. The new system, from two
Pennsylvania companies, cuts costs drastically and offers virtually " plug-andplay" installation.
Just as crucial to broadband's future as
these developments, however, is the

ONE CABLE MANY SERVICES1M111

Broadband networks make more sense than conventional baseband LANs for companies
with multiple communications services that require CAN cabling.
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growth of local-area networking itself.
Ironically, broadband's big selling
points—multichannel capability and the
ability to link large geographic areas—
have been greatly enhanced by the proliferation of baseband LANs. More and
more corporations are finding themselves
with isolated baseband networks scattered around one or more large buildings,
says Maureen Lawrence, Chipcom's vice
president of marketing. Broadband Ethernet lets them link these LANs with an
IEEE standard protocol.
Broadband's distance advantage is significant: the 10BROAD36 standard specifies amaximum distance of 3,600 meters
between the two most remote nodes. By
contrast, standard "thick-cable" Ethernet
is 500 m; "thin-cable" Ethernet is 180 m;
and an upcoming version running on telephone twisted-pair wiring is 100 m. If that
advantage weren't enough, Chipcom's
Marathon Bridge product extends broadband's maximum run to 26 miles.
Making the broadband option even
more attractive is the multichannel capability. Unlike popular baseband LANs,
which carry only data, it transports data,
voice, video, and virtually any other communications service on the same cable.
GROWING MARKET. All these benefits
have created abroadband-Ethernet market that analysts now place at about $65
million, says Gail Daniels, Workgroup
and LAN marketing manager for Digital
Equipment Corp. in Littleton, Mass. However, she adds, the allure of fiber-optic
technology may nip at the heels of broadband's growth. Not surprisingly, broadband vendors paint arosier picture. Both
Chipcom and Lanex say that the overall
broadband category—which includes proprietary networks as well as broadband
Ethernet—will make up 8% to 10% of the
total LAN-equipment market in 1990.
That's about $250 million, assuming atotal market of $2.5 billion, says Chipcom's
Lawrence, who pegs broadband-Ethernet's share at about 50% of that total.
Of course, no one is saying that broadband Ethernet can beat baseband LANs
in terms of cost per node. A baseband
Ethernet transceiver built into an add-on
board for apersonal computer, for example, costs $350. A single-port broadband
transceiver—which must be amodem because of broadband's rf signaling—costs
Electronics/ March 1989

$2,500. Even the attempts of the broadband vendors to bolster their competitive
position by offering multiport modems
falls short. Chipcom's eight-port modem,
for example, costs about $5,000, Lawrence says. That brings the cost per connection down to $625—still $275 more
than the baseband competition.
So with the vast majority of LAN connections remaining baseband, broadband's niche lies in tying them together
and providing multiple-channel networking to customers who want it. Not surprisingly, these benefits are becoming increasingly complementary as corporations become more communications-oriented. If acustomer is going to install a
backbone to link LANs, the argument
goes, why not one that carries video,
voice, and data instead of just data?
Until now, the answer might still have
been "thanks, but no thanks." That's because broadband nets were expensive to install and needed an rf expert to maintain.
But the new cabling system from Broadband Networks Inc. of State College, Pa.,
and AMP Corp. of Harrisburg, Pa., offers a
remedy. The LAN-Line Broadband Star
Wiring System can replace the custombuilt broadband net with aless costly design that's close to being plug-and-play.
"We put alot of the system engineering
into the hardware, so you don't have to
know anything about rf to maintain it,"
says Steve Davidson, Broadband Networks' vice president of marketing.
Since the product solves most network-wide d-engineering problems, engineering costs are greatly reduced—so
much so that acomplete wiring job costs
40% to 60% less than installing the alternative, abranching-tree network, he
says. "You don't have to put up $1million
to totally cable a2-million-square-foot
building any more; you can start by
spending as little as $10,000 and expand
as the need arises."
EASY TO RUN. Once installed, the network
is abreeze to run. For starters, it replaces
the normal aluminum-shielded CATV cable with inexpensive RG-11 cabling. More
important, it uses adistributed-star topology instead of the branching-tree topology of conventional broadband networks.
"With aCATV system, you had 16 adjustments to make periodically," Davidson says. "We need just one." With the
old topology, customers had two unattractive options forced upon them by the
fact that rf signal integrity is sensitive to
overall network loading. They could design asmall network knowing that acomplete redesign would be required when it
came time to expand. Or they could invest
abig chunk of money to install acabling
grid that would allow for expansion but
initially would be underutilized, probably
for years.
The distributed-star topology sidesteps
these problems because each " service
Electronics/March 1989

A WAY TO SAVE ON CABLING COSTS
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reduces CATV cabling costs and allows broadband networks to grow incrementally.

node"—the point from which user connections radiate—can be engineered to be
electrically independent of the rest of the
network, says Davidson. This means network designers can add new service
nodes using only some additional cable,

Unlike baseband nets,
broadband carries data, voice,
and video on one cable

which has predictable losses, plus an
equalizing, or line-balancing, module to
compensate for those losses.
Distributed by AMP, the system's distributed-star topology is set up so that each
node in the star serves aspecific, well-defined area. By contrast, most installations
now are based on anodeless linear signal
path, as in the branching-tree scheme.
Each service node, located in awiring closet, can support up to 127 user connections
over direct wiring. The service nodes connect directly to ahub, which can support up
to 150 nodes. The system conforms to
IEEE 802.7 standard specifications for a
broadband coaxial-cable system, and it delivers all the services of aCATV wiring
system, says Davidson.
Depending on the success of the LANLine Distributed Star Wiring System,
market estimates for broadband networks could be thrown into acocked hat.

But other market forces and technologies—especially fiber optics—will also
have an impact on the longterm growth
rate. "Broadband is an effective and mature technology," says Daniels of DEC,
"but our market research also indicates
that customers are expressing alot of interest in fiber-optic backbones." That
technology will be hampered by alack of
networking standards, she says. On the
other hand, " very often customers will
set standards based on their own requirements." FDDI, for example, is on its way
to becoming ade facto industry standard,
and network vendors have widely adopted 62.5-om fiber-optic cable as the cabling
system of choice.
Lanex's Greaney estimates ahigher
overall 1990 broadband market than does
Chipcom's Lawrence: it will hit $350 million, he predicts, afigure representing
about 18% of atotal LAN-equipment market of $2billion. Broadband Ethernet
should nab a13% share of the $214 million
LAN-bridge market by that time, he says.
Both Lawrence and Greaney believe
the broadband market could be even larger if its benefits become better known.
Besides its other attributes, broadband
Ethernet matches baseband in giving users access to high-level protocols such as
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol (
TCP/IP), DECnet, IBM Corp.'s
Netware, and OSI protocols.
Immunity to electrical noise is another
big advantage in environments littered
99

with electric motors and similar equipment.
Electrical noise affects baseband transmissions because the frequency spectrum it
produces can interfere with baseband's
Manchester-encoded waveforms. But
broadband LANs operate at 30 MHz and
up—well above the frequencies that manufacturers use for Ethernet.
MULTIPLE CHANNELS. Unlike baseband
LANs, which send digital data over asingle
channel, broadband LANs transmit analog
data over multiple channels at radio frequencies. Data originating in abaseband
LAN must be converted to analog form by
amodem to enter the broadband backbone.
Frequency-division multiplexing is used to
establish the channels, typically ahalf dozen in aband that is 300-to-400-MHz wide.
Chipcom, for example, begins its recommended frequency allocation at about 5
MHz and runs up to 300 MHz.
Along with Ethernet, the most common
choices of communication services on
broadband networks include Manufacturing Automation Protocol/Technical Office Protocol ( MAP/TOP) networks, PC
networks, point-to-point low-speed modems operating at 9,600 Kbit/s, fire
alarm systems, standard TV broadcast
signals, and video teleconferencing.
Broadband channels are specified in 6MHz increments, which is the bandwidth
of asingle TV channel. Like its baseband
counterpart, broadband Ethernet transfers data at 10 Mbits/s and implements a
collision-sense multiple-access/collisiondetection protocol. The 10BROAD36 standard specifies 100% collision detection—
something not all proprietary Ethernetlike broadband networks offer. A collision occurs when two stations on the network try to transmit simultaneously.
Baseband nets detect collisions by monitoring the de content of the signal—a
voltage drop indicates acollision and the
messages are retransmitted after a
pause. Since the rf signals of broadband
nets are alternating current, however,
there is no de component to monitor. Instead, broadband checks on three possible events that would indicate acollision
had occurred: an error in the transmitting-station's address; the possibility that
the Ethernet controller is trying to transmit while it is receiving; and whether a
specific part of the data packet—the unscrambled mode delimiter—is received
when expected.
Over the past six months, vendors specializing in selling broadband-Ethernet
products to OEMs and system integrators
have rolled out an impressive assortment
of new gear. Most important are two
types of products: modems, which play
the same role as transceivers in baseband
networks; and bridges that attach baseband networks to the broadband cable.
Three companies now offer Ethernet
modems compatible with the IEEE
10BROAD36 standard. Besides Chipcom
100

HOW BROADBAND ALLOCATES SERVICE
Application

Data rate

Bandwidth

Map token bus
Ethernet

10 Mbits/s

12 MHz

10 Mbits/s

12 MHz

PC network

2.5 Mbits/s

6 MHz

Pointto-point data transfer

9600 bits/s

50 KHz

Fire alarm system

38.4 Kbits/s

300 KHz

Television
Video teleconference

and Lanex, the third player is Fairchild
Data Systems of Scottsdale, Ariz.
The company with the widest offering
is also the granddaddy of the field: Chipcom, which introduced its Ethermodem
family in 1986. Its Ethermodem III series
lets users upgrade existing units by replacing frequency modules rather than
buying all-new modems. Ethermodem III
addresses the bandwidth-allocation issue,
since it lets users choose the standard 18MHz bandwidth or a12-MHz bandwidth
for maximum utilization of the network's
total bandwidth. One-, two-, and eight-

One new product extends
broadband's 3,600- meter
range to 26 miles

port modems are available, as are products for single- or dual-cable networks.
Of particular interest is the new Ethermodem III PC. It allows an IBM PC AT or
Personal System/2 to connect directly to
broadband-backbone cable.
Also arriving late last year were Lanex's LAN Express TRN8023 modem and
Fairchild's TOP M8023 modem. Both connect PCs, host computers, and terminal
servers to the broadband network. The
LAN Express comes in one-, two-, or
eight-port models, runs on single- or dualcable networks, and operates over an 18MHz bandwidth. Fairchild's M8023 TOPlink modem is also aone-, two-, or eightport device that operates on dual- or single-cable networks.
All three vendors offer modems that
operate in the bandwidths specified by
10BROAD36, so customers who are just
building abroadband net are assured of
vendor interoperability. But for those
who set up their nets before the standard
was adopted—and may have allocated a
service for that part of the spectrum—
the three also offer optional bands.
To inteconnect network LANs with a
broadband backbone, Chipcom and Lanex
both have aline of bridging products.
Chipcom's Ethermodem III Bridge con-

6 MHz
12 MHz

nects the broadband network to any 802.3
baseband net, whether of thick or thin coaxial cable, twisted-pair, or fiber. Besides
making the connection, it performs normal bridging functions. " It filters and
forwards data between the subnetwork
and the backbone," says Lawrence.
"Data that does not have to go out on the
backbone to reach its destination is isolated in the subnetwork."
Bridging is a strategic market for
Lanex, says Greaney. Its LAN Express
REM 8023 Remote Bridge fills the widearea-network interconnection market for
linking broadband Ethernet to telecommunications protocols such as Ti and
CCITT V.35. The REM 8023 boasts a4Mbit/s data-transfer rate and supports
network management and the spanningtree algorithm commonly used therein.
Lanex also has products that bridge
broadband-Ethernet LANs to its own
proprietary broadband network and to
other broadband Ethernets.
Lanex will add abaseband-to-broadband-Ethernet bridge in the second quarter of this year, says Greaney, and intends to address other popular network
protocols later in 1989. One upcoming
product will bridge IEEE 802.5 token-ring
baseband nets and broadband Ethernet.
Next in line is abridge between broadband Ethernet and FDDI networks.
Chipcom has taken adifferent tack in
addressing fiber with ORnet, an implementation of Ethernet on fiber that offers 10-Mbit/s transmission, 100% collision detection, and interconnection with
Ethernet devices within anetwork 2.5
miles in diameter. Looking ahead, Chipcom has provided amigration path to 100Mbit/s FDDI by specifying the same fiber-optic cabling system as FDDI—namely, cables measuring 62.5-gm in diameter.
Chipcom offers asolution to still another problem: networks that are so large
that they exceed the 3,600-meter diameter specified for broadband distance. The
Marathon Bridge, says Lawrence, uses
the IEEE 802.4 token-bus specification developed for MAP/TOP networks to extend the total distance between the two
most distant nodes to 26 miles.
Electronics/ March 1989
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

FUZZY LOGIC: IT'S COMPREHENSIBLE,
IT'S PRACTICAL AND IT'S COMMERCIAL
It simplifies tough problems and boosts the peformance of real-time control systems
by Larry Waller
roponents of fuzzy-logic technology
pconcede
they have problems getting

people to listen. The term "fuzzy," pinned
on the group of concepts when they were
developed back in 1965, proved too colorful amoniker to shake. The trouble is,
putting "fuzzy" and "logic" together creates amental conflict, which is especially
acute for potential users who cut their
programming teeth on classical Boolean
logic's clear-cut precision.
Despite the semantic hurdle, however,
fuzzy logic shows all the signs of breaking out of the near-cult status it has
gained since its sudden appearance as an
esoteric mathematical concept. Although
developed at aU. S. university, practical
fuzzy-logic applications are being spearheaded by the Japanese. With fuzzy logic
used for real-time control of aJapanese
subway system, it's clear that the technology is not ablue-sky dream: it can be
both practical and reliable. It offers major advantages in real-world commercial
applications, particularly in expert systems, where it makes tough problems
much simpler to solve and radically improves system performance.
The Japanese are developing fuzzy logic with awill, both at the software level
and in chips designed to execute fuzzylogic algorithms. At the same time, a
U. S. startup has developed afuzzy-logic
microprocessor for abody of customers
who, again, are almost all Japanese.
The appeal of this form of logic stems
from its ability to provide astraightforward, systematic framework for using
approximate reasoning to solve complex
programming problems. This form of reasoning enables programmers to deal easily with the kinds of imprecise quantifiers—like most, many, few, nearly zero,
infrequently, about 100, and so on—that
typically abound in human thinking about
real-world situations. The fuzzy-logic approach gives the programmer asimple,
graphic way to represent the meaning of
these linguistic terms that is both mathematically rigorous and makes "tuning"
the representation of those terms an integral part of the debugging process.
Fuzzy logic wraps up in asingle system the standard-logic approach and
probability theory, so asystem takes into
account different levels of uncertainty in,
for example, expert-system production102

rule evaluations. For practical work, it offers an entree to artificial intelligence developments—in contrast to the recognized complexity and disappointing results of conventional approaches in AI.
In Japan, fuzzy-logic hardware and
software for industrial-control jobs are
up and running in myriad tasks. Some 60
companies there, including the biggest
names in industry, are reaping the first
results of having plowed substantial research and development resources into
the field during this decade.
By any standard, Japanese involvement can be described as mushrooming,
says Lotfi A. Zadeh, who conceived the
principles of fuzzy logic nearly aquarter
century ago. A professor of electrical engineering and computer sciences at the

Most of the action is in Japan,
but a U. S. startup now has a
fuzzy-logic processor

University of California at Berkeley, his
subsequent development of fuzzy logic,
along with encouragement and consultation through the years, has earned him
guru status among researchers.
The reason for the stepped-up pace is
simple to fathom, he says, since the inherent nature of fuzzy logic so neatly fits
the needs of this AI application. "Where
human expertise is important [as in developing AI]," he says, "it is easier to express things in imprecise terms, the way
people explain things verbally." Backers
note that the less-complex programs are
considerably smaller than equivalents
done in conventional logic, up to an order
of magnitude smaller in some cases.
FUZZY MOTORMAN. From its first use in
1980 in cement kilns in Sweden, one of the
lowest-tech industrial-control tasks, fuzzylogic hardware now has scored with one of
the most demanding. A unit built by Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, runs subway operations in
Sendai, Japan, 200 miles north of Tokyo. It
regulates train speed more precisely than
the best human motorman and serves as a
showcase for fuzzy-logic gear.
Similar hardware is going into elevator
controls, and there are numerous units already controlling various automated pro-

duction sequences across the industrial
spectrum. Scarcely amonth goes by without additional experimental hardware appearing. A system for parallel-parking
automobiles without driver help, for example, impresses Zadeh because no other
AI approach has been able to solve this
tough problem.
Not quite all of the action centers in Japan: the U. S. startup Togai InfraLogic Inc.
in Irvine, Calif., is the only firm founded
just to capitalize on fuzzy logic. Since its
formation last August, the company has
designed acommercial processor and is implementing it in silicon for its largely Japanese client base. Togai has also introduced
the first fuzzy compiler, for its proprietary
Fuzzy-Clanguage.
Masaki Togai, the firm's chief executive officer, has devoted his career to
fuzzy logic since doing his doctoral work
on the subject adecade ago at Duke University in Durham, N. C. Later, at AT&T
Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill, N. J., he
and fellow researcher Hiroyuki Watanabe designed and built the first experimental fuzzy-logic processing chip.
Togai InfraLogic is putting finishing
touches on the final design of its microprocessor and will make samples available by summer for about $90 initially.
The FC110 Digital Fuzzy Processor is intended as an embedded-system centralcomputing element. Optimized fuzzy-logic instructions give the chip the power to
run the key inferencing operations some
20 times faster than an equivalent compiled program running on a80386-based
system, the company says.
In tests, asimulated FC110 running at
10 MHz executes about 28.6 thousand
fuzzy-logic inferences per second (Kflips),
compared with 2.3 Kflips for a20-MHz
80386. The device resembles an 8-bit reduced-instruction-set computer architecturally, but its instruction set and addressing modes are designed for afuzzyknowledge base stored on aseparate
read-only memory and expressed in
Fuzzy-C.
The Togai compiler supplies agraphics
interface and tools for writing knowledge-based production rules. The programs can run on ageneral-purpose microcomputer, and soon on the FC110.
The plan from the beginning "was to
have all the development tools ready beElectronics/March 1989

HOW FUZZY LOGIC DEALS WITH UNCERTAINTY
AIL
"THEN" OR CONCLUSION
EVALUATIONS

"IF" OR PREMISE EVALUATIONS

RULE 1: IF (POSITION IS
POSITIVE MEDIUM) AND (CHANGE
IN POSITION IS POSITIVE MEDIUM)
THEN VELOCITY IS POSITIVE MEDIUM
POSITIVE
MEDIUM

POSITIVE
MEDIUM

POSITIVE
MEDIUM
O
POSITION
"DEGREE OF
BELIEF"
CURVES

CHANGE IN

VELOCITY

POSITION

THE LOWER OF THE
TWO IF- CONDITION
OUTPUTS IS SELECTED

RULE 2: IF ( POSITION IS
ZERO) AND ( CHANGE IN POSITION
IS POSITIVE MEDIUM) THEN
VELOCITY IS ZERO

ZERO
POSITIVE
MEDIUM
O
POSITION
POSITION INPUT VALUE

CHANGE IN

'
POSITION

ZERO
O
VELOCITY

CHANGE- IN- POSITION
INPUT VALUE

A real-time control system implemented with fuzzy logic accepts sensor inputs and
produces control outputs, like any other. To control a sliding base to keep an inverted
pendulum standing upright, input values ( for pendulum position and the change in that
position) are evaluated against " degree of belief" curves. Two rules are " fired" and

VELOCITY OUTPUT VALUE
(MYRON) CALCULATION
ON TWO- ELEMENT SHAPE)

fuzzy- conclusion values are combined to calculate a numerical output.

fore the chip," Togai says. But "we face a
massive education task in teaching users
an entirely new system." What makes it so
different from conventional programming,
of course, is that "there are no absolutes."
The Togai compiler is the tool designed for
developing expert systems that typically
use alot of imprecise information. Togai
training material shows an experienced
programmer how to describe in fuzzy-logic
terms the "vague approximations embodied in [human] language," says Togai.
A BLACK ART. Handling the "membership
functions" or "degree-of-belief curves,"
which are key descriptive elements that
must be determined for any production
rules in the knowledge base, for example,
can be "somewhat of ablack art," says
Carl Perkins, vice president for business
development at Togai. New terms must
be learned, too, such as "defuzzification,"
which is ameans offered by the compiler
for generating a "crisp" data output—an
actual numerical value—when needed.
One way of defuzzifying is the centroid
method, which produces the output by a
center-of-gravity averaging technique.
Another defuzzifies by picking an average of acentroid and other values.
The company has atraining program
on afloppy disk for personal computers.
Electronics/March 1989

It illustrates fuzzy- logic principles
through an example: controlling an inverted pendulum. The fuzzy controller
uses sensor inputs for pendulum position
and movement, evaluating those inputs
with production rules to produce acontrol
output for moving the base the pendulum
stands on. By sliding the base back and
forth, the controller balances the inverted
pendulum, like avertical rod balanced on
the palm of ahand (see diagram).
The input values are evaluated as
points on degree-of-belief curves. The
curves have been arranged to approximate the meaning of linguistic expressions like "the position of the pendulum is
zero." The expression indicates that the
pendulum is at the zero-position angle,
corresponding to the straight up, or balanced, position. Another expression, "the
position is positive medium," means the
pendulum is slightly to one side of the upright position.
Different points on one curve indicate
the degree of belief, or the probability
level, that the position is zero: belief is at
its maximum exactly at zero, but belief
tapers off gradually, rather than abruptly, as values diverge from the zero point.
Simple triangular curves are often sufficient, says Perkins, but smoothing them

out into bell-shaped curves can sometimes improve system accuracy.
Potential users may balk at the notion
that some odd shape representing combinations of avery few " belief values"
about where the pendulum is and how
much it has moved can be used to perform this tricky real-time balancing act.
But when they've gone through the demonstration, two things stand out: it's easy
to set up, and it works very well as asolution to acomplex problem.
Togai estimates that 10% of expert-system implementations will incorporate
fuzzy logic in the near future. Consumer
and business equipment have the most
potential. "As soon as afuzzy processor
is built into an appliance or office-automation device, competing manufacturers
will be forced to follow suit to maintain
market share," he says. Some U. S. companies have projects looking at fuzzy logic, though at apace well behind Japan.
The bedrock advantage comes from
simplicity and the fact that when working
with classical logic, "precision is expensive." One reason the Japanese lead the
fuzzy-logic pack is that "they have found
they don't need high accuracy in many
applications and there's asignificant payoff [from fuzzy logic]," Zadeh says.
EI
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INSTRUMENTS

EXECUTIVE BRIEFING

THE MOVEMENT TO VXIBUS
IS GATHERING STEAM QUICKLY

Lii

Designers and users alike benefit from the standard for modular instruments
little more than ayear and a
half ago, five major instruA
ment makers formed aconsor-

by Samuel Weber

sonalcomputer-based systems.
The concept of modular instrumentation is not new. Instrument houses such
amonthly feature of
r
as Colorado Data Systems, HP, and Natium to promote the VXIbus, a
Electronics that provides
tional Instruments have been offering for
modular-instrument standard
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in
several years product lines that operate
based on the VMEbus and open
under the control of proprietary controlto all manufacturers. Now the
fields that are making
lers or personal computers linked by instandard is making ripples in
frequent headlines.
dustry-standard interfaces such as RSthe instrumentation industry,
232 or IEEE 488. Cards have proliferated,
and the ripples seem certain to
swell into waves over the next 10 years.
and users alike. It governs the use of along with the software designers need
Started by Colorado Data Systems,
modular instruments, or instruments on
to put together systems by plugging
cards into the IBM Corp. PC AT or XT
Hewlett-Packard, Racal-Dana Instru- cards. Such tools can lower the cost, size,
ments, Tektronix, and Wavetek in July
and weight of automated test systems, a bus, the Personal System/2 via Micro
Channel, or the Apple Computer Inc.
1987, the consortium now numbers 10
fact that has for some time made them atMacintosh II via NuBus. But the card
member companies. Seventy-eight instru- tractive to designers and users. But more
ment makers have signed up to support importantly, modular instruments using
makers must provide functions that can
operate in all four environments. And
the standard. And VXIbus-compatible
the VXIbus can also provide performance
products are starting to make their way
beyond that of rack-and-stack standard
with aGeneral Purpose Interface Bus
to market.
instruments governed by an older stanlink, the system can never be faster than
The appeal of the VXIbus is the new
dard, IEEE 488, also known as the GenerGPIB allows—less than 1Mbit/s.
power and flexibility the standard could al-Purpose Interface Bus. They can also
VXIbus is open and nonproprietary, so
ultimately provide for system designers
outperform instruments on cards in perit allows awide range of instruments, interfaces, and computers from different
manufacturers to be plugged into the
same chassis and to function compatibly.
And it retains the ability to connect with
GPIB, PC, or other types of controllers.
At the same time, VXI overcomes some
of the major limitations of GPIB, mainly
UNIT UNDER TEST
slow data transfer and the need for precise timing coordination among the various instruments in asystem. It achieves
SWITCH/
this by placing all of asystem's instruINTERFACE
ments within acommon frame and plugging them into acommon high-speed bus.
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I
That means asystem designer can mix
—
and match functions from amultiplicity
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of vendors, giving him awider spectrum
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of his application. And designers get all
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CARD
EMBEDDED
strumentation functions through the
INSTRUMENT
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CONTROLLER
high-performance VMEbus.
CONTROLLER
CONTROLLER
CONTROLLER
FAST RAMP. Despite its advantages, the
speed with which the standard is catching
—
I —
—
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-on has surprised alot of people. The rea-t —
sons aren't hard to figure out, says Allen
I
GENERAL-PURPOSE
INTERFACE BUS
Hollister, chairman of the VXIbus consorOR LOCAL-AREA
BENCH
tium and program manager for VXI at
NETWORK
INSTRUMENT CONTROLLER
Wavetek Corp. in San Diego. " From a
technical point of view, it's agiant leap
forward over the standard GPIB rackand-stack instruments," he says. " From a
With VXI, ameasurement system can combine rack- and- stack instruments, GPIB-controlled
market point of view, there has been a
instruments, and now modular instruments in one environment
much greater response than Iexpected.
EXECUTIVE BRIEFING is

TYING TOGETHER MULTIPLE INSTRUMENTS
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Having 78 manufacturers out there building to the standard at this point in time is
tremendous, considering the short time
it's been out."
One reason is that competitive and
technological pressures won't let instrument makers or users ignore VXI. "Anybody who has been involved with the
GPIB in the past in any way, whether
they're an instrument manufacturer or a
GPIB user, is interested, because it will
directly affect their applications," says
Ron Wolfe, strategic marketing manager
for National Instruments Corp. in Austin,
Texas. "Today's marketplace is kind of
like what you see when sharks get into a
feeding frenzy. If you just get it started,
it will fuel itself, because everybody's so
scared of getting behind their competitors that they can't afford not to learn
about it right away."
Galen W. Wampler, an industry analyst and president of Prime Data Corp. in
San Jose, Calif., agrees with that prediction. He estimates that within 10 years,
20% of what will then be a $10 billion testinstrumentation market will be dedicated
to VXI-compatible products. He says that
40% of this market will be what he terms
"computer-dependent" by the year 2000,
and half of that will belong to VXI. "It
will be astrong growth factor for the instrument industry," he says, "particularly for high-performance instruments now
in the $1,000-to-$3,000 range, and more
complex measurement systems up to
$20,000." Another observer—Malcom
Levy, the marketing manager of RacalDana in Irvine, Calif.—reckons that VXI
will constitute one third of the automatic
test equipment market within five years.
MATE SUPPORT. A major factor in launching VXI was its adoption last July by the
U. S. Air Force as the instrument-on-acard standard for its Modular Automatic
Test Equipment, or MATE, program. The
Air Force got involved in 1985, when it
asked the MATE User's Group for recommendations on standardizing instruments
on cards. The request came as part of a
general push by the military to cut the
size and weight of test equipment and reduce the number of different kinds and
sizes of boxes it was using. The Army
and Navy formed similar programs, but
eventually elected to go with their own,
less commercially oriented, standards.
The Air Force, though, wanted to use as
much commercial equipment as possible,
leading it to the VXIbus.
Early in 1987, technical discussions and
exchanges among instrument manufacturers began, aimed at developing commercial and military modular-instrumentation standards based on the VMEbus. A
proposal to establish an IEEE working
group was submitted to the IEEE Standards Board, which approved the formation of the P1155 working group. The
five-member consortium submitted verElectronics / March 1989
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Putting all instruments in acommon mainframe, like this D-size model, and plugging them into
a high-speed bus helps to overcome GPIB limitations.

1.1 of the VXIbus specification to the
working group in October of 1987 and, after verification of interoperability of early products, followed it with version 1.2.
Recently, IEEE P1155 adopted version 1.2
as abase document for consideration as
an IEEE commercial standard. Official
sion

Competitive pressure
leaves users and vendors
no room to ignore VXI
adoption is virtually assured. Thus, the
VXIbus standard stands beside the GPIB
standard as one of the watershed developments in shaping the future direction
of test instrumentation.
The VXIbus specifies three addressing
techniques that can be used in an IEEE488-to-VXIbus interface. These are designated IEEE 488 primary addressing,
IEEE 488 secondary addressing, and embedded addressing protocols.
With primary addressing, each VXI instrument appears to the host controller
as aseparate IEEE 488 instrument with
its own address, command, response, status code, and state storage. The interface
must recognize each of the VXIbus devices through its IEEE 488 address and
interact with each for reads, writes, serial
polls, and so on. This results in aconsiderable overhead of lost time between trans-

actions. The advantage is that software
packages, tools, or drivers designed to
work with IEEE 488 instruments will
work with their VXI equivalents with
only an address change required. One disadvantage is that there are only 31 primary addresses available, so conflict could
arise in amultiframe system.
Secondary addressing is the method
most commonly used, because it maps
GPIB onto VXI in astraightforward manner. It is similar to primary addressing,
but with it asingle primary address designates the entire VXIbus system, using
IEEE 488 secondary addresses to route
488 communications to or from VXIbus
instruments in the mainframe. With this
method, the 488 primary address locates
the particular 488-VXI interface, then, via
the secondary address, locates the specific VXI instrument within the system.
The third method, embedded addressing, can be used to link VXI systems to
non-GPIB controllers. Here, a single
unique address is assigned to the VXIbus
system. A header is attached to each message identifying its destination device.
Which approach is best to use is asubject of some debate among the VXI consortium. Tektronix Inc. believes the embedded addressing system offers anumber of advantages for what it calls the
"superinstrument" concept the company
favors. "What we're doing is using the
idea of asingle-primary, single-secondary
address, so that the collection of VXI in105

layers below the secondarystruments looks like asingle
layer-only [level] permitted
superinstrument,"
says
by secondary addressing. If
Dave Haworth, VXI proyou have acommander/sergram manager at the Tekvant configuration that's
tronix Measurement Sysfour layers deep, with sectems Division in Vancouver,
ondary addressing there's
Wash. " Instead of using the
no way to get down to the
488 hardware addressing
bottom," he says. "With emcodes, you have an address
bedded addressing, the
header in the command you
header can be used to route
send to it, and this interface,
messages down to all the
called slot 0, will approprilayers. Where it gets hard is
ately route that to 488.2 inif you get down to the fourth
struments sitting in the VXI
or fifth layer, and it wants to
frame," he says. " Basically,
interrupt: how does it get
instead of tying it to aspecifback to you? That hasn't
ic interface—depending on
been addressed as yet.
the 488 interface addressing
That's one of the specific
scheme—you can pull the inproblems the committee is
terface out and put in alocaladdressing."
area network. You could
Whether VXIbus instrusend the embedded addressments can cut it in the rf and
ing information in the message from the LAN to the Racal-Dana's mainframe for d and microwave instruments holds modules microwave realm is another
point of contention in the
controller, or it can be be in a from avariety of other instrument vendors.
consortium. Hewlett-Packcomputer bus-structure exard contends that VXI specifications are
use, pointing out that at present there is
tension." The result is "software control
not capable of handling the electromagof embedded addressing, and you don't no agreement as to how to do it in some
netic-interference shielding requirements
standard way. An IEEE committee,
tie yourself to the conventions of GPM."
of this range of equipment. It has develP1174, has been formed to come up with
However, Hewlett-Packard Co. favors
oped its own open-standard architecture
one. "We're using secondary addressing,
the first approach, the single-primary,
for rf- and microwave-level equipment,
because it's real specific about GPIB,"
multiple-secondary addressing. The Palo
called the Modular Measurement System.
says National's Ron Wolfe. " But the minAlto, Calif., company wants to preserve
But Malcolm Levy, at Racal-Dana, beute you say you're not using GPIB,
the relationship between VXI and HPIB,
lieves that VXI is perfectly acceptable for
its version of IEEE 488. Not only is it sim- you're using aserial port like RS-232,
rf instruments. "The major problem is
pler to use, the company argues, but it which doesn't have any addressing
that instruments being as close as they
permits expanding the number of ad- scheme, or Ethernet, say, then secondary
are, can we get the rf performance in a
addressing doesn't make any sense."
dressable devices in aGPIB-controlled
VXI instrument? We believe the answer
Because embedded addressing lets the
system to more than 900. HP believes
system designer use logic addressing inis yes." Helping to prove his point, Racalthat when used in an IEEE 488 system,
Dana showed the company's first rf and
stead of the hardware addressing speciembedded addressing produces serious
microwave VXI instruments at ATE
fied by VXI, Wolfe points out, you can
performance degradation. It requires the
have processors on cards, or actual inWest, held in Anaheim, Calif., in January.
interface module in the VXIbus chassis to
So far, only alimited number of VXIstrument modules, or asubroutine in alistore, check, parse, and match each
compatible products of any kind are availbrary on some processor module. "You
string before relaying the command to
able, but the number is growing and their
can literally have thousands of instruthe appropriate module. The company
ments or functions in your system that dearth has not seemed to discourage poconcedes that for RS-232 or other serial
links to VXIbus systems, embedded ad- can be addressed and used in one consis- tential users. " Ithought there would be a
few years' delay, but people started calltent manner, and you don't care if it's
dressing is required.
hardware or software," he says. " Embeding up wanting to get products almost imNational Instruments also feels that
mediately when VXI was announced,"
embedded addressing is very difficult to
ded addressing also lets you get many

BUILDING AN INSTRUMENT STANDARD AROUND THE VMEbus
bus Extensions for Instrumentation."
T
As the name implies, it uses the VMEbus

he VXIbus takes its name from " VME-

standard (IEEE 1014) as abase and supplements it with features appropriate for
instrumentation systems, without changing the basic VME specification.
A VXI-based system consists of amainframe chassis and backplane connections
for mounting plug-in modules, or cards.
The system may consist of up to 256 devices, including one or more VXIbus subsystems. A VXIbus subsystem consists
of acentral timing module, referred to as
slot 0, with up to 12 additional instrument
106

modules. These 13 modules will fill astandard 19-in, cabinet, mounted vertically on
1.2-in. centers. Users can interconnect
multiple VXI chassis with the help of bus
extenders.
The VXIbus uses the standard Eurocard A and B module sizes specified by
VMEbus, but adds two larger sizes, Cand
D, all of which are spaced on 1.2-in. centers. The A board has asingle 96-pin connector known as Pl, while the Band C
boards have an additional connector, P2.
P2 adds a10-MHz emitter-coupled-logic
clock, ECL and analog supply voltages,
ECL and TTL trigger lines, an analog

summing bus, amodule-identification
line, and adaisy-chain 12-bit structure
known as the local bus. This local bus can
be largely defined by the module manufacturer. The largest module, the D-size
board, is aimed at higher-performance instrumentation. It adds athird connector,
designated P3, which not only provides
the same resources as P2, but adds a100MHz clock and synchronization signal
and additional power-voltage lines, six additional parallel ECL trigger lines, and a
two-line, so-called STAR bus to provide bidirectional communication between each
instrument module and slot 0.
—S. W.
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says Larry Desjardin, research and development section manager at HP's Loveland Instrument Division. " We announced our E1400A mainframe in August of last year, although we were shipping it earlier—in March—to some
customers. That was before there were
any instruments available. You wonder,
if there are no instruments, why would
they want cages? Well, we found that
people were using them to develop their
own custom modules for some unusual
functionality they needed."
That kind of interest is still alittle unusual, says Lou Klahn, marketing manager for Colorado Data Systems Inc., Inglewood, Colo., acompany that helped
pioneer the instrument-on-a-card concept.
"There's been abig rush toward developing product and alot of interest on the
part of the customer," Klahn says. " I
don't think that alot of customers have
put forth their hard-earned dollars yet,
but Ithink that's primarily abudget-cycle
problem as opposed to anything to do
with the technology or the standard
itself."
One possible reason for the deliberate
pace with which products are being introduced is the fact that some sophistication
is required of both designers and users of
VXIbus instrument systems. Designers
already familiar with VMEbus standards
will not have alot of difficulty with the
VXI extensions. However, those who
were used to putting rack-and-stack systems together via IEEE 488 will miss the
knobs and displays that enabled them to
set up and adjust the equipment.
VIRTUAL KNOBS. But more products are
starting to appear. In fact, the lack of
knobs and displays is itself giving rise to
awhole class of products: software tools
that produce virtual instrument displays
on aPC screen. They include National Instruments' LabWindows, an MS- DOSbased tool that permits program creation
and operation through alibrary of instrument control functions. LabView, asimilar package for the Macintosh, is also
available from National. Wavetek's Wavetest and HP's newly introduced Interactive Test Generator are equivalent
tools. Although designed initially for the
PC-based instrument-on-a-card market,
they can easily be adapted to VXI
through aGPIB interface such as National Instruments' GPIB-VXI or Colorado
Data Systems' 73A-151. In fact, at the
ATE West show in January, National
showed aversion of LabWindows designed to work directly with VXI systems, although it is not yet aproduct.
VXI-system-development tools and
mainframes are also becoming available
from several companies, among them
Colorado Data Systems, Hewlett-Packard, and Tektronix. For those ATE system designers who want an optimum
match between the high performance of
Electronics/ March 1989

THE AIR FORCE AND NASA MOVE ON VXI
ir Force support is abig factor in the
development of VXIbus. One of the
A
first major military contracts based on the

hard time supporting the system in the
future. With VXI, you can add devices
when you want. If Idesign my own bus,
standard is adeal worth $72 million for the
it's awhole new system for the Air Force
to learn and support."
Corsair Avionics System Tester. CAST is
Another major use of VXI will be in a
automatic test gear for testing the bombHewlett-Packard Co. automatic test sysing and navigation systems of the A-7 aircraft. Allied Signal Test Systems' Teter- tem for Rockwell International as part of
boro, N. J., division expects to complete a the space-shuttle program. The system is
actually being designed and built by
prototype In May and deliver production
Tasco Electronic Services Inc. of Anaunits next January.
heim, Calif. It will include several com"VXI allows us to use standard, availmercial modules, says Carmy Yellin, a
able, off-the-shelf instruments," says
Lawrence Gioielli, engineering manager Tasco senior system engineer. But its
core is aTascodesigned programmable
for the A-7 at Allied Signal. "So the real
serial word generator, recorder, and anasaving isn't just up front—it's in the lifelyzer built to VXI standards. Tasco plans
cycle costs. If you had agroup of unique
-S. W
instruments, the Air Force would have a to offer the unit as aproduct.
struments. " IEEE 488 go away? Idon't
the VXIbus and the breadth of software
afforded by direct PC control, Radix Mi- think so," says Radix Microsystems' Mycrosystems' EPG2, and the 73A-160 VXI- ers. " Ithink there will be ashort-term
tendency for anyone who has an idea for
bus-compatible personal computers will
the world's best next instrument to do it
be welcome. They are 80386 and 80286both for 488 and VXI, and then there'll be
based PC ATs, respectively, which are desome point when people won't consider
signed to plug into VXI C-sized main488 any more."
frames. They not only provide IEEE 488
Others, like Colorado Data Systems'
interfaces, but can also act as complete
VXI resource managers. " If you have a Klahn, point out that some types of instruments—spectrum analyzers, for exPC embedded in aVXI environment, you
ample—do not lend themselves to modularity. And Bo Ray, vice president of
marketing for Rapid Systems Inc., amanUsing VXIbus demands
ufacturer of instruments on cards for
sophistication, but software
PCs, says, "VXI is agreat standard, and
is making it easier
will be very important. But amajority of
instrumentation situations call for asingle instrument. The cost of PCs is coming
down and the power is going up, and alot
end up with avery high-performance sysof software is available. So we see acontem, because you're not using the slow
tinuing market for PC-instrument cards
GPIB interface to communicate and
in acost-conscious environment."
transfer data back and forth," says Glen
Not everyone is so sanguine about the
Myers, president of the Beaverton, Ore.,
future of monolithic benchtop instrucompany. "Also, the PC world has atrements or non-VXI PC-based instruments.
mendous amount of software available
"I think in the long term, the days of the
that will be useful in aVXI environment.
instrument panel with control buttons
To us it makes sense to put the PC in the
mainframe and have the PC have direct and little displays are over," says Richard
Faubert, vice president of product develaccess to the instrument at the full bandwidth of the bus, to be able to drive the
opment at GenRad Inc. in Concord, Mass.
"VXI with instruments on acard and
TTL and ECL trigger lines from the VXI
backplanes directly." Tektronix, which
some kind of PC with windows is the way
owns 40% of Radix, showed its own Dto go." GenRad sees VXI as auseful adsized version of the EPC-2, designated junct to the automated test equipment
business, but without amajor impact on
the 5530, at ATE West.
ATE itself.
National introduced one popular inter"We have adevelopment effort to get
face product early in the game. Its GPIBVXI board performs transparent converourselves ready to be able to provide custom options—it isn't that we will have a
sion of IEEE 488 signals and protocols so
fixed set of instrumentation available,"
that an IEEE 488 controller can control
Faubert says. " It will be used by the cusVXIbus instruments alongside IEEE 488
tom-products operation where that group
instruments.
can add instrumentation, particularly anEven after VXI-compatible products
alog, at customers' requests. We're trystart appearing in larger numbers, noing to get up to speed to be able to select
body expects that VXI is going to replace
GPIB any time soon. Neither will the VXI
and integrate VXI boxes into the mainproducts eliminate monolithic bench inline system."
D
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Technologies.
The solution is at hand, with parts,
design andproduction assistance
from OKI
Oki is ready to help you speed product development,
improve your production efficiency and shave costs with
integrated system technologies and constant technical support.
Old is more than aone-stop source of the highest-quality
electronic devices and state-of-the-art ASIC design and
production. We provide total project assistance, from design and
manufacturing of system components and modules to technology
assistance, available at any development stage, through design
centers in the U.S., Europe, and Asia.
High-Speed 1Megabit Graphic Memories
Old graphic memories — 1M-bit multi-port DRAM and
1M-bit field memory with fast access times, high densities and
low power dissipation, widely assure ASIC flexibility for your
graphic systems. Multi-port, for PCs and work stations. Field
memory, for digital TV, video system and VTR applications.
Multi-port
DRAM: 256K words x4bits
JEDEC standard options
SAM: 512 words x4bits
Serial read/write
33MHz clock rate
Field memory
256K words x4bits Refresh-free
Completely asynchronous read/
write 33MHz clock rate
Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Electronic Devices Group
Overseas Marketing Group
Head Office Annex
10-3, Shibaura, 4-chome,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan
Te1:3-454-2111
Fax:3-798-7643
Telex:J22627 OKIDEN

Oki Electric Europe GmbH
Hellersbergstr. 2,
D-4040 Neuss 1,
West Germany
Tel: 2101-15960
Fax: 2101-103539
Telex:8517427 OKI D

Oki Semiconductor Group
785 North Mary Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, U.S.A.
Tel: 408-720-1900
Fax: 408-720-1918
Telex: 296687 OKI SUVL
Oki Electronics
(Hong Kong) Ltd.
16th Floor, Fairmont House,
8Cotton Tree Drive, Hong Kong
Tel: 5-263111
Fax: 5-200102
Telex: 62459 OKIHK HX

OKI
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Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Tokyo. Japan

U. S. SLICE OF GaAs-IC MARKET
WILL SHRINK...
REST OF WORLD
\ 2%

MOVIN' ON UP IN THE
PC-LAN MARKET
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EUROPE
11%

1985
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1%
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SOURCE: INTEGRATED CIRCUIT ENGINEERING INC
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CITIZENS OF
THE WORLD
The Precision Etch 8300A provides
reactive ion etch capability for
most of the world's advanced
waferjab facilities.

The multi-chamber Precision 5000
Etch is the worldwide system of choice
for etching critical silicorrfilms.

The unique process wheel
of the Precision Implant
9(X)0 series is one reason
Applied ion implanters
are being selectedfor
advanced waferfah lines
around the globe

Thefully automated
Precision Jipi 7010 has
helped make Applied
the uorld leader in
cpitaxtal deposition.
With the Precision 5000 CID,
Applied quickly achieved market
leadership in chemical vapor
deposition.

In semiconductor fabrication facilities
around the world, one name needs no
translation. Applied Materials.
Applied Materials is the leading independent manufacturer of production equipment
for the worldwide semiconductor industry.
We became world class by developing close
relationships with companies in virtually
every nation of the free world where semiconductors are produced. By building engineering and manufacturing facilities on three

continents. And by establishing the industry's
most reliable support organization. with nearly
30 locations spanning the globe. In short, by
making our products and employees respected
Citizens of the World.
No matter where you produce semiconductors, talk with us about our systems for
chemical vapor deposition, dry plasma etching,
epitaxial deposition and ion implantation.
And you won't need an interpreter. We speak
your language.

APFLIED MATERIALS
3050 Bowers Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95054-3299
(408) 727-5555, Telex 34-6332
CApplied Materials, Inc.,1988. Al rights reserved.
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If this is how you see
LEDs,the ad is over.
The popular myth goes something like this: 'An LED, is an LED, is an LED!' Or: " If
you've seen one, you've seen them all:' And of course: "LEDs? They're commodity products."
Notions we at Dialight, steadfastly reject. And once you're familiar with our products,
you'll know why.
Take our Circuit Board Indicators. Single or multiple discretes aligned in asturdy
plastic housing, complete with their own current limiting resistor. The entire assembly
polarity-keyed to guarantee correct insertion.
Each unit is 100% tested—ready to insert for wave soldering. No leads to bend, trim, or
break. No time wasted fumbling with discretes.
Dialight pioneered the concept more than fifteen years ago to satisfy the OEM need for
fast and reliable circuit board installation of LEDs. And we've been
perfecting it ever since. Developing hundreds of standard and custom
designs. A heritage of technological advance you can see in our new
super- bright gallium aluminum arsenide units.
All meticulously engineered with the understanding
that the failure of a jelly bean product" can cost thousands
in end-user downtime, and who-knows-what in
customer loyalty.
The same understanding might bring
you to call 201-223-9400, or write Dialight
Corporation, 1913 Atlantic Ave., Manasquan,
NJ 08736, and ask for our catalog or a
product sample. At the very least, it's brought
you to the real end of our ad.

DIALIGHTCORPORATION

A Cambridge Electronic Industries Company

Engineering is the only commodity we sell.
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A FIVE-YEAR PLAN THAT
REALLY WORKS
At Analog Devices, detailed agendas spark growth
iveyear plans are helpful
corporate strategic-planning tools, but it's doubtful that many of them are
as detailed involve as many people, or
are as pub ic as those that guide Analog Devices Inc. They force Analog to
analyze what kind of company it is and
should be, and they also force
a consensus commitment
among senior managers. The
current version, covering
1988-1992, is the fourth. It
embodies ideas from 150 people on 16 committees and
task forces and was almost
two years in the making.
Something else about the
plans: they seem to help stimulate growth at Analog.
Since the company wrote the
first one in 1972, revenue
growth has averaged about
25% ayear—from $15.6 million that year to $439 million
for fiscal 1989, which ended
last Oct. 31.
Not all the plans have met
all the goals of the Norwood,
Mass., manufacturer of analog and digital signal-processing products—primarily integrated circuits.
The most painful and glaring failure
was the anemic growth performance of
the company in 1985 and 1986, says
Ray Stata, chairman and president.
With the plan calling for revenue
growth of 27% and 12% in those years,
the actual increases were just 3% and
4%. Stata attributes the low growth to
"an unusually violent boom-bust cycle
of semiconductor production and inventory accumulation."
As the driving force behind the fiveyear-plan concept, Stata says that he
has been pivotal in formulating and executing the schemes. However, his input has diminished over time as he has
deliberately involved more senior planners. "But the CEO has an important
role in setting expectations for the
planning process," Stata says. "Equally important, when the plan is finished,
the CEO has aunique responsibility to
communicate the plan," both inside and
outside the company.
There are 11 major objectives in the
Electronics/ March 1989

current program. A key one is revenue
growth of 20% per year and return on
capital of 15%, both figures outpacing
the industry average. Achieving the
revenue-growth goal would make Analog Devices a $900 million corporation
in 1992.
Some of the plan's other objectives

aren't as easily measured but are no
less important, Stata says. Those include meeting employee expectations
for employment security and personal
growth; achieving excellence in lowcost, high-volume manufacturing; and
achieving continuous organizational
learning and improvement.
The foundation for the plan was laid
almost two years before it was finished, with formation of astrategic
planning committee. The early meetings were essentially brainstorming
sessions among top management to determine corporate objectives "and identify the significant things we had to
change as acompany—the imperatives
for change," Stata says.
The strategic planning committee
spun off task forces, which were
charged with addressing, among other
issues, human resources, quality improvement, and diversification. The
task forces in their turn have evolved
into several standing bodies, including
by Lawrence Curran

groups on business planning, human
resources, and information systems,
plus aquality-improvement steering
committee. They meet at least once a
quarter to monitor progress.
The "imperatives for change" that
grew out of the current plan included
recognition that the company needs to
penetrate new markets without losing
its leadership in those it dominates; become both aproduct innovator and lowcost producer; and improve in customer performance ratings.
Becoming alow-cost manufacturer
involves afundamental change and directly affects the firm's ability to crack
new markets, company executives say.
Historically, Analog's proprietary-products business has
involved high-performance,
relatively high-priced linear
and mixed-signal ICs produced in much lower volumes
than are digital circuits like
dynamic
random-access
memories. Consequently, the
firm had assigned relatively
low priority to economical
high-volume manufacturing.
But that's changing as the
company moves to provide
components that are used in
consumer audio and video
equipment as well as in disk
drives, all of which must be
produced in high volume at
competitive prices.
Another of the plan's objectives resulted in the formation of aquality-improvement program. That goal grew out of the company's recognition that although Analog Devices may be the market-share
leader in anumber of product categories, "we didn't stand out in the minds
of our customers as leaders in quality
and service," Stata says.
The quality push was actually
launched before the current plan was
written. But Analog has seen fit to
make quality improvement one of the
plan's 11 objectives: to achieve leadership in vendor ratings as measured by
on-time delivery, low rejection rates,
and overall responsiveness to customers' wishes.
Finally, while some may wonder how
the five-year plans affect Analog's
competitive position, Stata points out
that the amount of market, technology,
and product analysis that goes into the
plans can't help but make the company
astronger competitor. He reasons that
if the plans are sound "and we meet
our objectives, we'll be addressing the
competitive issues as well."
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he New
Harris Sedconducto[
Expanding your
horizons in signal
orocessing and control.

II>

Today, signal processing and control means much more to you than

it did just afew years ago. Increasingly sophisticated applications are blurring

the boundary between signal processing— both analog and digital— and data
processing. And your future designs are certain to require further integration
of these functions. II For The New Harris Semiconductor— acompany
combining the strengths of Harris, GE, RCA and Intersil—signal processing
and control is both our heritage and our future. II We understand the
myriad requirements of designing products for the real world. That's why we
specialize in providing both performance and application oriented solutions to
your design problems. At many levels of integration from discrete semiconductors to systems on achip. II No matter what your signal processing
and control requirements— from DC to microwave frequencies, from low
power consumption to high speed operation, from precision input to high
power/high voltage output—The New Harris Semiconductor has what you
need. With afull range of amplifiers, switches, optoisolators, discrete power,
smart power, data acquisition, logic, digital signal processing, microprocessors
and rricrocontrollers. And our expertise in analog anddigital lets us put them
both together to meet your most complex system requirements. III In
signal processing and control, The New Harris Semiconductor is what your
vision of the future demands. Today. Il For more information and afree
1989 calendar call, toll-free, 1-800-4-HARRIS, Ext. 1989. ( In Canada,
1-800-344-2444, Ext. 1989.)

GD HARRIS
s.oNoucTop
HARRIS

RCA

GE

IIITERSII

What your vision of the future demands. Today.
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Breakthrough in MBE and UHV
Thin Film Evaporation Technology
Breakthrough! Now available: multipocket Electron Beam
sources for MBE and UHV • Especially developed and
built by L.H. for meeting extreme requirements. Benefits:
•High stability and repeatability with excellent evaporation control especially during low deposition rates • No
cross contamination between pockets • All parts are
UHV-compatible with no outgassing • Bakeable up to
250°C • Very reliable, even under extreme conditions.
And now the whole spectrum of Electron Beam sources:
•Single and multipocket sources with up to 6kW power
for III-V MBE • Single and multipocket source with 40 cc
capacity and single-pocket source with 120 ce capacity for
Si-MBE.

QLI

LEYBOLD

For further information, please call CA (408) 436-2822 or
CT (203) 741-2267.

LH Electron Beam Sources —Your Source of Quality
LEYBOLD AG — A Degussa Company

LEYBOLD
TECHNOLOGIES INC.
120 Post Road
Enfield, CT 06082
Westcoast Office:
1876 Hartog Drive
San Jose, CA 95131

Circle 37 on reader service card

LEYBOLD AG
Wilhelm-Rohn-Str. 25
PO. Box 1555
D-6450 Hanau 1
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COMPANIES TO WATCH
THE QUIET MONEY MAKER
SPINS OFF STARTUPS ITS OWN WAY
Burr-Brown's inside ventures get into the black in ahurry
TUCSON, ARIZ.

urr-Brown

Bmarch to adifferent drummer. In part that's because the
Corp. always did

components maker has been doing business since 1956 far out
of the geographic mainstream,
down the road from Phoenix
and nearly 1,000 miles away from Silicon
Valley, and partly because the firm's
products aim at uncrowded niches. One
result of the path blazing is near-anonymity: despite an enviable record, BurrBrown is one of the least-known chipbased firms.
The company has parlayed its specialty
in linear-conversion devices and the dataacquisition equipment that uses them
into sparkling annualized growth rates.
For much of the decade they've exceeded
20%. Burr-Brown even sailed relatively
unscathed through the downdraft that
drove most chip firms deeply into the red
in 1984-85. And now with its basic stand
established, it is adding anew arrow to
its quiver. As is typical with the firm, it is
taking abasic tactic—spin-offs—and giving it atwist.
Not that the company appears to need
anything new. Net income in 1988 was
$11.5 million on nearly $177 million in revenue, both records. "They've built agood,
solid company," says Raj Rajaratnam, financial analyst at New York's Needham
& Co. He says, and other analysts who
track the firm agree, that "Burr-Brown
usually does things its own way."
Rajaratnam is most impressed with
Burr-Brown's success in international
markets. He points to Japan, where it has
more than athird of its sales. "It's done
the best job there of any U. S. chip company," he says. Pacing the company's Japanese action is adigital-to-analog chip for
compact-disk players, accounting on its
own for some $25 million or 75% of its
market. In the wings, awaiting the predicted takeoff of digital audio tape, is an
analog-to-digital unit, the PCM78, that
could be as successful as its CD mate.
Moreover, the company's customer roster of the largest Japanese consumerelectronics houses makes it even more
unusual among U. S. chip-based firms.
Since it started selling in Japan in 1975, it
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has gone about its work quietly,
with no complaints about Japanese trade barriers or nationalistic buying practices. It has
done nothing unusual—it divines customer needs early,
works closely with them, and
delivers quality products on
time—but it has done them well. A major
reason, says president and chief executive officer James J. Burns, is that "it's
always aJapanese national [from BurrBrown] sitting across from those Japanese customers."
Not content to rest on those laurels,
Burr-Brown is turning to another approach to spur growth from new businesses. Using so-called int.rapreneurship,
it involves helping employees with new
ideas to spin off companies that will exploit them. The point is to keep those em-

ployees from leaving to do their own
thing. If they stay, the parent company
can share the fruits of their ingenuity.
The technique has been tried elsewhere
with varying degrees of success; characteristically, Burr-Brown is doing it with a
twist. It launched successful spin-offs—in
personal-computer expansion boards, specialty power supplies, and modems and
multiplexers—between 1983 and 1986.
Now a fourth, in communication networks, is being prepared for launching.
One difference from other companies'
inside spin-offs, which usually take a
while to show profits, is that all three of
Burr-Brown's went into the black about
18 months after startup. Although their
total sales volume is still only about $11
million, the signs are pointing to arapid
climb, says Burns.
The main problem with intrapreneurial

Checking the latest product of Intelligent Instrumentation

Inc., aBurr- Brown venture, are Jim

Burns, left, president of Burr- Brown, and Gene Tobey, president of the new venture.
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spin-offs, say management experts familiar with the technique, is getting the right
mix of independence and attention from
the parent. Spinning the venture off too
far from the support of the mother ship
can sink it without atrace. On the other
hand, holding on too tightly risks smothering it "in the bear hug of corporate bureaucracy," says Gene E. Tobey, who
started Burr-Brown's unsuccessful attempt at growth through internal development, adepartment to start new businesses. It closed in 1982. He now heads
the successful PC-board spin-off.
From the start, the major organizing
point was "to give them freedom to act,"
Burns says, recognizing from the outset
that without granting latitude "to make
their own mistakes," nothing lasting
could be accomplished. However, to avoid
letting any mistakes become terminal,
such corporate services as finance, marketing, and technology are there for the
asking. But these were to be used only
when executives of the spin-offs needed
them, and not specified as part of the
deal. Most other startups begin with
many such controls, but Burns thinks
that only aflexible agreement will work.
His other maxim is along-range timetable. "Don't be in ahurry," he says; forcing growth before building asolid base
courts trouble.
The stab at internal growth failed because "they were never on their own, and
the bureaucracy imposed itself," Burns
says. Tobey confirms that heavy corporate participation in decision making and
some other things shackled the launching
of products into risky new segments,
where the highest potential lay. "We never really found what clicked, except for
pushing what we already had," he recalls.
So when Burns offered the chance to
try his hand again in 1983, Tobey jumped
at it. The new venture, aimed at what was
then anascent market in PC expansion
boards for data acquisition, is Intelligence Instrumentation Inc. Its PCI20000
line offers a broad choice of PC
instruments.
MONEY RAN OUT. Though the company is
now in the pink, Tobey admits to making
the typical error of many startups—
spending the initial stake too quickly,
overestimating sales, and thus running
out of capital early on. "It was some of
the pain of areal startup, but good old
Burr- Brown wouldn't let us sink," he
says. When he called, the corporate cavalry arrived in the form of help in arranging abank credit line and installing good
financial controls. Tobey found too that
Burr-Brown's worldwide marketing organization is abig advantage with customers. Burr-Brown holds 79% of each unit,
with the remaining ownership in the
hands of employees, as additional
incentives.
The second venture was Analog Micro118

BURR-BROWN CLIMBS QUIETLY
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systems Inc., making specialty power
supplies. The third, Dataforth Corp.,
manufactures modems and multiplexers
for short-haul industrial communications
of less than 6,000 ft. The presidents of the
units, Larry McDonald and Lee Payne,
respectively, were previously BurrBrown engineering managers. The
fourth unit now being planned is in communication networks.
Burns says the ventures are about
where he expects them to be. He sees

their big growth coming during 1990, after an anticipated business slowdown this
year.
Starting the spin-offs has become a
glamour job to Burr-Brown executives,
and even to the official supervising them,
W. Grafton Burger, vice president for
corporate development. Burns confesses
that he has an ulterior motive in whipping
up this interest in spin-offs. "They're a
good way to train general managers," he
says.
-Larry Waller

XYLOGICS DIVER SIFIES,
BUT WITH DISCI PLINE
BURLINGTON, MASS.

been an up-and-down ride over the
last dozen years for Xylogics Inc. The
company has probably got the largest
share of the market it's in—computer peripheral controller boards—but the going
has been tough. It grew fast in infancy,
but sagged badly after losing sight of its
primary business. Now under more disciplined management, Xylogics is coming
on strong again.
At the moment the firm is diversifying,
but this time with asober step into communications controllers. It is not about to take
aquantum leap like the one it took into
computer systems six years ago—astep
that almost deep-sixed the company.
Founded in 1977 to provide controllers—primarily for Digital Equipment
Corp. disk and tape drives—Xylogics
quickly became the market-share leader.
The company's revenue had grown to $10
million by 1982 and it was profitable in its
first four years. Then came changes.
IL,

Xylogics branched into DEC-compatible subsystems and systems, selling to
both original-equipment manufacturers
and end users. " We built aproduct but
didn't have the marketing and field-service resources to support it," says Chappell "Chap" Cory III, senior vice president for marketing operations and corporate development. " It was agood product
technically, but nobody had done abusiness plan." By 1983, Xylogics had lost its
leadership in DEC peripheral controllers
and its market identity, and it was losing
money on declining revenues. The net
loss for that year was $2.9 million on revenue of .6million.
That crisis led to aseries of events that
saved Xylogics from "hemorrhaging badly," says Bruce Bergman, chief executive
officer and chairman. Then-president
Wayne Griffiths resigned and was replaced by interim CEO Tom Gnuse of
Prime Capital Management, Stamford,
Conn., aXylogics investor. He laid off
Electronics / March 1989
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*Astro-Med's New Technology eliminates the pen, eliminates the pen
motor, eliminates most of the moving parts and 99% of recorder problems. It's the ideal design for afield
recorder. Our new Dash II model MT
assures reliability and accuracy under
the most brutal field conditions—
shock and vibration, heat and cold,
and cruel chemical atmospheres. And
it produces the clearest, sharpest
tracings you have ever seen— on low
cost thermal paper.
Compact & Lightweight; Only
32 Lbs. With Batteries
Battery/AC/or 12 VDC
DC to 500 Hz Full Scale
Rea Time Frequency Response
Prints Time and Date
Separate or Overlapping Channels
Proven Reliability— Full 2-Year
Warranty
1
- .
, for fre_
Dash It video!
Toll free 800-343-4039

EIE.
Astro-Mecl,Ine
Astro-N'ed Industrial Park
West Warwick, Rhode Island 02893
1401) 828-4000 Toll Free 800-343-4039
Telex No. 710-382-6409
Fax (401) 822-2430

Choose from our complete family of New Technology recorders for your particular application.

-1 1 1 10
Model MT-9500 records eight full 40 mm wide channels with frequency response from DC to 5 KHz real
time, full scale on low cost thermal paper Data capture capability includes " instant slow motion replay."
Channels may be overlapped to facilitate comparative waveform analysis.

Model MT-8800 records eight 20 mm channels to
5 KHz real I:me, full scale. Features zero chart drift,
high- contrast .5harp tracings, and separate or overlapping channels. Ideal for Cath Lab. ICU, OR as
well as general industrial recording.

Circle 3

Model MT-8500 records eight 20 mm channels,
expandable instantly to 200 mm for easy comparative waveform analysis. Minimal front panel controls and compact design. Ideal for host operations,
dedicated long-term monitoring, and portable field
applications.
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some 20% of the work force.
At the same time, the transition management team of treasurer and senior
vice president for finance Vincent Salvi,
Gnuse, and Cory shed the system and
subsystem business to refocus the company on OEM board-level controllers.
This time the focus had aMultibus flavor,
because research indicated asubstantial
market opportunity in that segment.
Finally, Bergman was recruited from
his post as general manager of IBM-compatible controller and subsystem operations at Control Data Corp. of Minneapolis, and became president and CEO in July
of 1983. He says he joined Xylogics armed
with awell-defined business plan that included adding peripheral controllers for
Multibus-based systems.
0000 FIT. "
Iwas an ideal fit for Xylogics," Bergman says. " IBM Corp. was
shipping the 3380 disk drive; we were facing arevenue dip because CDC didn't
have a3380." In search of alternate business, Bergman developed plans covering
various products, including peripheral
controllers for Multibus-based systems.
But CDC didn't implement any of those
plans, so Bergman "hit the ground running at Xylogics with aplan on day one,"
he says.
Coincidentally, Xylogics had cracked
the Multibus realm earlier in 1983 when
its 440 Multibus controller was picked by
Sun Microsystems Inc., Mountain View,
Calif., for use in awork station.
Bergman and Salvi soon secured $2.25
million in new equity from investors. The
company began investing in new products and technology that have helped expand product breadth and improve performance. Those include additional Multibus products, controllers that are compatible with Control Data's Storage
Module Drive interface, plus an important effort to design application-specific
chips to boost controller performance.
The new team and market focus led to
aturnaround in October 1984. Although
the company lost money that year, it returned to profitability that month. By its
initial public offering in March of 1987,
Xylogics attracted $10.7 million.
Peter Savage, the president and chief
operating officer who was named in late
January, is an extension of the new management. He had been vice president for
engineering. Bergman credits Savage
with developing Xylogics' architecture
for the SV series of controllers for highperformance disk drives. It uses the IPI-2
Intelligent Peripheral Interface standard
introduced last fall [
Electronics, November 1988, p. 23].
John Berylson, recently apartner with
Cowen & Co., an investment banking
firm in Boston, says Bergman and Salvi
complement each other nicely. Cowen
helped underwrite Xylogics' initial public
offering. "Bruce is good at strategic plan-

2

o

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988*

*NOTE: DIP REFLECTS R&D INVESTMENT OF $4.7 MILLION, OR 17%
SOURCE. ELECTRONICS

In 1983, the new CEO hit the
ground running with a
Multibus plan

ning; Vin is good at projecting the numbers and assessing the risks" of those
plans, Berylson says.
But detailed planning of the company's
most important new direction—communications controllers—falls mostly to Cory,
who has been with Xylogics almost since
its inception. He says the company is
wary about going off in too many directions in light of its near-fatal experience.
The product line now includes abroad
range of Multibus offerings, high-performance SMD controllers, Enhanced SmallDisk-Interface controllers, and newer 32bit controllers for VMEbus systems, as
well as communications controllers. The
latter thrust began with the 780, which
Xylogics claims is the first communications controller using a32-bit data path.

It supports 16 full-duplex asynchronous
ports at 9,600 bits/s.
Analyst Berylson sees little risk in the
communications-controller business for
Xylogics: "This should be an almost riskless product extension, not anew business. The risk will be in making it profitable." Perhaps the biggest challenge facing Xylogics, says Berylson, is growing
as fast as it must. "It needs abigger critical mass, and there will be alot of pressure on it to grow fast—by acquisition or
otherwise," he says. Xylogics acquired a
terminal-server product line last December from Encore Computer Corp. of Marlboro, Mass.—its first acquisition.
Bergman's goals for the company include having it recognized as aleader in
both peripheral and communications controllers and having revenue of $100 million " in the early 1990s." That kind of
growth and recognition can come
through "aggressive research and development investment, and by acquisition of
product lines, technologies, or entire companies," he says.
—Lawrence Curran
Electronics/ March 1989

ADVANTEST
Spectrum
analyzers
deliver
on-the-mark
signal-analysis
accuracy.

At ADVANTEST, the goal is to develop and deliver
spectrum analyzers as general tools for measuring virtually
any quantity or phenomenon that can be viewed in the
frequency domain. The key to high spectrum purity is
in-house developed YIG ( yttrium- iron-garnet) technology.
And ADVANTEST spectrum analyzers offer much more
than just spectrum analysis. They feature such convenient
functions as frequency counting, direct- reading field
strength measurement, interference noise measurement,
occupied bandwidth measurement, and automatic measurement of adjacent channel leakage power. The use of a
built-in tracking generator enables wide- dynamic-range
measurement of the frequency response of filters and
amplifiers. In addition, phase and group delay measurements provide not only highly accurate data, but enable
amultifaceted approach to the measurement task as well,
thereby improving the reliability of measurement results.
The bottom line for the user is a powerful arsenal of
frequency-analysis tools that provide the right answers,
in ahighly usable form.
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Shin,uku-NS Building, 4-1, Nishi-Shinjuku 2-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 163, Japan
Phone:(03)342-7500

Facsimile:(03)342-7410

300 Knightsbridge Parkway, Lincolnshire IL 60069, U.S.A.

Telex:232-4914 AOVAN J

Phone:(312)634-2552 Facsimile:(312)634-2872

Advantest UK Limited CI Tower, St. Georges Square, High Street, New Malden, Surrey, KT3 4HH, U.K. Phone:(01)336-1606 Facsimile:(01)336-1657
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TO- 5 RELAY
The Unforgettable Maglatch TO-5
•Non-destructive memory
•Low power consumption
•Inherently bi-stable pulse operation
•CMOS compatible Centigricl version

The Maglatch TO-5. It's a

in aCMOS compatible version as

legend in its own time. The little

The Maglatch's inherently

magnetic latching relay that just

low intercontact capacitance gives

directly with CMOS level signals,

won't forget. It can't. Because

it high isolation and low insertion

with no outside amplification.

once you set it with abrief pulse

well. This version can be driven

loss up through UHF, making it

That cuts down on the number of

of coil voltage, it simply stays in

ideal for RF switching applications.

components and connections, for

that state until reset. Even if the

And its tiny footprint makes it

even greater system reliability.

system loses power.

ideal for high density printed

In applications where power

circuit boards.

drain is critical, the Maglatch

The Maglatch TO-5comes in

TO-5is unbeatable. Since no

commercial/industrial versions as

holding power is needed, it uses
less energy than any other type of

well as military versions qualified
to "L',' "M" and "P" levels of

relay on the market.

MIL-R-39016. And now it comes

The Maglatch TO-5. It's the
world's smallest relay with indestructible memory. Call or write
today for complete information.

IrTELEDYNE RELAYS
Innovations In Switching Technology

Circle 34
Teledyne Relays, 12525 Daphne Ave., Hawthorne, California 90250 • (213) 777-0077/European Headquarters: W Germany: Abraham Lincoln
Strasse 38-42, 6200 Wiesbaden/Belgium: 181 Chaussee de la Hulpe, 1170 Brussels/U.K.: The Harlequin Centre, Southall Lane, Southall, Middlesex,
UB2 5NH/ Japan: Taikoh No. 3Building, 2-10-7 Shibuya, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo 150/France: 85-87 Rue Anatole-France, 92300 Levallois-Perret.
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PEOPLE TO WATCH
HOW MIKE BENNET1 PLANS TO GUIDE
INTERLAN'S SKYROCKETING GROWTH
He wants to leverage the company's in-house talent to expand into software
BOXBOR01.13H, MASS.

Michael Bennett
VW joined Interlan Inc. early
last year as vice president for
operations, he felt as if he were
hitching a ride on a rocket.
That's understandable: the company's fortunes were zooming.
Revenue had grown at more than 40% annually for several years.
The rocket is still climbing, but now
Bennett, the new president and chief executive officer, is steering and he's intent
on breaking through the $50 million barrier and soaring on to POO million in annual revenue.
Bennett, 37, was recruited by his predecessor and friend, Michael Barker. It had
been Barker's intention for some time to
leave the company after turning the business around. That done, he brought Bennett aboard in January 1988. The plan from
the start was for Bennett to take over at
Interlan, asupplier of local-area-network
products that integrate computer systems
shared by departmental work groups.
Barker's task was the result of aslowdown that afflicted Interlan afew years
after the company was founded, in 1981.
At first Interlan had taken off fast, but
within four years growth had slowed seriously enough for the company to start
casting about for acorporate parent. It
found one in Micom Systems Inc., aSimi
Valley, Calif., provider of local-area- and
wide-area-network products. Micom acquired Interlan early in 1985.
PRIVATE AGAIN. But Bennett says the
marriage was never ahappy one, largely
because it stifled the entrepreneurial
spirit that had pervaded the original, independent Interlan. Part of his current
aim is to nourish that spirit, which was revived when Interlan was bought last September by Odyssey Partners, a New
York-based investment firm that returned it to its privately held status.
Before coming to Interlan, Bennett, a
fourth-generation Texan with traces of
his native accent still peppering his
speech, was ageneral manager at Tandy
Corp. in Fort Worth, Texas. In addition,
he has 12 years of general- and manufacturing-management experience at Digital
Equipment Corp., acquired in various
When
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create acompany people feel they can
DEC facilities in New England,
Phoenix, Scotland, and West grow with," he says. "Iwant to pay attention to the company environment and
Germany.
make it agood place to work. I'm not a
For some of those years
Barker and Bennett worked to- one-man show."
He says his approach encourages peogether at DEC. They discovered
ple to rise into the ranks of management,
their skills and temperaments
"because they can regard Interlan as
were different but complementary. "Mike is afantastic guy," Bennett their company, not Mike Barker's company. Iwant to make Interlan more than a
says. "But he's aone-man show, and his
view at Interlan was short-term. He's a quick stop in acareer progression."
LINING UP. To assist in that aim, Bennett
turnaround guy and he had ashort-term
recently organized Interlan's widely varcontract. His focus here was on what deal
ied products—there are 500 to 600 of
we can do this week with what originalequipment manufacturer. That's what them—into three lines: hardware-platform, network-management, and softthe company needed."
ware products, each of which is headed
Now that Interlan is back on its feet,
by aproduct-line director. The three dithe company needs someone who, in conrectors have gross-margin goals to meet,
trast to Barker, takes along-term view.
That's Bennett's forte. " My style is to plus responsibility for deploying engineering resources to meet product timetables and developing the following
year's financial plan.
On the financial front, Interlan had $32
million in revenue when it went private in
fiscal 1988. The company will complete its
fiscal year 1989 on March 31 at about $55
million, well above the revenue goal of
$44 million. Bennett expects growth rates
of between 30% and 35% in the next two
or three years, which would easily bring
the company through the $100 million plateau in 1992.
During that period, Bennett would like
to see Interlan's image evolve. Currently,
it's best known as aprovider of low-end
networking-hardware boards. He thinks
it can build on that. "We have some exceptional talent on the software side of
the house," he says, " and we're beginning to develop amore specific approach
to leveraging software sales."
Toward that end, Interlan recently introduced asoftware product that provides a link between Novell Inc.'s
NetWare LAN and apersonal-computerbased file server running OS/2 LAN
Manager software from Microsoft Corp.
It's called Interlan LAN Server and it enables transparent interoperability between aNetWare client and the LAN
Manager server.
"This is software only," Bennett says,
Bennett: My style is to create a company
"and we'll absolutely continue to develop
this kind of product."-Lawrence Curran
people feel they can grow with.'
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With such atechnological heritage, it
stands to reason that Chorus deserves a
break-the-mold marketing scheme, and
Bogoch has complied. Unlike the typical
marketing strategy for anew hardware
platform, he says, "We don't pay applicaNEW YORK
tions developers to port their programs to
compute server for Macintoshes.
the hardware. We have them do it on
What anovel idea.
speculation because they think the platBut, then, Sam Bogoch is anovel guy.
form is promising." So far, about 20 have
For one thing, he located his company,
signed up and the Chorus ComputeServer
Human Devices Inc., not in Silicon Valley
will begin shipping this month.
or on Boston's Route 128, but in New
"We're providing aback-end applicaYork's Greenwich Village. For another,
tions platform, not raw technology where
he's anonpracticing physician, agraduthe end user has to find away to use it,"
ate of Harvard University and Columbia
says Bogoch. While the underlying techUniversity Medical School. More to the
nology is exotic, it is virtually transparent
point, he has launched his first product,
to both users and programmers.
Chorus ComputeServer, with acreative
LINDA APPEAL. For applications developvision for delivering parallel-processing
ers, the programming environment Linda
technology to microcomputer users.
is aprime attraction in the Chorus ComAccording to Bogoch's vision, the platputeServer. Linda makes the task of portform would be built from the ground up
ing an application program over to aparto be acompute server. It would run at up
allel architecture almost as easy as callto 32 million floating-point operations/s
ing asubroutine.
using aparallel architecture based on InDeveloped at Yale University and marmos Corp.'s Transputers. It would aim at
keted by Scientific Computing AssoApple Computer Inc.'s Macintosh beciates, New Haven, Conn., Linda works
cause the Mac's interface encourages
best if the conventional program in Cwas
"people to do things they wouldn't try to
Bogoch wants to bring parallel processing to
written with parallel processing in mind,
do on awork station with acomplicated
the Macintosh masses.
says Bogoch. " It's going to put areal
interface." And he believes that applicadent in Occam and other screwball protions developers will support the system
face is so easy to use, programmers asgramming languages" that developers
because it is easy to use.
pire to create applications with much
once had to deal with to effect parallel
Bogoch sees business and technical mi- more functionality than they would on a processing on Transputer-based hardcrocomputing systems consisting of aus- machine with acomplicated interface."
ware, he says. Similarly, neither user nor
er's front end and acompute-server back
With that kind of orientation, it is not applications developer need worry much
end. While the front-end/back-end termi- surprising that the Apple Venture Capi- about the networking aspects of Chorus.
nology is not new, Bogoch has applied a tal Group in Cupertino, Calif., wants to
Besides C, Linda supports Pascal and
more rigorous definition to the idea.
learn more about Chorus and Bogoch. A Fortran development environments.
"Without acoherent user interface, we
unit of Apple Computer, the venture-capi"Linda does all the message-passing
don't consider amachine to be afront tal group " picks third-party companies
and data arbitration," he says. "We supend," he says. That leaves out IBM
whose success would be good for Apple
port Appletalk now and we'll have an
Corp.'s Personal System/2, Sun Micro- and gives them enough money so they
Ethernet option, but it will all be transsystems Inc.'s machines, and the other don't have to worry about real venture
parent to the programmer." Eventually,
computers that people assume have the
capitalists," says Bogoch. Interest is
he says, "Chorus will talk to any network
business and technical market tied up.
strong enough to prompt afirst meeting,
that's available."
"Apple is the only premier front end on
and Bogoch is hoping for more.
The company has shipped test systems
the market right now," he says.
In the meantime, the corporate strate- to Macintosh software developers, uniNOT YET. As he sees it, Sun and AT&T Co.
gy at Human Devices is to spin off the
versities, and major corporations. Comreally haven't established Open Look, a off-the-shelf Chorus hardware from the
mercial applications being adapted for
consistent user interface for Unix enviparent company. Human Devices was
parallel processing using Chorus include
ronments. IBM will eventually have Prefounded as ahardware consulting compathe 3D Works and RenderWorks animasentation Manager widely distributed
ny specializing in one-of-akind portable
tion packages from MacroMind; Crystal
and resident on many desktops—but it's
devices and neural networks. One such
Ball, aforecasting and simulation packnot there yet. Steve Jobs has got Next- design was areal-time controller for a age from Market Engineering; DimenStep, and the Open Software Foundation
wafer-fabrication plant. The consulting
sions RayTracer, a3-d modeling and raywill have its Motif software running business has doubled in sales every year.
tracing program from Visual Informasooner or later. "All those front-end envi"My interest has focused fairly sharply
tion; Inertia, astructural computer-aidedronments would complement our back
on Chorus," says Bogoch, "and our vice
design package from MCAE; and
end," says Bogoch, "but in fact the only
president, Tom Schultz, will take on most
HyperBrain, aneural-network program
one with an installed base is the Mac."
of the responsibility for Human Devices."
from Neuronics.
The applications in Bogoch's microcomIn fact, it was neural nets that got Boputing world view are, by necessity, comgoch the Dr. before his name. After Harpute-intensive programs that handle such
vard, he attended medical school at Co'Without a coherent user
applications as fully interactive finite-eleinterface, we don't consider a lumbia with neural nets in mind—and to
ment modeling, photorealistic graphics,
avoid writing adissertation. "But what I
machine to be a front end'
and financial modeling based on Monte
learned most about was people," he says.
Carlo simulations, which are used by
Maybe that's what accounts for his novel
stock analysts. "Because the Mac's interoutlook.
Jack Shandle

DR. BOGOCH PRESCRIBES A
COMPUTE-SERVER SOLUTION
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A defense against cancer
can be cooked up in your kitchen.
Fruits, vegetables, and wholegrain cereals such as oatmeal, bran
and wheat may help lower the risk
of colorectal cancer.
Foods high in fats, salt- or
nitrite-cured foods like ham, and

There is evidence that diet
and cancer are related. Some
foods may promote cancer, while
others may protect you from it.
Foods related to lowering the risk of cancer of the
larynx and esophagus all have
high amounts of carotene,
aform of Vitamin Awhich
is in cantaloupes, peaches,
broccoli, spinach, all dark
green leafy vegetables, sweet
potatoes, carrots, pumpkin,
winter squash and tomatoes,
citrus fruits and brussels
sprouts.
Foods that may
help reduce the risk
of gastrointestinal
and respiratory
tract cancer are
cabbage, broccoli,
brussels sprouts,
kohlrabi, cauliflower.

fish and
types of sausages smoked by traditional methods should be
eaten in moderation.
Be moderate in
consumption of alcohol also.
A good rule of
thumb is cut down on
fat and don't be fat.
Weight reduction may
lower cancer risk. Our
12- year study of nearly a
million Americans uncovered
high cancer risks particularly
among people 40% or more
overweight.
Now, more than ever, we
know you can cook up your own
defense against cancer. So eat
healthy and be healthy.
No one faces
cancer alone.

AMERICAN
CANC.ER
<SOC.IETY"

TV OR NOT TV? THAT'S BRANNON'S QUESTION
PRINCETON, N. J.

N

oless than other electronics industry
executives, Intel Corp.'s Bob Brannon
ponders the future. What sets his vision
apart is that it includes more than just the
traditional next generations of hardware—the personal computers, compactdisk read-only memories, and video random-access memories. For Brannon, abig
part of the picture includes that ubiquitous American species, the couch potato.
Brannon sees the future as being
largely shaped by amarriage of the personal computer and the TV set—avision
that's at the front of the industry's collective mind as it grapples with high-definition TV (see p. 70). Brannon's interest
comes as no surprise; after all, he's the
general manager of Intel's Digital Video
Interactive operation in Princeton.
But Brannon takes the scenario one
step further by pondering the fundamental nature of that match as it first reaches
the market: will it be aTV in aPC, or aPC
in aTV? To Brannon's mind, the answer
has implications for international trade
balances and technology leadership.
"Both the market push and the technology push will make it easier to put aTV
into a personal computer," he says.
That's pushing in the right direction for
Intel, which holds adominant position in
PC chips, and for the U. S. in general,
which is still the wellspring of PC software, hardware, and architectures.
If the goal is to market aTV with aPC
inside, the product is stuck with aprice
point of $500 to $1,000—a tall price/performance order for "full, deep interactivity," says Brannon. But the personalcomputer market is "much less price sensitive," with machines selling for $1,000
to $5,000 and beyond.

For those who object that TV's strongest appeal is the passivity it offers—witness the proud-to-be-a-couch-potato syndrome—Brannon presents what he calls
the Future/Interactive. " PC people are
not couch potatoes," he says. What's
more, "the 18-year-olds of today were the
first generation to grow up with the
Atari-games box, and the current 10-yearolds are growing up with amuch more
advanced version of that. As time goes
on, the demand for interactive toys and
tools will grow."
A GOOD FIT. The theory fits nicely into Intel's Digital Video Interactive game plan
as outlined by David House, general manager of the Microcomputer Components
Group, last October: training applications
followed by the educational market and
finally, the consumer market over the
next five years [
Electronics, November
1988, p. 32]. Using aproprietary chip set,
asecret compression algorithm, and a
CD-ROM drive, the technology offers fullmotion video along with extensive editing
capabilities.
Interactive TV will have no small effect
on the prospects for the future of the
U. S. consumer-electronics industry.
Should the market defy Brannon's logic
and follow the PC-in-a-TV scenario, Japan
would have the edge because of its production-technique and technology leads.
Besides TV technology, Japan also has
the upper hand in video RAMs, which will
be the memories of choice for either approach. Only Micron Technology Inc. in
Boise, Idaho, manufactures video RAMs
in the U. S., Brannon points out.
As the scenarios unfold, Brannon is
having as much fun as any industry observer watching the behind-the-scenes
race for dominance in PCs. " How to build

the next generation of PCs and what
they're going to be built out of is what
will separate the leaders," he says.
"There's atremendous set of decisions to
be made. All the present PC leaders have
arace on their hands."
Decisions include the extent to which
mixed media and full, deep interactivity
will be built into succeeding generations.
Other open questions involve the human
interface, graphics, and voice recognition.
Apple, Commodore, Compaq, and IBM
are among those struggling with these
questions in the U. S., he says, as are Fujitsu, NEC, and Sanyo in Japan and Amstrad, Olivetti, and Bull HN (formerly
Honeywell-Bull) in Europe.
"I believe they will all invest in DVI,"
says Brannon, "but that doesn't mean
they won't invest in other alternatives."
So Intel is not standing still—or limiting
its options. Research continues on all
fronts, including the compression/decompression algorithms. Algorithm development at other laboratories, including the
Media Lab at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, can be used in DVI hardware, for example, because the algorithms are stored in microcode.
It's been less than ayear since Intel
tapped Brannon's shoulder for the DVI
job. He had been general manager for
European Systems Operations before
coming to Princeton. Previous positions
at Intel and Hewlett-Packard Co. gave
him abackground in boards, software—
he negotiated Intel's Xenix agreement
with Microsoft Corp.—development systems, and components.
"They wanted someone who had done a
startup," he says, "somebody who could
parachute in, hire people, negotiate—and
go through the pain."
Jack Shandle

Nobody knows the 8051 family like MetaLink:..
Standard Features:
•

4,11icroICE-8052

Nobody.eel'
Contact us and find out why.
•OEM supplier to 8051 IC manufacturers
•unlimited FREE technical support

•Source Level Debug for PL\ M and 'C'
•HLL Single Stepping
•Source Level trace buffer data
•Debug with symbols, not HEX data
• 128K emulation memory
•16 MHz real-time emulation
•Up to 4K trace buffer
•All device unique capabilities FULLY
supported.
•No emulation `alterations' required
• 128K complex breakpoints

PC-Based 8051 Emulators
Starting at $ 1495*
Call for afree demo diskette
1-800 METAICE ®

rrEMetCli_.È
Corporation

8031, 8051, 8032, 8052, 8344, 1:1M4, 80C152JA/JB/JCJJD, 83C152JA/JC, 80C452, RIC51FA, 80515, 80535, 80512, 80532, 80513,

MetaLink Corporation
P.O. Box 1329, Chandler, AZ 85244-1329
(602) 926-0797 FAX: (602) 926-1198

800521, 800541, 80021, 8053, 80C154, 83CI54, 800451, 83C45I, 80052, 800652, 83C75I + CMOS + EPROMs + OTPs + + +

TELEX: 4998050 MTLNK
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Cut Your Potting
and Encapsulating Costs
and Improve Product
Performance
with
Conathane:
Conathane® EN2500 Series low cost
potting and encapsulating compounds
are ideal for a full range of electrical/
electronic applications— including transformers, modules, strain sensitive circuitry, coils, cable connectors and much
more!
This unique series consists of advanced technology polyurethane
compounds that feature:
• Improved thermal shock resistance over epoxy potting
compounds
• Excellent dielectrical properties
• Extremely low exotherm, shrinkage and component stress
characteristics
• Room or elevated temperature curing
• UL recognized and flame retardant versions available
• Non-MBOCA & non-TDI
The Conathane EN2500 Series is also
backed by CONAP's skilled customer service
personnel. They're available to work with
you at any time—your place or ours—to
ensure your complete satisfaction.
So call or write today for more information
on this outstanding series of potting and
encapsulating compounds. Just ask for
Selector Bulletin P-172.

cona

Conap Inc., Olean, NY 14760
716-372-9650, Telex: 5102452769
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Available in Quart,
Gallon, 5Gallon and 55
Gallon units.

forward Um. 1 year to
the annual Electronics World Market
Forecast edition. It always provides a
valuable service by presenting adiverse
set of statistics, covering all facets of our
industry in aconsistent and easily digestible format.
But in this year's
version, Iwas extremely disappointed to see aquotation
where comments I
had made relating to
past performance in
one sector of the market in 1988 were erroneously attributed to some future prospects for an entirely different sector of
the market in 1989 [
Electronics, January
1989, p. 98].
During preparation for this edition, I
was asked why the very high-speed bipolar
fuse-programmable sector of the programmable-logic-device market had slowed in
the latter half of 1988. Iattributed this to a
softening in demand from the personalcomputer makers.
My expectations, then, and now, were
for continued strong growth for CMOSbased reprogrammable logic in 1989 and
beyond. This is entirely consistent with the
forecast Imade in the fall. Recent forecasts by independent market-research organizations, such as Dataquest in San Jose,
Calif., and Integrated Circuit Engineering
and InStat, both of Scottsdale, Ariz., support agrowth- rate forecast of 100% or
more in the same period for which you
forecast only a9% increase.
CMOS-based PLDs serve an extremely
broad range of customers, with balanced
representation across computer, industrial, military, and telecommunication sectors of the domestic and international
markets. Therefore, they are far less likely to be affected by the fortunes of the
PC business than bipolar devices, which
depended heavily on this sector for their
growth in 1988.
Propelled by declining prices, enhanced
performance, and low cost, easy-to- use
PC-based computer-aided-engineering
tools—particularly CMOS erasable
PLDs—are rapidly replacing the standard CMOS and TTL families for most
general-purpose logic applications. This
fact is an important contributor to the declining sales you predict for CMOS (5%),
low-power Schottky (6%), and standard
'I'TL (-25%) logic later in the same article.
In fact, the Technology Research Group
Inc. of Boston claims that CMOS PLDs
will replace 80% to 90% of today's smalland medium-scale integration by the time
the mid- 1990s arrive.
David A. Laws
Altera Corp.
Santa Clara, Calif.
1
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22nd BIAS International
Automation and Instrumentation Conference and Exhibition
'89 edition devoted to Miero-electronics

1,600 exhibitors
from 24 Countries will present the world's high technology in six specialized areas:

Electronic Components and subsystems
•

Electronic Instrumentation for laboratory and research
Microcomputers and peripherals
Systems for testing and production
•

Systems for design
•

Specialized publications and documentation
Special Area devoted to:

At BIAS '89 - Microelectronics:

FAIlibiti0O

of Sefpor,

PRINTED CIRCUITS

Transducers and F, an,initter,

•Equipments
•Materials

Supported by the G.I.S.I. in Pavilion 14

•Technology

independent entry from Porta Agricultura

Entrances: Porta Carlo Magno and Porta Agricoltura
Open all day to qualified visitors: 9.30 a.m. - 6.00 p.m. - Schools: 2.00 p.m. - 6.00 p.m.
Secretariat:
Ente Italiano Organizzazione Mostre. Viale Premuda 2 - 20129 Milano ( Italy)
Tel ( 02) 5518.1842: 5518. I
844: 5518.1922 - Telex 352 I10 BIAS 1 - Fax ( 02) 54(X).481
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We promise to
tell die trudt
the whole truth and
nothing but the truth.
So help us BPA.
As amember of BPA ( Business Publications Audit of
Circulation, Inc.) this magazine subscribes to the principle
that it takes more than good faith to earn the business of
advertisers. It takes good figures.
BPA, an independent, not-for-profit organization,
audits our circulation data to make sure that advertisers
get exactly what they pay for: you.
Once ayear, BPA auditors examine our circulation list
to make sure it's correct and up to date.
The audit makes sure you are who we say you are.
It verifies your name, your company, your industry and
your job title. This information enables our advertisers to
determine if they're saying the right thing to the right
people in the right place.
It also gives us aprecise picture of who you are and,
therefore, agood idea of what you want as areader.
BPA. For readers it stands for meaningful information.
For advertisers it stands for meaningful readers. Business
Publications Audit of Circulation, Inc.
BPA
360 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10010.
Ilk make sure you get what you pay foz

v

BOOK REVIEW

TRACKING JAPAN'S
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
THE STRUCTURE OF THE JAPANESE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
By Dodwell & Co. Ltd.
Tokyo, Dodwell & Co. Ltd. 70,000 yen; $ 540

T

7!

he increasing value of the
book
and nine
so gets
shortergiants.)
shrift
than the
Japanese
yen and the lack of growth in
Tables compare the nine behethe formerly dominant consummoths with each other and with
er electronics sectors is forcing
13 foreign companies.
changes in the Japanese elecIn one sense, of course, much
tronics industry. Japanese man..-.---------z,
-ufacturers are pushing their 1/ of the information in this book
was out of date before it was
low-value-added products offshore and concentrating on making high- published. But it does capture the state of
er-value-added products at home. Import- the industry at acertain point, as its title
promises. And it should be auseful started products ranging from low-end coning place for anyone who needs to know
sumer gear from newly emerging counabout Japanese electronics, because it intries to minicomputers and work stations
dicates what kind of information is readifrom the U. S. have become more competly available and the sources for it. Some
itive in Japan.
parts, such as the convenient English list
Meanwhile, other Japanese industries—those that are in worse straits be- of industry associations, should change
cause they don't benefit from the con- very slowly.
Although the book is published by an
stant stream of new products that keeps
English trading firm, the language apthe electronics industry vibrant—are
pears to have been written in aJapanesepushing their way into the business. Steel
dialect version of American English. Key
manufacturers are now in the semiconductor business, and chemical and deter- words seem to be used in their dictionary
form rather than according to the meangent firms are making optical and magnetic disks.
This book, by the Dodwell & Co. market-research group, attempts to track and
A strong yen and sagging
analyze such changes through late 1988.
consumer business are
It also presents astatistical snapshot of
forcing some changes
the industry at that time, along with tables charting its growth from 1983 or
1984 to 1987.
The book starts off with an overview of ing dictated by the structure of the senthe industry and adescription of the ef- tence in which they are used. Even more
fect during the past few years of the ap- disturbing are mechanical translations,
like the one that turned "central processpreciation of the yen. Short sections suring unit" into " main equipment unit."
vey the communications sector, including
Most of the text flows smoothly, though,
new domestic and overseas common carand a reasonably intelligent reader
riers and value-added networks; foreign
should not be inconvenienced.
companies' activities in Japan; Japanese
Also somewhat disturbing is the unsteel manufacturers entering the elecquestioning acceptance of product catetronics industry; capital investment; and
gories used by the Ministry of Internaresearch-and-development investment.
tional Trade and Industry and the ElecThen comes a40-page analysis of Japatronics Association of Japan. As aresult,
nese products with production value exall those products that are not strictly
ceeding 100 billion yen; products with
consumer goods or components are convery high growth rates; and new prodsidered to be industrial.
ucts expected to become significant.
The index gives single-page rather
A large part of the book consists of
than multiple-page references. Firms are
profiles of Japan's nine electronics firms
listed under their English names; the Japworth atrillion yen; the 36 worth 100 billion yen; and 330 smaller firms, in deanese name is included in parentheses if
creasing amount of detail. For the largest it's significantly different. Cross-refercompanies there is agreat amount of encing is provided for some but not all
names—anyone who knows only the Japdata, including news of recent activities,
lists of subsidiaries, affiliates, foreign as- anese name of acompany could get lost
looking for it. There's no subject index, so
sociates, and research labs with products
involved. (IBM Japan Ltd. just made it areader who wants to find particular topover the trillion-yen line in fiscal 1987, but ics has to look through the table of contents.
-Charles L. Cohen
it's relegated to the second tier in this
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ELECTRONICS' function is:
To aid progress in the electronics industry by
promoting good management.
To give the electronics industry managers valuable perspective, insight, and interpretation of
industry events and trends, which help make
their jobs easier and more productive.
To provide acentral source of timely electronics
information.
To promote communication among members of
the electronics community.
Want a subscription? ELECTRONICS is circulated free of charge to those individuals in the
United States and abroad who function as amanager in companies that incorporate electronics in
their end product, and government or military
agencies involved in electronics activities. For a
free subscription, use the application form bound
in the back of the magazine or write for an
application form.
If you do not qualify, paid rates for a one year
subscription are as follows: U.S. $60; Canada,
Mexico, Central America, Caribbean $70. International annual subscription rates listed below include air delivery: Europe $100; Asia/Pacific
$115; South America, Mid East, Africa $125. Single copies (when available) may be purchased for
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To publish prompt corrections whenever inaccuracies are brought to our attention. Corrections
appear in " Reader Report" letters column.
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To refuse any advertisement deemed to be misleading or fraudulent.
Individual article reprints and microfilm copies of
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to photocopy any article herein for for a fee of
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• IBM Personal System/Zn" Micro Channel,
• DMA transfer rates up to 1M bytes/sec
• Industry's best and most extensive software
• Free technical support and phone call
•2-year warranty

PRICES: 32K Emulator tor 8031 $ 1790: al( Trace 51495'
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!
'US oe6

Ask about our demo VIDEO!
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51 E Campbell Avenue
Campbell, CA 96008
FAX (
408) 378-7869
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High-Tech, VLSI

HOW MANY TRANSISTORS
CAN YOU SIMULATE?
30,000 MOS at least with

ELDO
the electrical ASIC
EXPAND YOUR PRESENT TUNING STICK" KIT
Select the capacity value your circuit needs with
ease.
Now it is possible to extend the range of your Tuning
Stick" Kit to include all in-between values from 0.1 pF
to 1000 pF.
Request ATC TS1002 (
26 values) for $79.95, or ATC
TS1001 (20 values) for $49.95. Order both Kits for
$124.99. ATC offers 48 Hour OUIK-PICKsm Shipment.
AMERICAN TECHNICAL CERAMICS CORP., One Norden Lane, Huntington Station, N.Y. 11746-2102. PHONE:
(516) 547-5700 • FAX: (516) 547-5748 • TELEX: 825707
TUNING STICKS
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simulator with

SC/FOX' PARALLEL COPROCESSOR

advanced

Full-length PC/XT/AT/386 high-speed plug-in board with
Forth software. 10 MIPS operation, up to 50 MIPS
burst. 64K to 1M byte memory. Uses Harris RTX 2000"
RISC real-time CPU with one-cycle multiply, 1-cycle 14priority interrupts, two 256-word stacks, 3 16-bit
timer/counters, 16-bit i/o bus. Ideal for real-time control,
signal and image processing. Single/multiple board parallel operation. Prices start at $ 1,995.
Optional SC/FOX Single Board Computer version for the
stand-alone operation. Eurocard size with software starting at $ 1195.00.
SILICON COMPOSERS. INC.. (
415) 322-8763
210 California Ave., Suite K, Palo Alto, CA 94306

new algorithm
Call us

toll free at 1800 221 41 62 for your free trill tape:

ANACAD
YOUR ASIC DESIGN PARTNER
ANACAD Computer Systems SARL

ANACAD Computer Systems GMBII

51 Chemin du Vieux Cheer

Coburger Strade 19

38240 Meylan

5300 Bonn I
WEST GERMANY

FRANCE
Tel: ( 33) 76 90

7882

Fax: ( 33) 76 90 07 24
ANACAD

Tel. ( 49) 228 23 20 81
Fax ( 49) 228 23 20 83
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SCREEN SENDER*
TRANSMITTER

REMOTELY LOCATE YOUR COMPUTER MONITOR
Your computers monitor can now be located up to 1000 feet
from your computer with SCREEN SENDER. Works with any
TTL monitor, color or monochrome. The Transmitter connects to
your computers monitor port and the Repeater can be located
up to 1000 feet away using mufti-paired cable. Repeaters can be
daisy chained for connecting multiple monitors to one computer.
Great for factory automation, public displays, training environments, and remote monitoring. Transmitter and Repeater pair is
only $495.00. Call today for more information.

ECommunications

EIDSpecialties,Inc.
TEL (516) 499-0907

FAX (516) 499-0321

COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALTIES
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Free MSDOS & Mac
Software Catalog for
Electronic Engineers
AC/DC Circuit Analysis • Active and Passive
Filter Design • Screen/Printer & Pen Plotter
Graphics for Engineers • LaPlace Transfer
Function/FFT Analysis • Logic Simulation •
Root Locus Analysis • CAD/CAE • Digital
and Analog Signal Processing • Curve
Fitting • Statistics • Thermal Analysis •
Math • Microstrip Design and Analysis •
Data Acquisition • VISA & M/C Accepted
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Engineering
Professional

Software

FREE CATALOG
* Test Adapters ( Socketed LCC/PLCC/PGA)
* Test Clips ( Surfaced Mounted SOIC/PLCC)
* 150 Types of Prototypinq Board Adapters
* 125 Types of Programming Socket Converters
* Many Types of Emulator Pod Converters
* PGA/PLCC Extraction/Insertion Tools
* And Much, Much More...
'Liu

Emulation Technology. Inc.
5,•r,, t. AM"

2023 Chicago Ave., Stuite B-13 • Riverside, CA 92507

Tel: (714) 781-0252 • U.S.A. • TELEX: 6503089864
SOFTWARE
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2368.8 Walsh Ave • 131dg D • Santa Clara. CA 95051
TEL 14081 982-0660 • FAX 14138; 982-0664
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DATA I/O
SET PROGRAMMER

Analog Circuit Simulation
NEW IS_SPICE/386 On 386 PC's, $386
N

Outperforms
Workstations
Increases Speed
by 200 - 600%

$1595.
Tango. Now More Than Ever,
The Best Value in PCB Design.
Take a look at the all ne, Tango Series II. Our pop-up menu
interface sets anew standard for ease-of-use and productivity. Lay
out simple prototypes or complex, multi- layer, SMT designs with
over 100 new features including user-definable tracks, pads, and
grids.
For IBM-PCs and compatibles, Tango- PCB Series II, just 8595.
Tango- Route Series II autorouter, just $495. Both include one
year's updates, free tech support. 30-day money-back guarantee.
Call todas,

-3

Trole

• High-speed algorithms
• Stand-alone or computer remote control operation
• Full after- sales support from Data 1/0fe

1-800-245700
Ext. 803

DATA I/0

Mreel. San Diego. CA 92121
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PROTO/FIX/TEST ADAPTORS

nearly Unlimited

Save $400 on the eight-socket 280
Set Programmer, and get superior
set/gang programming capabilities
for all EPROMs and EEPROMs up to
512K. Plus:

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
800-433-7801 619-695-2000

ACCEL Technologies.

Circuit Size
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DATA I/O

Supports 287, 387,
Weitek 1167/3167

S.

IS SPICE runs on all 80x86 PC's for only $95.00:
Pe-rforms Complete AC, DC, and Transient Analyses.
SPICE_NET, $295: Schematic Entry for any SPICE
simulator. Automatically makes a Complete SPICE
netlist. Easy to use Menu Drive program included.
PRE SPICE, $200: Monte Carlo Analysis, Paramete
Sweeping and evaluation. Extensive Model Libraries.
lntu Scope, $250: A graphics Post Processor tha
works like adig tal oscilloscope. Easy to ase with the
most comprehensive set of waveform operations
available.
Please Write or Call

intusoft

P.O. Box 5607

(
213) 833 -0710

90734-6607

30 Day Money
Back Guarantee

san Pedro, CA

SOFTWARE
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Don't Get Zapped!
High inrush current can destroy your sensitive VAX
CPUs and peripherals in less time than it takes to
flip a switch.
THE SOLUTION?
Power up with Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTDne
the smallest power distribution
and control system available.
POWER UP WITH — — —

MANY NEW PARTS
VLSI prototype adaptors allow prototyping of devices
from 24 pin (VRAM ZIP), Shrink DIP, to 256 pin SPARC,
PLCC, LCC, SLAMPAK, and FLATPAK. Annotated test
adaptors for 680X0, 80X86. Stacking memory modules
for up to 16 MBYTE DRAM SIMMS. FIX-80386 to fix
errata 21 problem in 386 PC's (
causes lockup). All gold
Machined pins/most wirewrap panel patterns. Customs
—quick turnaround.
IRONWOOD ELECTRONICS, INC.
P.O. BOX 21-151
ST. PAUL, MN 55121
(612) 431-7025
IRONWOOD ELECTRONICS
CIRCLE 513
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Our proprietary Multiple Time Delay .
T' circuitry
sequences your power-up to protect your systems
from the spikes and surges. EMI 8 RFI, that destroy
your hardware and erase your data. And our
remote on/off and emergency shutdown gives the
power control back to you.
All Pulizzi Engineering MTDI. controllers are
compatible with DEC and UPS systems.
PRICES FROM $436 TO $305
DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT HAPPENS, CALL TODAY!
PULIZZI ENGINEERIM;
3260 S. Susan Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704-6865
(714) 540-4229 FAX (714) 641-9062

2-LINE TPC 115-10 MTD
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SCHEMATIC CAPTURE TO PCB LAYOUT
$695.00
Before buying EE Designer, FutureNet, PCAD, or
separate Schematic & PCB editors, check our one CAD

Total Solution. Schematic/PCB editor supports 15
hierarchy levels, 50 layer, auto parts package, rat's net,
rubber banding, 1mil resolution, unitd trace widths,
GND plane, etc. Optional Auto- Router and GERBER.
$75.00 for full function evaluation kit.
INTERACTIVE CAD SYSTEMS, 2352 Rambo Court,
Santa Clara, CA 95054. • (
408) 970 0852.
SOFTWARE

CIRCLE 515

DIRECT

CONNECTION

ADS

UNIVERSAL LOGIC PROGRAMMER

target over 30
microprocessors

from

BP MICROSYSTEMS

rLJLJLJ

•Programs PAL's
GALS, PLEYs,
EPLI:rs, PEEL's,
FPLA's, FPLS's,
crus, and
ERASICs frocs
Altera, AMID,
Atrnel, ICT,
Cypress, Exel,
MMI, Gould,
Intel, 11, Lattice,
National, Ricoh,
Samsung, SC&
Thompson, Signetics, and VLSI
•Certified by device manfacturers
•Menu-driven operation is easy to learn and quick to operate
•Full screen editor for fuse data and test vectors
•Connects to any IBM via standard parallel printer port
•Compatible with ABEL, CUPL, PALASM, and more
•Two free software updates induded in price
•One-year warranty and 30-day money-back guarantee
•Toll-free technical support
•Fantastic value at $798 including software and cable
CALL TODAY FOR INFORMATION OR FREE DEMO DISK

(800)225-2102
10681 Haddington 8190, Houston, TX 77043
(713)461-9430 FAX (713)461-7413

CROSS
ASSEMBLER

PC - AT BUS RACKMOUNT COMPUTER WITH

BUILT IN COLOR EGA MONITOR FOR
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
ST- 1000 ESA , ssully AT compatible computer with 10 MHZ zero wet state
AT CPU pkig-in card with CMOS VLSI chips and apassive backplane to
provide retablity and serviceability. The standard features include:
/9" rack-mount or tabletop rugged light weight enclosure
Built-in 9 color monitor with .28mm dot pitch, black matnx
ion-glare CRT, EGA card with 6404350 resolution.
• 20MB shock mounted Hard disk. 1.2 MB HD floppy dnve
• 1MB RAM, serial and parallel ports
• 200 Wan Power Supply, 110/220V, 50-400 HZ
• Positive Pressure cooling, replaceable Air Filter
• Keylock ON/OFF switch for security, Enhanced Keyboard
with rackmount shell.
Also availeie ST-3000 EGA, 80386 based systems, ST-4100 system without monitor,
SM-4100 rack-mount muttnync monde' and custom configurations, for details contact

MI SYSTEMS INC., 6842 NW 20

Ave., Ft Lauderdale, FL 33309.

Universal

Linker, Librarian

micro VAX, VAX VMS, Pems DOS
• Powerful macros

•Relocatable or absolute code
• Binary or ASCII Hex file output
• Fast Version 2.2
• Universal Linker for all targets

•Conditional assembly
•Prompt delivery

ENERTEC INC, 19 Jenkins Avenue
Lansdale, PA 19446 • 215-362-0966

(305) 978,9225 • Telex: 529 482 IBI SYSTEMS • Fax: (305) 978-9226

UNIVERSAL LOGIC PROGRAMMER

CIRCLE 516
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CROSS ASEMBLERS
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PROMPT DELIVERY!!!
ICS SAME DAY S SHOWN
(USUALLY
)
to, FERS 9, 1989
OUTSIDE OKLAHOMA

SCHEMATIC AND PCB SOFTWARE
Create and revise schematics and PCBs quickly and
simply with HIWIRE PLUS®and your IBM PC. With a
click of mouse button, select asymbol from our extensive library or create your own. Netlist, bill-of-materials,
and design-checking utilities are included. HiWIREPlus is $895 and comes with a30-day money-back
guarantee. Credit cards accepted.
VANTEK CORP., 1801 South St., Lafayette, IN 47904.
• (800) 742-6809 or ( 317) 742-8428
HiWIRE

CIRCLE 519

EZ-ROUTE
VERSION II

OEM 6800/6809 MICRO COMPUTER MODULES for
decicated control and monitoring. Interfaces for sensors, transducers, analog signals, solenoids, relays
lamps, pumps, motors, keyboards, displays, IEEE488, Serial I/O, floppy disks.
WINTEK CORPORATION,
1801 South Street. Lafayette, IN 47904-2993.
(317) 742-8428 or ( 800) 742-6809
MICRO MODULES

CIRCLE 520

Power Supply
Design Service
Military and Commercial power converter designs, completed in 3 months on
average, include: 100% custom circuit
design, engineering models, schematics,
parts list, PCB layout, test procedures.

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT $500
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER
EMOLTE Version II from AMS for IBM PC. PS/2 and Compatibles is an
integrated CAE System which supports 256 layers, trace width from 0.001 inch to
0.255 inch. SMD components and Penplotters as well as Photo Plotters.
Schematic Capture $ 103, PCB Layout 1250. Auto Router $500

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
800-972-3733 or (
305) 975-9515

Switching frequencies up to 1MHz, single
and multiple outputs, outputs from 1W to
2KW, low or high voltage. Please call for

SAT DELIVERY
INCLUOED ON
D-EI ORDERS
RECEIVED BY
1111 AY
Nib
Fr A1
Ell» 1

M

MasteGara VISA or UPS CASH COD

Na minimum order , 99e ,
N1e ma ...Noe to aene
roe., we's

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

CIRCLE 521

YOUR
AD
HERE
Here's all you have to do:
• Send aB/W or 4C glossy photo
• Include 13 lines of copy.
(37 characters per line)
• Write aheadline of 32 characters or less.

PEDA*

We also accept camera-ready art.
Ad size 23/
16" wide X 3" deep.
Tel: 519-837-1646

g

nue

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED. INC.
"
BEGGS
000 SOK
P"r'e
74.121
"e(
918) 267-4961

We do all the rest.
No production charges.

Fax: 519-763-2742

CIRCLE 522

fig

OPEN 61
2 DAYS, 7so am- 1
/
0ma SHIP VIA FED- EX ON SAT.

more information.

Power Electronics Design Alternative

Atlyanced Microcomputer Systems, Inc
1321 NW 65 Place, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

Your own designs are the solution to
single source problem. Manufacturing
can be done by several companies at a
competitive price. Power supply expertise
is not required on the customer's part.

NO .SALES TAX

DYNAMIC RAM
SIMM (
i)266Kx36
80 ns $650.00
SIMM1 21
1Alx9
80 ns 370.00
SIMM I 256Kx1
60 ns 150.00
'e' er 1Mbit
Imxi
80 ns
34.50
1Mbit
lbw
100
ns
25.50
e
> .
41256
256Kxt
60 ns
11.25
41256
256Kx1
100 ns
10.95
51258 13) 256Kx1 100 ns
12.95
41256
256Kx1 120 ns
9.50
41264 (
41 64Kx4 120 ns 14.50
EPROM
:;
5kG 27C1000 128K08 200 ns $28.50
27C512
64Kx8 200 ns 13.95
27256
32Kx8 150 ns
8.15
27128
16Kx8 250 ns
4.95
nee
STATIC RAM
62256p- to 32K08 100 ns $20.50
6264P-12
M08 120 ns
9.75
6116Ap -12 20x8 120 no
5.50

Call Brian Ceraolo (201) 393-6478.
CIRCLE 523
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stagger the introduction of the Series 10000. First Apollo put out the server, then followed up with the 3-d
graphics subsystem in a version called the Series
10000VS, for visualization system. Although the RISCbased drawing engine's debut was planned for last fall,
it didn't show up until this year because of delays on the
part
of asupplier.
lot of murky water has gone under the bridge at
Apollo Computer Inc. lately. In the year since the
Thirteen CMOS arrays of 22,000 gates each make up
company introduced its Series 10000 "desktop su- the VS drawing engine, says Paul Bemis, Apollo's marketing manager for high-end systems. The five gate arpercomputer" [
Electronics, March 3, 1988, p. 69], the
company that pioneered the technical work station lost its
rays in the engine, made for Apollo by Integrated CMOS
president, weathered consecutive profitless quarters, and Systems Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., use a1.5-µm dual-metal
probably slipped in market share. The fourth-quarter reCMOS process. They operate at 36 MHz and have an
emitter-coupled-logic output section to accommodate
sults form the only bright spot in this otherwise bleak
landscape. They show Apollo's rethe display of high-bandwidth raster
data. The Series 10000 can have as
duced-instruction-set supercomputer
coming on strong in a surge that
many as four central-processing
SURPRISE! APOLLO UNVEILS
brings asense that the company is on
A ' DESKTOP' SUPERCOMPUTER units. Each CPU can perform 1.5 milits feet and making its way back from
lion graphic transforms/s because
1988's setbacks.
each is directly linked to the drawVolume shipments of the Series
ing engine over the machine's 64-bit10000 were abig contributor to the
wide, 150-Mbyte/s X-bus.
fourth-quarter turnaround. ReveThis tight coupling enables simulnue for the quarter was arecordtaneous and intensive number
breaking $ 184 million, up from
crunching along with graphics ren$162.9 million for the same quarter
dering. That makes the VS especialin 1987. Net income for the period
ly suitable for interactive visualizawas $3.1 million. Although that is
tion in applications such as computafar below the $10 million reported in
tional fluid dynamics, molecular
the same quarter last year, it nevermodeling, and electronic design.
theless is areturn to profitability.
"The graphics subsystem is deEven before Apollo added arosigned to render images as fast as
bust three-dimensional graphics
the CPUs can generate the required
subsystem to the Series 10000 last
data," Bemis points out. That conmonth, the Chelmsford, Mass., comtrasts with the slower, more convenpany had shipped an estimated 250
tional approach of using long rigidThe RISC system also gives
units of the RISC machine to cusgeometry pipelines. In the Apollo
the company aweapon
tomers. That figure comes from
system, each 64-bit CPU has two
in its battle with Sun
Vicki Brown, senior analyst for
floating-point processors and an inwork stations at International Data
teger processor working in parallel
Corp., the Framingham, Mass., market-research firm.
for fast throughput. The CPU-linked RISC drawing en"That's good when you consider they started shipping gine handles pixel-drawing tasks that are common to all
graphics applications.
last October," Brown says.
Brown also points out that the system has given ApolImportantly, Bemis says, the display enhances the
lo aformidable tool in its competition with Sun Micro- processing and rendering power. It's ahigh-resolution,
1,280-by- 1,024-pixel, 70-Hz, noninterlaced, flicker-free
systems Inc., the Mountain View, Calif., market-share
leader in work stations. She says the Series 10000 "is
monitor. The VS comes with either 40 or 80 planes of
getting good margins and is performing well, especially
frame-buffer memory. The 40-plane version sells for
$94,900—that's $25,000 more than the basic server. An
against the Sun 4/260." She also says Apollo hopes this
product will be crucial in its recovery. "Ithink it will be.
80-plane system is priced at $104,900. Additional procesIt has amultiprocessor capability, which Sun doesn't sors cost about $20,000 each.
Bemis maintains that by introducing the server-only
have," she says.
Nevertheless, Apollo lost momentum last year when
version first, "we learned that there was atremendous
revenue and profits slipped because sales of existing pent-up demand for agraphics resource like the VS on a
systems were slowing. "Momentum, once lost, is diffi- network, but not at each seat. The VS is an engineering
cult to get back," says Brown. She adds that when 1988 work-group resource, with perhaps one VS-equipped
numbers are tallied, they'll probably show Apollo out of system for 15 seats."
second-place standing and in atie for third with HewWith another processor, that works out to $10,000 to
lett-Packard Co. in work-station market share. That $15,000 per seat. That's about the same as an earlier VAX
from DEC, he says, though the VS performs considerably
puts it behind Digital Equipment Corp. and Sun.
better than its predecessors.
-Lawrence Curran
From the beginning it was the company's intention to

UPDATE: THE SERIES 10000
POWERS APOLLO'S RECOVERY
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9C Computers and Communications

Super-natural capacitance.

Nature endows every object with

for decades.We achieve it through

surface- mount cases (only 1.6 x

some capacitance. But to equal

intensive R&D programs that begin

3.2 x1.6mm).

the 2.2F capacitance that NEC has

with materials and cover every

packed into its 14cm 3 Supercaps,

phase of design and production.

nature would require 3,100 spheres
the size of planet earth.
Creating large capacitance in
small cases has been NEC's specialty

You can see the results in our

When you need capacitors
with exceptional capabilities,
come to NEC. We think small to

Supercaps. And our chip tantalum

help you think big. For more in-

capacitors that offer ratings up to

formation about our innovative

6.8pF in the industry's smallest

capacitor lineup, call NEC today.

For fast answers, call as at:
lel 1-800-632 -• •• 'X910-379-6985. W Germaly Tel0211-650302. Telex 8559960 The Netherlands Tel
040-445145. Telex 5l,
eden Tel:08-753-6020 Telex 13839 France Tel
Telex 699499
Italy Tel 026709101 Telex : 15355 UK Te1:0908-691133 Te.ex -826791. Hong Kong Tel 37559008. Telex.
54561.
Taiwan Tel 02522-4192 telex 223'2. Singapore Tel 4815851 Telex 39726. Australia Tel 03261-1355 Telex 38343

Circle 48

NEC

THE VG- 1281 GRAPHICS PROCESSOR
• 1280 x 1024 display resolution
• Fastest TMS34010-based design
12.5 million pixels/sec. PIXIRT
125,000 vectors/sec.
30,000 characters/sec.
• 256 colors from 16.7 million
• 2K x 1K or 2K x 2K read/write area
• 1megabyte display list RAM
• Supports X/Y devices, keyboards
• Real-time zoom/smooth pan
• Super- efficient graphics
library
• Flexible, expandable
instruction set
• Hardware graphics cursor

(Byz>1-800-361-4903

Fast-track graphics for the VMEbus.

B

uild high- resolution graphics with flat-out speed into your process
control, simulation, instrumentation or training systems using the Matrox
VG-1281 display processor. Designed specifically for high-performance
workstations and backed by Matrox's outstanding reputation, it has all the
power and flexibility you need for the most demanding applications.
APRIL 16-20. 1989

The VG-1281. It takes the checkered flag.

PuLirNnimal
infeninir and
I
ildwated lo Computer
Graphic, \
ins
Philadelphia C
IL Centvr
Philadelphia. 11.nriml‘iinia

See us at booth #4571

In Canada, call ( 514) 685-2630. Matrox is aregistered trademark of Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd.
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